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Microrcflectance and ellip«o»ctric ttudies on th« 
of some ainerala.
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ABSTRACT
The optical propertlea of a aeriea of ore ainerala are aaaeaaed 
uaing nicroacope photometry and ellipsometry« Résulta froa both aethoda 
are coapared and any dlacrepanciea in the data are Interpreted within the 
experiaental and Inatruaental constraints of the two techniques. The errors 
involved in the calculation of reflectance and the optical constants n and 
k are also considered. A new type of aicrophotoaetric error known as the
Standard-Speciaen-Reflectance-Dlfference-Phenoaenon (SSRDP) is investigated,
its possible causes are discussed and tables evaluated for its correction.
The results of this study are coapared with those of other 
workers and differences between the aeasureaents are discussed within the 
context of electronic, structural and iapurity ion considerations. Where 
possible, spectral aaxiaa are assigned to electronic and/or excitonlc 
transitions and ideas are advanced to rationalise soae of the observed 
reflectance dispersions.
The use of spectroscopic elllpsoaetry in this investigation 
aakes it possible to assess the effects of alr-fonsed or other contaainant 
filas. The influence of speciaen preparation on the optical characteristics 
is discussed and the iaportance of using ’real surfaces* in order to aake 
possible the geological and coaaercial application of this study is eaphasised.
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The M i n  of thle etudy It to coaptre the optical techniques 
of aicrotcope photoaetry and ellipaoaetry and to aaaeaa their uaefulneaa 
or otherwise to the diagnostic study of Mtalliferoua ainerala. Although 
ellipaoaetry has been used for M n y  years in corrosion studies and 
Mterials science it has found little application in aineralogy. Microscope 
photoaetry» however, hat long been used as one of the principal techniques 
in the study of opaque ainerals* Microscopy photoaetry has the 
disadvantage, however, that in certain circuastances the ill-conditioning 
of the equations used in the derivation of the optical constants n 
(refractive index) and k (absorption coefficient) can yield iMginary 
or erroneous solutions. Elllpsoaetrically derived n and k values 
do not suffer froa the saae problea, and it is desirable to know 
they can be used as independent Mssureaents with which to 
coapare the alcrophotoaetric results. To this end a series of 
ainerals were selected (in co-operstlon with the Natural History 
Museua, South Kensington) for ellipsoMtric and aicrophotoaetrlc 
evaluation. As the elllpsoaeter used in this study required a 
ainiauD isotropic, hoaogeneous surface area of 1 ca^ the nuaber 
of ainerals available for study was obviously Halted. This is 
also the reason why M n y  of the speclMns have no reasonable locality 
inforMtion as it would have been iaprudent to cut up soae of the better 
speciaens on the off chance that they would yield an area suitable for 
ellipsoMtric Mssureaent.
• ■
The study of electronic processes is pertinent to any discussion 
of the properties of chalcogenldes, arsenides and oxides as, being alaost 
exclusively seaiconductors, their properties are readily influenced by 
dopant iapurities and non-stoichloMtry. For this reason these phenoMna 
are treated in s o m  depth and where possible features in the reflectance 
profiles such as spectral m x Im  are assigned to known or postulated 
electronic transitions. The structure of each aineral is also considered 
as, for a coaprehensive treatMnt, it is necessary to understand the 
contributions of each anion and cation 'group*. The effecta upon the 
reflectivity and various other physical properties of anionic and cationic 
changes have been studied by à nuirt>er of workers (Bums and Vaughan,
1970; Blther «t •!. 1968; Vaughan and Craig, 1978). Theae atudiaa aerva to 
illustrate how the careful Iwplewentatlon of chealcal theories can be 
used to explain experiaental observations. In addition, these theories 
provide a coaprehensive background to aoae of the factors influencing 
chalcogenlde cheaistry and for this reason are a good starting point froa 
which to coaaence this study.
CHAPTEE OHE 
LITEEATUEE SURVEY
l.l Factor» Influgnclnn the R<fl»ctivity of Ort Mineral«
Tha propartiaa of the group of flrat row tranaltlon aetal 
aulphldes which adopt the pyrite structure (FeS2. C0S2. NI82. CuS2» ZnS2) 
have been investigated by Burns and Vaughan, 1970; Vaughan and Craig,
1978; Toasell, Vaughan and Burdett, 1981. Frogreaaing along the 
series a systeaatic change in the reflectance and the electrical and 
■agnetic properties is observed. These phenoMna can be explained in 
teras of the localised versus delocalised behaviour of the electrons in 
the predoainantly cationic Jd type orbitals (Tossell e^ a^. 1981). The 
electrons in the non-bonding t2g orbitals are localised on the cation. 
Overlap of aetal d^(eg)»p^ hybrid orbitals with sulphur sp^ hybrids leads 
to the fondation of doubly-degenerate anti-bonding «g* orbitals which, 
unlike the t2g orbitals, are delocalised. Going across the pyrite 
disulphide series (FeS2<t2g^ *g^^* CoS2(t2g^ *g^^* MiS2(t2g^ ®^g 
(tjg^ eg^); ZnS2 (t2g^ «g^)) the nuaber of electrons occupying the e^* 
level increases, and because of the anti-bonding nature of this orbital, 
the aetal—sulphur bond becoaes longer so destabilising the structure.
This also accounts for the increase in the unit-cell edge £  across the 
series, which parallels the decrease in reflectivity. The reasons for 
this drop in reflectance have been exaalned by a nuaber of authors.
Burns and Vaughan (1970) have postulated a decrease in w bonding between 
the aetal 3dt2g orbitals and vacant t2g type 3d orbitals on sulphur and 
related it to a decrease in reflectivity. However, as the presence of 
such bonding has yet to be positively identified, and as Kjekshus and 
Nicholson (1971) have found no evidence of w back-bonding, this 
explanation is unsatisfactory. Vaughan and Craig (1978) have calculated 
the effective nuaber of free electrons per unit voluae and found this to 
be roughly proportional to the nunber of vacant «g* levels into which t2g 
electrons can be excited. They therefore propose that electrons excited 
by visible light into e ^  orbitals becoae delocalised through the 
nature of the covalent bonding between the aetal and sulphur ligands.
In the preceding discussion it can be seen that changing the
cation In an iaoatructural group of alnerala can alter the reflectivity. 
Frequently the aaae la true when the anion la changed. The efficiency of 
covalent bonding increaaes with alae and hence the polarlaabllity of the 
anions. When going down a group such as S, Se and Te the delocalisation 
of the eg* orbitals increases as does the strength of the anion-cation 
bond. Fig. 1.1 shows the increasing reflectance of the group of 
Igostructural ainerals CuTe2 ^CuSe2 ^ CuS2 » A slailar trend in reflectivity 
is seen in the isoaorphous lead ainerals, galena (PbS (R “ 38.1 X)), 
clausthalite (PbSe (R - 50.1 X)) and altaite (FbTe (R ■ 65.5X)).
1.2 Chaleosine (Copper Sulphide)
1. 2.1 Occurrence and Associations
Chalcoslne is an econoaically iaportant ore of copper, and is 
frequently found in association with cuprite and native copper. The 
aineral is aost coaaonly found in sones of secondary sulphide enrlchaent. 
Extreaely fine aggregates of chalcosine can appear isotropic. Chalcosine 
also exhibits apparent iaotropisa when subjected to excessive pressure 
during polishing. DJurleite behaves differently froa chalcosine during 
polishing, as individual grains of djurlelte show aany different shades 
of grey or blue. Continued polishing, however, ultiaately results in a 
unlfora colouration (Utenbogaardt and Burke, 1971).
1.2.2 The Copper-Sulphur Systea
The copper-sulphur systea is very coaplex (Fig. 1.2) and has 
only been adequately described within the last 15 - 20 years (Rosebooa, 
1966; Cook, 1972; Potter, 1977). The econoaically iaportant copper 
ore low chalcosine (Cu2S) has been known for aany years but the existence 
of a low teaperature nearby phase Cu|,9^  was not suspected until the X- 
ray studies of Djurle (1958). This phase was later established as a 
naturally occurring aineral species by Roaebooa (1962) and Moriaoto (1962), 
and appropriately naaed djurleite. In 1942 Buerger proposed that the 
aineral hitherto known to ore aicroacopiata as blue isotropic chalcosine 
was in fact a separate aineral species which he naaed digenite. Later 
studies by Moriaoto and Gyobu (1971) established that the aineral had the 
foraula Cu6.9Feo.l84 •«<* that the presence of saall quantities of iron
FIG 1.1
e«w*eiMd|g»A
Fi^ 1.1 Change in r e fle e tiv itg , bond length and unit e e ll edge 
with inoreaeing number o f eleotrona in enti-bonding leoel.

verc necessary to stabilise the structure* More recently another copper 
sulphide, in which the copper to sulphur ratio is greater than unity, has 
been identified by Koto and Moriaoto (1970) and naaed anilite, it has the 
foraula 00784.
Potter (1977) established that the range of hoaogeneity for 
low chalcoaine is very saall (Cu^S, x ■ 1.997 - 2.000 ♦ 0.002), while 
that for djurleite is auch wider (x ■ 1.934 - 1.963 ♦ 0.002). Low 
chalcoaine and djurleite are physically difficult to distinguish and 
probably occur naturally with equal frequency. Thus aany aaaples found 
in collections labelled chalcosine aay actually be djurleite or 
intergrowtha of low chalcoaine and djurleite.
1.2.3 Structure of Chalcoaine
The structure of low chalcoaine is coaplex and was originally 
described as orthorhoabic (Buerger and Buerger, 1944). Evans (1979,
1981) has now sho%m it to be aonoclinic (Fig. 1.3), the pseudo 
orthorhoabic appearance being due to extensive twinning. The unit cell, 
space group P2|/C, has a • 15.246(4) A, b • 11.884(2) A, c • 13.494(3)
A, 3- 116.35(1)* and contains 48 CU2S units. Of the 24 different 
copper atoas, eight are located in the sulphur layers occupying 2/3 of 
the available triangular sites. The reaaining copper atoas are arranged 
between the layers aostly in triangular sites, although soae of these are 
highly distorted. For one copper atoa the distortion out of the 
triangular plane is so great that it appears to be in a distorted 
tetrahedral envlronaent. Two copper atoas show a tendency towards two 
fold linear coordination. It is worth aentionlng here that both a high 
teaperature and a high pressure fora of chalcosine are known. The high 
teaperature fora has a hexagonal structure, with 2 CU2S per unit cell, 
in which the copper atoas are highly disordered and randoaly distributed 
between the available triangular, tetrahedral and linear sites. The high 
pressure fora has a tetragonal structure (Jsnosi, 1964), which is surprisingly 
siaple with only one type of copper atoa in regular triangular coordination 
with sulphur (Fig. 1.4.)•
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1.2.4 Structur# of Djurlelf
Due to intensive tvinning, djurleite, like lov chalcosine, vss 
originally thought to be orthorhoabic (Djurle, 1958; Rosebooa, 1962; 
Moriaoto; 1962), but Evans (1979, 1981) has nov shovn it to be aonoclinic 
(Fig. 1.5.) with a space group P2i/n. The unit cell has diaensions of 
a - 26.897(6) X ,  b - 15.745(3) X ,  c - 13.565(3) X ,  90.13(3)* 
and contains eight Cu3iS|^ foraula units. Of the sixty two different 
copper atoas, fifty two have triangular coordination, which in soae 
cases is slightly distorted; nine have highly distorted tetrahedral 
coordination and one has unique linear two fold coordination. Two types 
of sulphur layer exist, coapared to only one in low chalcosine.
1.2.5 Structure of Anilite
Anillte, as aentloned previously, has been described by Koto 
and Moriaoto (1970). The unit cell is orthorhoabic with space group 
Pnaa (Fig. 1 .6.) and diaensions a - 7.89 X,  b ■ 7.84 X ,  c ■ 11 .0 1 X 
and 16 CU1.75S foraula units. Of the twenty eight different copper 
atoas twenty are in distorted triangular coordination while eight lie 
at the centre of distorted tetrahedra.
1.2.6 Optical and Electronic Properties
Folaer and Jellinek (1980) have used X-ray photoelectron 
spectroscopy to show that in chalcosine the copper is univalent (d^®) and 
diamagnetic. The oxidation state of the sulphur is -2. They also 
indicated that electrical conduction is via positive holes located in the 
sulphur 3p valence band.
Shuey (1975) postulates that the conduction band in low chalcosine 
ia derived primarily from the copper 4s level, while the valence band is 
basically a mixture of copper 3d and sulphur 3p states* A significant 
degree of delocalisation is indicated by the high electronic mobility of 
the mineral. Unfortunately, to date, no comprehensive band structure has 
been published for low chalcosine or djurleite, this is probably due to 
the complexity of the structure.
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Eiseiuiann (1952) and lattr Abdullaay at al. (1968) hava ahown 
that intarband tranaltiona» aanlfaatad by an incraaaa In abaorption, 
coMianca at 1*8 aV and continua Into tha ultra-vlolat. Thaaa intarband 
tranaitiona ara aaaantially indapandant of cryatallographic oriantation 
(Muldar, 1973). In tha naar infra-rad, howavar, aoaa waak abaorption 
faaturaa ara datactabla which ara polariaation dapandant. Thaaa occur at 
1 . 1 aV for light vibrating parpandicular to tha c axia and at 1.4 aV for 
light vibrating parallal to tha c axia. Marahall and Hitra (1965) hava 
attributad thaaa faaturaa to 'intarband tranaitiona* with alactron and 
hola atataa at diffarant pointa in tha Brillouin xona. Muldar (1973) haa 
auggaatad that tha diffaranca in anargy batwaan thaaa polariaation 
dapandant tranaitiona ariaaa fro« tha fact that tha valanca band adga ia 
pradoainantly S 3p rathar than Cu 3d in charactar, with tha wava 
function lobea parpandicular to tha c axia.
1 .3 Galana (Laad Sulphida)
1.3.1 Occurranca and Aaaociationa
Tha na«a galana co«aa fro« the Latin for lead ora. It ia found 
following tha bedding planaa of ao«a aadi«entary rocka, in li«eatone 
raplaca«ent dapoaita, in hydrothar«al veina and in pagantitea.
Cryatala of galena ara often in tha for« of cubaa «odifiad by 
octahadra. Tha perfect cubic cleavage ia nearly alwaya viaibla, and 
triangular pita along the cleavage linea ara co««on. Twinning, in tha 
for« of contact or penetration twina ia known though a aonad texture ia not 
uaual. Moaaic dafacta ara co««on.
1.3.2 Structure of Galana
Galana haa tha ai«pla halite (MaCl) atructura, in which 
tha anione ara cubic cloaa packed in planaa parallel to ClUl* 
tha anione and tha catione ahow regular aix fold octahedral coordination, 
with tha MX^ octahadra aharing all twelve adgea with adjacent octahadra 
(Fig. 1.7). laoatructural «inarala includa clauathalita (FbSa), altaita 
(FbTa) alabandina (aNn8) and oldhaaita (Co8). The clear prafaranca of 
galana (and clauathalita and altaita) for the high ayaaatry halite (SaCl)
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structure can be understood in teras of the general trend towards *aetalllc* 
structures going down a group (Adsas 1974), although in this case the 
’inert pair* does not exert a atereocheaical effect* The bonding In lead 
sulphide can be described In teraa of the overlap of the two 6p electrons 
on lead and the four 3p electrons on sulphur* Since the p-band la 
partially filled, aetslllc behaviour would be expected* In soae respects 
PbS Is best described as an Interaetslllc coapound* Its electronic 
conductivity Is, however. In the seal-conductor range due to the strong 
localisation of electrons on sulphur*
1*3*3 Optical and Electronic Properties
Galena can be either a n- or p-type sealconductor depending on 
whether the aetal or the sulphur Is In excess* Most natural galenas 
exhibit the aetal-rlch n-type sealconductlvlty, although Shuey (1975) has 
observed sulphur-rich p-type sealconductlvlty In galena froa allver-rlch 
hydrotheraal deposits and llaestone—slnc-lead ’Mississippi Valley type* 
deposits* Galena Is opaque at wavelengths beyond the fundaaental absorption 
edge, but at long wavelengths (less than 0*4 eV) It Is transparent* The 
optical properties of lead chalcogenldes have been extensively studied 
(Cardonna and Greenaway, 1964; Schoolar and Dixon, 1965; Dalven, 1969; 
Vaughan and Craig, 1978; Vendrell-Sas, Karup-Moller and Lopes Soler, 1978)* 
Cardonna and Greenaway (1964) have exawlned the spectral reflectivity of 
galena, clausthallte and altalte over an energy range of 0 - 25 eV* They 
observed six peaks designated 8i " whld* attributed to
the following transitions (Tig* 1*8):
1) T i»®2 ®3* transitions between the sulphur 3p non-bonding
type orbltsls and the conduction band*
11) 8 4 ,8 5 and 85: transitions between the lead 6s-sulphur 3p
bonding orbitals, and the sulphur 3s non-bonding orbitals Into 
the conduction band*
As galena does not readily accoModate foreign Ions In Its 
structure, there Is little In the literature relating to this phenoMnon* 
Dalven, (1969) has reported the presence of donor and acceptor levels In 
galena due to blswuth and silver Iwpurltles* In clausthallte
15

and altalta «ora axotic alaaanta auch aa gadolinlua and broaina ara 
raaponaibla for tha praaanca of donor lavala* Tha praaanca of auch donor 
and accaptor lavala ara known to influanca the conductivity froa which It 
can ba daducad that thay will alao hava an affact on tha raflactlvlty*
1*4 Pyrlta (Iron II Sulphlda)
1.4.1 Occurranca and Aaaoclatlona
Tha naaa pyrlta la derived froa the graak *pyr» aaanlng fire, 
and alludes to tha fact that tha ainaral produces sparks whan struck. 
Pyrlta la one of tha aost widely distributed of the sulphide alnerals, 
occurring In a variety of anvlronaants* In Igneous rocks It occurs as an 
accessory ainaral and in segregations. It Is particularly prevalent In 
sedlaentary rocks foraad under stagnant anaerobic conditions, such as 
coals and black shales. It Is also found in contact aataaorphlc sonas.
In slates it frequently foras wall shaped cubic crystals* Pyrlta Is 
also coaaonly found In hydrotheraal veins, and replacaaant deposits.
Crystals of pyrlta are usually cubes, pyrltohadra, octshadra or 
coablnatlons of these foras. The cubes often show strlatlons produced by 
oscillatory growth. The cleavage Is poor and parallel to 1100), 1311) 
and (111) . Twinning is rare but when it does occur It appears as the 
Iron-cross twin. Zoning Is coaaon and aay be revealed by differences In 
colour and hardness*
1.4.2 Structure of Pyrlte
Pyrlte was one of the first alnerals to be exaalned by X-ray 
diffraction techniques (Bragg, 1913). The lattice has cubic ayaaetry 
and la a derivative of the halite (BaCl) structure. The Iron atoas fora a 
face-centred-cublc array with the ald-polnt of covalently bonded $2 
duab bells occupying the position of Cl“ In the «aCl structure. Fig. 1.9. 
Bach sulphur atoa Is coordinated in a distorted tetrahedron to three Iron 
atoas and one aulphur atoa (In the $2 unit). These $2^ pairs are aligned 
with the four dlatlnct body dlagonala of the cubic lattice. The Iron 
cation Is coordinated to six sulphur atoas* The sulphur octahedron la 
coapreaaed along the trigonal axis and shares corners with neighbouring
17
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octahcdra. The pyrltc structure Is sn laportsnt 'structure type* especislly 
In chslcogenide alnerslogy end is adopted by the following ainerals:
Csttierite (C082)
Vaesite (Ili82)
Hsuerite (Mn82)
Trogtslite (€0802)
Cobsltite (CoAs8)
Gersdorffite (lliAs8)
Ullaannite (Ni8b8)
Penroseite (Mi8e2)
The bonding in pyrite is essentially covalent. The tetrahedral 
coordination of each sulphur atow is achieved by the hybridisation of the 
3s and 3p orbitals to fora sp^ hybrids (Bither et 1968; Burns and 
Vaughan, 1970). One of the four sp^ hybrids is involved in bonding with 
a sp^ hybrid orbital froa another sulphur ion (to fora the 82 *^’ pair).
The reaaining three are used in bonding with three d^sp^ hybrid orbitals 
froa the cations. The d^sp^ hybrids are foraed by the hybridisation 
of the 4s, 4p and 3deg orbitals of the iron, the reaaining three 3d(2g 
orbitals are assuaed to be non-bonding (Bither et al. 1968). Burns and 
Vaughan (1970) have speculated that w bonding aay occur between the filled 
non-bonding 3dt2g orbitals of iron and the vacant 3dt2g type orbitals of 
sulphur. This would increase the energy separation between t2g and eg 
orbitals ( Acovnr>^ovo aoaent however, the
presence of such bonding is uncertain, and Kjekshus and Micholaon (1971) 
found no evidence of w back*bonding. The iron in pyrite froa Mossbauer, 
and aagnetic atudies has been shown to be low spin iron 11 (Benoit,
1955; Bither 1968; Hiyahara and Teranlshi, 1968; Vaughan
1971) i.e., all six d electrons are spin-paired in the non-bonding t2g 
orbitals. The aolecular-orbital diagraa shown in Figure 1.10 shows the 
splitting of the 3d levels under the influence of an octahedral ligand 
field. However, due to the trigonal distortion of the sulphur octahedron, 
the site syaaetry of Fe^*^ (l*a.) is reduced froa 0|| to 8^ lifting the 
degeneracy of the Sg* and t2g levels.
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1.4.3 Optical and llactronlc Proprtl«»
The Infra-rad raflactivlty of pyrlta haa baan aaaaurad by Varbla 
and Vallia (1964) who idancifiad four phonon llnaa (group theory pradlcta 
flue)* Schlagal and Wächter (1975) clala flue llnaa although one of thaaa 
la axtraaaly weak. The raflactlulty cunraa for pyrite In the ulalbla and 
near oltra-rlolat haue baan conaldarad by a nu^>ar of workara (Blthar 
at al. 1966; Schlagal and Wächter« 1975; Buma and Vaughan« 1970).
Vaughan and Craig (1976) ha^a ahown that the abaorptlon uaxlaua la 
located at 1.7 aV (730 m )  Indicating that the reflectivity of pyrite 
la greater In visible rad light than In visible blue« which accounts for 
the yellow colour of the ulnaral. It wüst« however be reueubered that 
beyond the absorption uaxlBoa« In the near Infra-red« the reflectance of 
pyrite drops sharply and the alneral la relatively transparent. Schlegal 
and Wächter (1976) have assigned the peaks In the reflectance spectrua:
1. The peak at 2 eV la due to an Inter-band transition between 
t2g(n.b.) eg*. This peak la expected to be a doublet due to 
the non-degeneracy of the e ^  levels.
2. The snaller peak at 3.9 eV la due to Inter-band transitions 
(rig. 1.11) frou states of largely sulphur 3p character Into the 
eg* state.
Cobalt« nickel« copper and gold are known to substitute for 
Fe^ '** In pyrite (Oytenbogaardt and Burke (1971)). Dp to eight weight 
percent arsenic can substitute for sulphur« and la aost frequently found 
In *aelnlkovlte pyrite*. The reflectance of pyrite decreases as the 
concentratiem of Iwpurlty Iona such as Co2*^ (d^ )« ■l^ '*'(d*) and Cu2*(d^) 
Increases« the effect being aost aarked for Ct^ *^  subatltutlon.
This Is caused by electrons entering the anti-bonding eg* orbitals«
Vaughan and Craig (1978) have shown that reflectance In pyrite type 
Binerais Is proportional to the nuaber of unoccupied eg* levels (Section 
1.2). The decrease In reflectivity la paralleled by an Increase In the 
sise of the unit cell edge caused by the sulphur Uganda being repelled 
outwards by the electrons now occupying the d|2 and dx2.y2 orbitals. The 
presence of nickel lapurlty Ions will Introduce a saall aaount of splitting
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In the optical apectrua which ia due to Jahn-Teller coupling which lifts 
the degeneracy of the d(2 and dx2.y2 states.
1.5 Skutterudite (Cobalt. Mickel. Iron Arsenide)
1.5.1 Occurrence and Associations
Skutterudite derives its naae froa the locality of Skutterud 
(Sweden). The naaes saaltite, and chloanthite have been applied in the 
past to isoaetric nickel and cobalt diarsenides respectively. These 
naaes should not be used as nickel and cobalt diarsenides do not exist 
(Rosebooa, 1962). Skutterudite occurs in veins where it can be 
intergrown with nickeline or bisauth. Mickel-rich skutterudites are 
aost frequently found in association with silver, while cobalt*rich ones 
prefer association with bisauth. Crystals of skutterudite are usually 
cubes, octahedra, pyritohedra or coabinations of these foras. Twinning 
is not observed. The cleavage is cubic and octahedral, and is rare in 
cobaltian skutterudites; soning aay also occur.
1.5.2 Structure of Skutterudite
Nickel (1970) has discussed the structure and bonding in 
skutteruditea in teras of ligand-*flaid theory. The structure for the pure 
C0AS3 end aeaber is unusual and is constructed of square planar arsenic 
groups octahedrally coordinated about the cation. Tossell (1983) views 
this structure as a distorted Re03 lattice, "in which the non*aetal atoas 
on the four parallel edges of the unit cell are displaced into the cell 
to fora a square planar group”, (Tig. 1.12). Tossell suggested, using 
electron counting, that such a distortion is only favoured if the A4 unit 
(in this case As4) possesses 22 to 24 valence electrons.
Fleaas and Heyding (1962) have shown that CoAs3 is diaaagnetic, 
indicating that the cobalt is trivalent and low spin i.e. all six d* 
electrons are spin paired in the t2g level. This aodel is consistent 
with the bonding scheae proposed by Nickel (1970) whereby the cation 
foras electron pair bonds with the six nearest neighbour arsenic atoas 
(Fig. 1.12). The solid solution field for akutterudite (Fig. 1.13) 
extends froa the pure cobalt end~aeaber to the opposite side of the
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ttrnary dlagraa. This Indicatss Chat only couplad raplacaaant of cohale 
by nlckal and Iron can occur* Nickel (1970) has postulatad Chat to 
■aintain cha ^2^  configuration the iron auat be diealent while the nickel 
■use be cetrawalent:
2Co^(t2g^) — ► Pa2+(t,.^ ♦ Ni^+Ct,/)2g 2g
In this conclusion Nickel has neglected to aention chat the Ni (IV) 
species is highly oxidising and would be unstable in the skutterudite 
lattice• Ni2‘*’ therefore seews a far aore likely choice (see chapter 7)* 
The presence of Ni as opposed to Ni would also seen to explain 
the characteristic arsenic deficiency in skutterudites* In order to 
aaintain charge neutrality soae arsenic at(»s aust be aissing* Thus the 
greater the substitution of nickel and iron for cobalt Che higher will 
be the arsenic deficit*
1*5*3 Optical and Electronic Properties
Few data can be found in the literature relating to the 
optical and electronic properties of skutterudite* The only optical data 
sss Bi»ss. found in the International Mineralogical Association, Coaaission 
on Ore Microscopy (IMA, C(M) data file* To date no band structure 
has been calculated for the wineral* This is probably because of its 
wide solid solution field and the cowplexities involved when dealing with 
a «iltiple cationic situation* It is known that skutterudite is 
diaaagnetic (Pleass and Reyding, 1962) and its high reflectance seeas to 
suggest a narrow band gap*
1*6 Sphalerite (Zinc Sulphide)
1* 6*1 Occurrence and Associations
The naae sphalerite is derived froa Greek, aeaning treacherous, 
and refers to its grest variability of appearance in hand apeciaens* 
Sphalerite ia also often referred to aa sinc^blende and is the aost coasrnn 
and widespread sine aineral* The aineral ia often found in hydrotheraal 
deposits in association with galena and othar aediua teaperature ainerala*
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It M y  also bt found in llaettone roplacoMnt bodioi in association with 
pyrita and Mgnatita* Crystals of aphalarita ara coMonly tatrahadral 
or rhowbdodacahadral and arc often distorted with curved faces* The 
cleavage, parallel to [110] is perfect rhowbdodecahedral*
1*6*2 Structure of Sphalerite
Like pyrite (FeS2), sphalerite was one of the early structure 
types investigated by Bragg (1913)* the structure (Fig* 1*U) consists of 
a face*centred-cubic (f*c*c*) array of sulphur atoas in which half the 
tetrahedral sites are occupied by sine atoM* The arrangeaent of the 
occupied sites is such that the structure can also be viewed as two 
interpenetrating f*c*c* lattices, one of sulphur and the other of sine*
Each sine atoa is coordinated to four sulphur atoas in a regular tetrahedron, 
and each sulphur atoa lies at the centre of a regular tetrahedron of sine 
atoM* The sine blende structure is an iaportant type structure and is 
adopted by hawleyite (CdS), aetacinnabarite (HgS), tieMnnite (HgSe), 
coloradoite (HgTe), and stilleite (ZnSe)* When carbon replaces all the 
sine and sulphur atoas the diaaond structure is obtained*
The tetrahedral coordination of both sulphur and sine suggests 
the involveaent of sp^ hybrids (hybridised 3s and 3p orbitals in the forMr 
and 4a and 4p orbitals in the latter) in the forMtion of o bonds* The 
d electrons of sine can be effectively regarded as core electrons, i*e*, 
they play no part in bonding*
1*6*3 Optical and Electronic Properties
Furs sphalerite is a disMgnetic seai-conductor with a large 
band gap (3*63 eV), the absorption edge is located in the near ultra-* 
violet at 340 na hence the pure aineral is transparent and colourlesa* 
Naturally occuring aphaleritea, however, are rarely without colour 
becauae the aphalerite lattice has a pronounced tendency to incorporate 
foreign ions in its structure* As iron is the aost coaaon substituent 
for sine its effects have been extensively studied (Nickel, 1965;
Low and Verger, 1960; Barton and Toluain, 1963; Narfunin, Flatanov and 
Fedorov, 1968; Nanning, 1967; Vaughan and Toaaall, 1980; Velasco,
Fesquera and Autafage, 1981)* Increasing iron concentration cauaea the
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colour of natural aphalcritaa to change iron light yellow (low Fe content) 
to alaoat opaque dark browns and black (high Fe content)« The absorption 
band In the Infra-red at 3500 cn*^ (3,000 na) has been attributed to Fe^^ 
In tetrahedral sites by Low and Ve ger, (1900) and Is thought to be the 
single spin allowed 3d t<2 (^B2-5t2 ) transition« Narfunln,
Platanov and Fedorov (1968) have observed a alallar transition, but have 
reported It as a triplet not a singlet, they ascribed this splitting to 
Jahn-Teller coupling« This Interpretation Is soaewhat surprising as 
Jahn-Teller effects are usually only seen In octahedral coaplexes« 
Mossbauer data (Vaughan and Craig, 1978) do not substantiate this 
finding, nor does It support Manning's (1967) hypothesis of 
trlvalent Iron In octahedral sites« The effects of Iron substitution 
upon reflectance have been Investigated by Velasco, Pesquera and Autefage 
(1981) who have found a nonlinear Increase In reflectivity with Increasing 
Iron concentration«
, Platanov and Bederev . (1968) have looked at the colours and 
absorption spectra of a large nunber of naturally occurring sphalerites, 
froB various localities, and have Identified several distinct features 
which they attribute to (Fig« 1«15):
1) Fundasental absorption edge; the position of which Is defined 
by the energy required to pronote an electron fron the valence 
band Into the conduction band« It Is the nost Intense feature 
In the spectruB«
11) Crystal field spectra; these features are nalnly attributable
to substitution by Mn^ '*’, Fe^ *^ , Cc^* and 1 1 1 Into the tetrahedral 
sine sites« This gives rise to spin-allowed and weaker spln- 
forbldden 3d Intra-band transitions« It Is partly because of 
these crystal field effects that sphalerite has been so 
extensively studied as they provide a rare opportunity to 
study transition Bstal Ions In tetrahedral coordination with 
sulphur«
111) Charge-Transfer spectra; these are caused by the ssBe cations 
as the crystal-field phenoBena, and occur In the ultra-violet 
and visible blue region of the apectruB superiBposed on the
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broad Intanae absorption band* Tha Bachanlaa of tha charga^ 
transfar la thought to ba via tha photoionisation of tha 
iapurity ions proaoting an alactron from tha localiaad d laval 
into tha conduction band i.a* Fa^ '*’— ► Fa^ * a~*
iv) Spactra dua to axtrinaic saai-conduction causad by tha
participation of donor and acceptor lavala dua to tha prasanca 
of saall aaounts of univalant Cu^, trivalant In^, Ga^, 
A a ^ , Sb^ and quadrivalent Iona • Tha colours of
naturally occurring sphalerite are principally affected by 
tha aaount of Fa2'*' present in tha lattice (see above), however, 
whan the iron content ia lesa than 1 atonic percent, snail 
anounts of cobalt produce blulsh-graan colours, and the prasanca 
of donor and acceptor ions M'*’, and causes orange-rad 
colouration*
1*7 Tatrahadrita - Tannantita (Fahlora)
1*7*1 Occurrence and Associations
Minerals in tha tatrahadrlta-tennantita (Fahlore) solid solution 
aeries occur principally in hydrothemal veins, although tannantita has 
bean found in natasonatic linastona deposits* Tha nanes fraibarglte, 
schwatsita, and annivita refer raspactlvaly to tha silver, narcury and 
bismuth rich varieties of tatrahadrita*
Crystals of fahlora ninarala are connonly tetrahedral, hence 
the name tatrahadrita* No cleavage ia usually apparent and twinning is 
in tha form of contact or penetration twins on tha tetrahedron* A sonal 
texture la common and nay be revealed by etching*
1.7*2 Structure of Tatrahadrita and Tennantite
A atructura for tatrahadrita was first postulatad by Machatschki 
(1928), basad on tha formula Cu 3^ bS3* Improvad methods of chemical 
analysis lad Pauling and Newman (1934) to suggest that tha formula was 
actually Cu|2Sb4Si3 , and proposed a atructura based on a derivative of 
the sphalerite lattice* This structure was refined ia 1964 by Ihianach, 
who also proposed tha general formula X|2 24813, for nambars of tha
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tennantite (Z ■ As) - tstrshedrite (Z ■ 8b) solid solution seriss where 
the cation X « Cu but could be substituted by up to 16Z of Zn, Fe, Ag, Hg, 
Pb, Mi and Co* The results of wore recent research have revised this 
forwuls to AX0B2C4O13 where:
A - Cu, Ag;
B • Cu, Fe, Zn, Hg, Cd, Pb;
C - 8b, As, Bi, Te;
D « 8, 8e;
(8pringer, 1969; Johan and Kvscek, 1971; Chsrlst and Levy, 1974;
Patrick, 1978; Cvech and Hsk, 1979; 8sndecki and Aacoff, 1961;
Bssu at al, 1981).
The basic structure of tetrshedrite, described by Wuensch (1964) 
is as follows: considering first the coordination of the copper and 
sntiaony stoas about sulphur (Fig* 1*16), two observations can be aade;
i* 8ix Cu(2) are octshedrslly coordinated about 8(2) at 2*234 A 
to fora a regular octahedron*
ii* Each 8(1) is tetrahedrally coordinated, to two Cu(l) at 2*342 
X , one Cu(2) at 2*272 X and one 8b at 2*446 X to 
fora a distorted tetrahedron*
The linkage of the regular octahedra and distorted tetrahedra 
is indicated in Fig* 1*16 in which a quarter of the unit cell is shown*
The antiaony atoas are located on those corners of the tetrahedra which 
lie closest to the octahedron* A void exists in the structure at the 
site where a sulphur atoa is aisaing froa a coaplete sphalerite arrangeaent, 
seen in Figure 1*16 at the left hand corner of the cell*
(k>naidering the coordination of sulphur atoas about copper and 
antiaony reveals eeveral features about the structure which are obscured 
in the sphalerite analogy (Fig* 1*17)*
i) Four 8(1) atoas ere coordinated about each Cu(l) to fora a 
slightly distorted tetrahedron, the Cu(l)-*8(1) bond length is 
2*342 X
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ii) Cu(2) 1« trifonally co-ordinated to two 8(2) at 2*272 1 and
one 8(2) at 2*234 X* thla group la planar aa It Ilea entirely 
within the < 110> ayaaetry plane of the cell*
ill) Three 8(1) atoaa are located about a C3 axle* at 2*446 A 
froa 8b, which foraa the apex of the pyraald*
Theae polyhedra are linked In a coaplex aanner* 81x CU83 
trlanglea ahare a corner at the origin, Tig* 1*17, to fora a alx bladed 
*aplnner* (Vuenach, 1964)* Aa theae trlanglea lie on the [110] ayaaetry 
planea of the cell there are four locatlona on the aplnner where the 
cornera of the three triangles are In cloae proxlalty* The base of the ' 
8b83 pyraald links these corners* Correspondingly there are four 
locations on the aplnner where the corners of the triangles are widely 
separated, here the 8b atoa at the apex of the 8b83 pyraald associated 
with a neighbouring spinner site snugly*
J
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The co-ordination of antlaony suggests the reason for the 
foraatlon of such s structure* The disposition of the three short bonds 
In tetrahedrlte suggests that the 4p3 electrons on antiaony are Involved 
in the foraation of strong bonds* The failure of antlaony to fora a 
fourth bond with another sulphur atoa sccounts for the void In the 
structure* It Is therefore alsleadlng to describe the tetrahedrlte 
structure as a sphalerite derivative, where different aetal atoas have 
been substituted (ss in chalcopyrlte, CuPeS2 )*
Nlnersls In the tetrahedrlte-tennsntlte series have a pronounced 
tendency to Incorporate foreign cations In their Isttlces (8prlnger, 1969), 
and are therefore sensitive Indlcstors of the physlco-chealcal environnent 
during ore deposition* Coaaon estIon substituents are sine. Iron and 
silver* Riley (1974) has predicted the possible existence of s totally 
substituted tetrahedrlte, coaposltlon Ag|o(Fe,Zn)28b48|3* However, up to 
now no tetrshedrlte In which all the univalent copper has been substituted 
by silver has besn found* The concentration of silver In fahlore alnerals 
aakes thea laportant silver ores, (Hiller and Craig, 1983)* Various workers 
naaely Hall (1972); Atanasov (1973); Basu et si. (1981); 8andeckl and 
Aacoff (1981); Miller and Craig (1983) have reaarked on the significant 
antlpsrallelisa between several of the substituting eleaents e*g* As/8b,
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F«/Zn/Rg. In aost cases this phenoasnon can be explained by 
structural considerations.
The unit cell edge a is a sensitive paraaeter to changing 
coaposition. Across the series tennantite to tetrahedrite a increases 
with increasing antiaony content froa 10.168 I  in pore tennantite 
(Haske and Skinner. 1970) to 10.319 X in pure tetrahedrite (Hall,
1972). Hall (1972) has shown that substitution by sine, iron end 
silver results in the saae increase in the unit cell edge (40.0093 X 
per 1.0 atoaic percent Cu substituted). This, however, is not true for 
Hg substitution, i^re a increases aore rapidly (a - 10.69 I at 
19 wtZ Hg, (Bernard, 1958). This could be why the largest unit cell edge 
£ ■ 10.64(1) X so far reported (Atanasov, 1975) is for an 
argentian-aercurian tetrahedrite. Because of their econoaic iaportance 
(ailver rich tetrahedrites) have been extensively studied. 
Petruk (1971) and Biley (1974) have shown that there is a unifora 
expansion of the lattice with increasing silver content up to 20 wtZ, 
after which further increase in silver causes the lattice to contract. 
Kalbtkopf (1977) showed that silver will preferentially enter the 
triangular planar Cu(2) sites and only when all these sites have been 
substituted will it be forced to enter the tetrahedral Cu(l) sites, 
liley, (1974) suggested two possible explanations for the lattice 
contraction of silver*rich tetrahedrite:
i) The Ag-8 bond being aore covalent than the Cu>S bond,
ii) Different stacking aequence.
It ia likely that both these factors are playing a part in 
reducing the aise of the unit cell. However, as the Ag*** ion is larger 
than the Cu'*’ ion it seeas likely that at a given ailver concentration, 
lattice restructuring will occur.
In the Garpenberg-Moira deposit of central Sweden, Sandecki and 
Aacoff (1981) have noticed that when a tetrahedrite grain is adjacent to 
an arsenopyrite grain the silver content of the foraer ia draaatically 
raduced, even when native silver is present in the asseablage. Froa this 
they conclude that a high concentration of araenic haa a aora profound
<ff«ct on the ntrnctur« than docs silcer, i.c* arsenic can readily enter 
the (As, 8b ) ^  site , while allwer has a greater reluctance to enter 
the (Cu^Ag)'^ position If arsenic la already present In the structure*
This could explain the antipathy between the two clewants whereby Aa^ '*’ 
coaprcaaes the structure so prohibiting the entry of AT*“.
A nuaber of references to plunbian fahlorc nlnerals can be 
found In the literature (Hoffaann, 1895; Gulmaraea, 1934; Mash,
1975; Bishop, Crlddle and Clark, 1977; Baau at al. 1981) the two 
earliest of which are now regarded with aowe akeptlclan, as wlnerals froa 
the aaae localities hare been found to be aaaoclated with galena and 
jaaesonlte, which due to the lack of aodern Instruaental techniques could 
not be positiwely Identified at the tlae* The presence of lead does not 
aeea to significantly alter the unit cell dlaenalons (Bishop et al.
1977)* As three**fold~planar coordination (Cu(i) site) and four-fold- 
tetragonal coordination (Cu(2) site) are\yplcal for Fb^^, Basu al. 
(1981) have suggested that lead enters the three-fold pyraaldal site 
noraally occupied by As and Sb* This supposition Is backed up by the 
fact that In several lead sulphantlaonldes lead and antlwony are reported 
to occupy the sane positions In the crystal structure eg, slnckenlte (Lebas 
and Leblhan, 1976; boulangerlte Petrova, 1978).
1.7.3 Optical and Electronic Properties
The reflectance dispersion curves for the fahlore wlnerals (Figs. 
1.18, 1.19, 1.20) show substantial variations with cowposltlon. Hall 
(1974) has synthesised a variety of tetrahedrltes in order to deterwlne 
the effects of Iron, silver and sine on their optical properties, l.e.;
1) Substitution of copper by sine caused an Increase In reflectivity 
which was essentially linear with Increasing sine content. It 
also caused the peak at 580 nn to becoae sore pronounced. Fig. 
1.18.
11) Substitution of silver for copper caused a slight decrease In 
reflectance and a straightening of the curve In the 580 nm 
region. Fig* 1*19*
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®**^^*^ I*«vy (1976) investigated the optical properties of 
a large nuaber of naturally occurring tetrahedritea and tennantites, 
their results are aiailar to those of Hall (1974)y however they also 
looked at two types of substitution not covered by Hall,
i) Substitution of antiaony by arsenic (Pig. 1.20) led to a decrease 
r*il«ctivity throughout the spectrua, this decrease was 
essentially linear with increasing arsenic content.
il) Substitution of iron and/or sine by aercury (Fig. 1.18) caused 
® •■all decrease in reflectance which was proportional to the 
aaount of aercury present.
Bishop et si.(1977) have looked at the optical properties of a 
pluabian tennantlte (Pig. 1.20) where lead substitution has a aarked 
effect on the optical properties. In this tennantite the ratio of antiaony 
to arsenic was 1:1.184 so the reflectance would be expected to be higher 
than that for pure tennantite (curve 3, Pig. 1.20), however the reverse 
was true, the effect being aost aarked at short-wavelengths. To explain 
the previous phenoaena fahlore ainerals aay be regarded qualitatively as 
narrow-gap seal-conductors, the increase in reflectivity at wavelengths 
shorter than 600 na, aarks the area where the energy of the incident 
light is sufficient to proaote an electron froa the valence band into the 
conduction band. The changes in the optical properties due to substitution 
are caused by the varying role of the d electrons in chealcal bonding 
causing the positions of soae of the bands to fluctuate.
The coaputed chroaatlc paraaeters for a series of naturally 
occuring fahlores have been discussed by Chikhaovi and Levy, (1982).
They have shown that these ainerals, in particular tetrahedrites, arc 
•laost colourless. The intensity of the colouration (expressed in teras 
of excitation purity F«Z) was found to increase proportionally with 
arsenic content, the presence of which was al{>o responsible for the green 
tinge in tennantites (X|>s485 - 495 na). The copper associated with the 
divalent aetals (Fe, Zn, Hg) as distinct froa that associated with the 
silver was also responsible for the green colouration (Xd * ^ 75 - 485 na) 
suggesting that it is also divalent i.e. Cu^ '*’. This confiras the 
results of earlier studies, where the presence of two types of copper
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ion co~^xistlng in the fehlore ttructurc hed been euggeeted» (Charlet 
end Levy, (1976))* The other divalent aetala iron, ainc and aercury 
were not obaerved to have any effect on the colour. The luainance Y waa 
found to increaae with increasing antiaony content but waa reduced with 
the presence of silver and divalent copper.
1.8 Caaaiterite (Tin IV oxide1
1. 8.1 Occurrence and Aaaociationa
Cassiterite is the aoat coaaon tin aineral and is the principal 
ore of the aetal. It typically occurs in high teaperature hydrotheraal 
veins and pegaatites located within thea. Due to the stability and 
weight of the aineral it is also found as rounded pebbles in alluvial 
deposits (streaa tlae). Cassiterite occurs as coarse grained pyraaidal 
or short priaaatic crystals which are often soned. Twinning is very 
coaaon and the cleavage which is prlsaatic is occasionally visible.
1. 8.2 Structure of Caaaiterite
Cassiterite (Sn02> adopts the tetragonal rutile structure, with 
apace group The unit cell contains two Sn02 foraula units and has
diaensions a - b - 4.737 X and c - 3.185 X (Veils, 1962). Bach tin atoa 
lies at the centre of a regular octahedron of oxygen atoas and each 
oxygen lies at the centre of an equilateral triangle of tin atoas, (Fig. 
1.21). The alaost regular triangular planar co-ordination of oxygen. 
Indicates the involveaent of ap^ hybrids in its bonding with the highly 
charged 8n^ '*‘ species.
1.8.3 Optical and Electronic Froperties
Pure caaaiterite is rarely found in nature, as ferric iron (Pe^) 
is usually present as well as saall aaounta of tantalua, niobiua and 
vanadiua. Because spectral features due to Sn^ '*’ occur only in the ultra­
violet, it is the presence of iapurity ions which accounts for the reddish 
brown to black colours of naturally occurring caaaiterites. The colour 
is due to strong coupling between the electronic levels of the iapurity 
ion (usually P e ^  and the cassiterite lattice via charge-transfer processes.
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Cottrant (1982) have cxaBined a nuaber of naturally 
occurring caaaltcritea from Brittany (France) uaing both electron- 
paraaagnetic reaonance (EPR) and optical abaorption techniquea» Their 
EPB atudiea ahowed that the F e ^  iapurity ion can exiat in up to four 
typea of aitea, of which two arc aubatitutional and highly 
8iatorted* Fig* 1*22 ahowa the optical abaorption apectrua for vibrationa 
perpendicular to the optic axia c for a aingle cryatal of 
The poaition of the fundaaental abaorption edge (Jarsebaki 
and Marton 1976) ia dependent upon the cryatal orientation and ia 
located at 3*5 eV (350 na) and 3*93 eV (315 na) for vibrationa parallel 
and perpendicular to the optic axia rcapectively. Apart froa the 
charge-tranafer peak the only feature of note in the viaible apectrua ia 
the abaorption band located at 450 na* Galas and Cottrant (1982) have 
tentatively ascribed this structure to a apin-forbidden interband 
transition froa the ground state ^  to the doubly degenerate quartet 
states ^E, ^A^ of the octahedrally co-ordinated iapurity Fe^*
Unlike the charge-transfer spectrua which is most Intense for vibrations 
perpendicular to the optic axis the iron transition is aost apparent 
for vibrations parallel to the c axis, this is thought to be because the 
iapurity F e ^  occupies chains of octahedral sites parallel to the c 
axia*
Cassiterite is generally believed to be an n-type seaiconductor 
with a large band gap* The nature of the defect atructure of pure Sn02 
has not yet been satisfactorily elucidated* Both doubly ionised oxygen 
vacancies and interstitial ions have been proposed (Jarxebaki and Marton, 
1976)* An exciton series similar to that of cuprite has been observed 
in the low temperature spectrum of cassiterite* These peaks are seen 
between 340 and 345 na as a series of narrow lines* No excitonic peaks 
have been observed in the visible or infra-red regions of the spectrua*
The weak ferromagnetism often encountered in natural cassiterites is 
thought by Callas and Cottrant (1982) to be due to finely divided iron 
oxides, or vanadium (IV) iapurity ions*
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2»22 Optical dtuorption cpcctrwr, fo r  a 
eoB citcritc from Brittanus fo r  vibratiow  parallel 
eand pcrpenUeular to the optic axie C .
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1*9 Cuprif (Copper I oxide)
1.9.1 OccttiTnc« «0(1 Association
Tbs nsas cuprite is derived iron the Istin cuprum mssnlng 
copper. Cuprite is usually formed as a secondary mineral in the oxidised 
sons of copper deposits. Crystals of cuprite arc usually octahedral, 
cubic or rhombdodecahedral. When the mineral is in the form of fine 
hair like growths it is known as chalcotrichite. The cleavage when 
visible is parallel to [111]; no twinning is apparent.
1*9.2 Structure of Cuprite
The structure of cuprite is unusual, and consists of two 
interpenetrating cristobalita type lattices with no primary bonds between 
them. The length of the Cu-O-Cu unit gives rise to a very open 
structure in which there is room to accoamodate two such lattices,
(P^S* 1*23, Hells, 1962). In cuprite the oxygen is sp^ hybridised and 
lies at the centre of a regular tetrahedron of copper atoms, each of 
which is linearly co-ordinated to two nearest neighbour oxygen atoms.
Ag20 is isostructural with cuprite, while Zn(CN)2 and Cd(CN)2 adopt 
the anti-cuprite structure in which the metal atom is in tetrahedral 
co-ordination.
1.9.3 Optical and Electronic Properties
The optical spectrum of cuprite in the visible region (especially 
at low temperature) is extremely coi^lex. Much of this complexity is due 
to the presence of excitonic species, the manifestations of which were 
first observed, independently, by Gross and Karryev (1952) in 
Leningrad, and Bayashi in Japan (1952). Nikitina (1966) subsequently 
confirmed these results. The excitonic transitions can be split into 
four sequences, of which the 'hydrogen-like* yellow and green series are 
best viewed in the low temperature absorption spectrum while the blue and 
violet series are so placed as to be best investigated by reflectance 
techniques.
Brahms and Nikitina (1965) have undertaken a detailed examination
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of che epeccrua between 2.5 end 6.5 eV (496 - 190 na) end heve need the 
aethode deecribed by Elliot (1961) to eecrlbe treneltlone to the peeke 
found therein. They aeneged to identify two ezciton eeriee within thie 
renge; the wiolet et 2.71 eV (457.5 na) end the blue ec 2.58 eV (480.6 na). 
They eleo coneidered the peek lying et 3.67 eV (337.8 na) to be excitonic 
in origin. Groee end Kueng-yin (1961) ettribuced the two peeke et 4.33 
eV (286 na) end 4.74 eV (262 na) to be excitonic. Two of Che aein feeturee 
of the reflectence epeccrua ere the aexiae loceted et 4.27 eV (190 na) 
end 3.44 eV (360 na) which ere thought to be ceueed by direct interbend 
treneitione between the non-degenerete copper 3d bend end the conduction bend 
(Sheetetekii et el. 1969; Groee et el. 1962; Dehl, 1966; Roberto end 
Eeetell, 1978). Groee et el. (1962) euggeet cheee treneitions ere 
excitonic in neture. After 500 na the reflectivity of cuprite decreeeee 
repidly es k epproechee xero, eo thet in the red end infre-red region of 
the epectrua cuprite cen be regarded ee e treneperenc ainerel. Cuprite 
ie e p-type eeaiconductor with e bend gep of 2.38 eV (Zhilich end Hekerov» 
1960). At high teapereture ( >300*C) cuprite exhibite ‘eelf ectiveted* 
conduction, the eaount of which increeaee with teapereture.
1.10 Surface Condition of Poliehed Ore Hinerele
1 .1 0 .1 Introduction
Nearly ell eeaplee prepared in air for optical exeaination 
(Chapter 3) ere eubject to eoae eurfece conteainetion which cen originate 
froa e variety of eourcee, for exeaple;
i. During the poliehing proceee dieaond grit, lubricente end 
water cen collect in eurfece irregularities (crecke, holee, 
poree etc.).
ii. After the final cleaning proceee e thin fila of acetone, or 
other cleaning solvents, aey be adsorbed on the eurfece of the 
epeciaen.
iii. A thin fila of adsorbed etaoepheric oxygen will elweye be present 
on the eurfece of the speciaen.
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A£t#r polishing s tsrnish fila asy dsvslop» ths type and rats
of forastlon of which is dspsndcnt on ths astsrisl typs (sss 1.10.3).
Of ths abovs, (1) and (11) can to sobs extant ba aaoidad if ultra* 
sonic and caraful claaning aethoda ara aaployad. (ill) can only ba 
aliainatad if tha saapla la praparad, and always leapt, under vacuua, 
which for practical purposes is iapoasibla. The fila of adsorbed oxygen 
la stable, vary thin, and foras inatantanaoualy after polishing and so 
to all intents and purposes cannot ba avoided* As aoat workers observe 
*t**l aurfacaa*, and as tha affect of the adsorbed oxygen layer on tha 
optical properties is negligible with respect to other errors (Chapter 
4), it is usually ignored*
1*10*2 Polish
Undlstortad specular reflectance aeasureaents require a surface 
which is flat and froa which surface artefacts have been reduced below 
the wavelength of visible light* Apart froa those saaples which have 
perfectly cleaved crystal surfaces all saaples require soae surface 
preparation before optical aeasureaents can be aade* Hechanical 
polishing is the aost frequently adopted technique because of the ease *
of control it affords*
All foraa of aechanlcal polishing introduce s o m  surface daaage, 
and hence the surface has different optical properties froa the bulk 
aaterial* Several steps can, however, be undertaken to alnlaise the 
extent of this daaage, the aost iaportant of which is to aake sure that 
at every stage of the polishing sequence the scratches froa the previous 
stage are entirely *reaoved* Preliainary grinding is also very 
iaportant and without great care the polished surface will not be 
suitable for reflectance aeasureaents* Surface daaage is greatly 
increased (especially in softer aaterials) if too auch pressure is 
applied to the surface during polishing* This results in a 'saeared* 
surface, the optical properties of which are totally unrepresentative of 
either the *noraal unaaeared* surface or the bulk aaterial. Griddle 
(1983).
Cervelle, Levy and Pinet (1975) have aeasured the optical
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properties of ephelerite using:
1. The prlsB aethod to deteraine the refractive index.
il. Microphotoaetry on tao cleavage flakes.
ill. Nlcrophotoaetry on two polished speciaens.
They hsve found (Pig. 1.24) thst the reflectance in air of the 
two cleavage laaellae is slightly lower than the theoretical values 
calculated froa the n values obtained by the priaa aethod and thst the 
reflectance of the two aechanically polished speciaens is lower still.
The results in oil are slightly different; again the reflectance of the 
polished speciaens is below that of the theoretical values, but the 
reflectance of the cleavage laaellse between 400 and 500 na lie slightly 
above or slightly below the calculated values. Cervelle et al. account 
for the difference in reflectivity between the two cleavage flakes (which 
is seen in oil but not in air) to haphasardly orientated terraces 
which resulted when the flakes were separated. Filler and Von Gehlen 
(1964) shoired that reflectance swasureaents in oil are influenced aore 
by light scattering effects than those in sir. Ccrvelle et al. (1975) 
also concluded that the polishing process gives rise to a systeaatic 
error leading to a decrease in reflectivity in both air and oil, but 
were unable to explain this phenoaenon.
Ml
Ohlidal (1974) investigated the effects of surface daaage 
on silicon by ellipsoaetry and has concluded thst the daaage layer 
extends to a depth of 1 aa so that no undaaaged silicon is 'seen* by the 
light. The derived opticsl constants showed considerable scatter, which 
he concluded was due to the irreproducibility of surfaces by aechanical 
polishing processes. This finding seeas to be at odds with auch of the 
published data especially when it is reaeabered that ellipsoaetrically 
derived n and k values are not subject to the errors inherent in the 
aicrophotoaetric calculations. Thus it can only be presuaed that 
polishing procadures hava advanced sufficiently since 1974 to aake the 
situation described by Ohlidal no longer apparent.
As nesrly all reflectance aeaaureaents found in the literature
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Fig 2,24 BefUeUmee disp^TBion c f  »phaUrite in a ir and o il imnerBiori 
2»7hBorotioal vaUiOB oalaulatad from prion, mthod 
2,Mierophotomotrie meoBurmanto on two oloccoagB lamellae a i  b. 
Z,Miaropkotoemtrie mcmuremBntB on a poliohed Boetion,
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■•ch*nlc®lly polisKcd surfaces snd provided thee Che researcher 
sppreclstes the errors involved» i«e* chat Che derived opcicsl cooscsncs 
*** of Che surface snd noc Che bulk ic is <iuice proper for
■essureaencs aade on various ainersls Co be coapared and discussed*
1*10*3 Tamishina
The phenoaenon of aineral carnlshinf especially in sulphides 
has loaf been recognised* The race of carnishing noc only differs beeween
aineral species» buc can also vary» for a given aineral» froa 
differenc localicies* Even wichin a single polished speciaen differenc 
grains of Che saae aineral can carnish quice differencly* Thorpe ec al* 
(1976) firsc reporced che possible correlacion beeween che rapid carnishing 
of chalcopyriCe speciaens and high silver concenc* Chen and PeCruk 
(1978) observed a siailar phenoaenon in chalcopyrices* They found chac 
in chalcopyrices where che silver concenc was less chan 0*1 wcZ che 
camish fila was lighc golden brown in colour» whereas in chalcopyriCe 
wich a high ailver conCenC (>3*8 wcZ) che fila was coloured blue 
or purple* Chen ec al* (1980) showed chac when chalcopyriCe is in concacc 
wich silver bearing ainerals, especially nacive silver» rapid carnishing 
occurs* They proposed chac che silver diffuses onco che surface of che 
chalcopyriCe where ic reaecs wich sulphur co f o m  acanchice Ag2S* A 
decailed X~ray exaainacion of Che surface fila on chalcopyriCe revealed 
ic Co be acanchice*
Chen ec al* (1980) also scudied a rapidly carnishing cennancice 
speciaen* The aechanisa by which cennancice Carnishes seeas Co be aore 
coaplex and Co indicace aecal-vulphide diffusion, arising froa che 
parcial decoaposicion of che cennancice;
Cu|2(As»8b)4Si3 »xCu2S ^ Cu x2->2x(^»^^)4^13*
As che VOlune of Che Carnish produce is saall che cennancice 
phase rensining differs only slighcly fron che original* The Carniah 
fiUi (froa X^ray axaninacion) appears co be eicher silver bearing chalcosine 
or silver bearing digenice of which che laccer is only presene in che 
early acages of fila foraacion being evencually replaced by chalcoaine*
As in chalcopyriCe» Che presence of silver aids carnish fila foraacion
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which Chen «1 • (1960) attribute to ita enhancing the rate of aurface
diffoaion of Cu,8. The tamiahing rate ia alao dependent upon the 
emrironaent. The optiwua conditiona are onea in which the air ia wars 
and aoiat. It ahoold be noted that not all tennantitea undergo rapid 
tamiahing, aa coapoaition and enwironwent aeea to play a key role in 
thia phenoaenon. The preaence of eeen thin taraiah filwa can have a 
profound effect on the optical propertiea aa illuatrated in the caae of 
where not only did the reflectance change, but ao did the 
diaperaion (Griddle et al* 1983)« For thia reaaon aaaplea ahould be 
buffed using 7 4 I2O3 or MgO before waking weaaurewenta (Stanley 1983)«
m
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c b a p t h  t w o 
i n o i T
2.1 Mm c w I I U  iQoatioa«
2 . K 1 Th« H t f  Igoation
The interaction of alectroaagnetic radiation with aattcr i*as 
first MthaMtlcally quantifiad by J.C. Naxwell. Today Maxaall's thaorias 
and thair rasnlts ara anshrinad in tha litaratura. Lass fraquantly 
considarad ara tha conditions under which Maxwell’s original aquations 
strictly apply, naaaly an isotropic hoaoganeous aadiua in which there ara 
no free charges la* t  the dielectric constant and a the aagnatlc 
paraeability ara imrariant. Under these conditions Maxwell's aquations 
■ay be used to> describe tha changes which occur in the electric QE) and 
■agnatic (H) field wactors during a series of ■agnatic and electrical events* 
Using Maxwell's fundaaental equations the wave equations (2*1 and 2*2) can 
be derived*
” a » E 2*1
a» ^  “ II 2*2
where ■ Laplaclan vector operator
6 “ Dielectric constant 
a *  aagnetic peraeability 
9 m conductivity
• and •• refer to the first and second differentials respectively*
The Laplacian is a convenient way to express the divergence 
of the gradient (div* grad) as a single differential operation* 
involves differentiation with respect to aore than one variable and like 
grad, div and curl it askes no reference to any particular co-ordinate 
systea and in order to solve a specific problea aust be expressed in 
teras of x, y‘, s etc* appropriate to that problea* For any vector?:
til
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Th« two t«rM pcH and - f al can ba viavad aa tha 
axpraaaion for tha alactrlc coaponant of a plana oaclHating wava and 
tha axpraaaion for tha iapadanca i*a* tha affact by which tha wava ia 
daapad.
Tha wava aquation (2*1) can ba aiaplifiad for aonochrowatic 
radiation of angular fraquancy ca.
^ E -  - 1 ^ 2.4
whara
2.5
is rafarrad to aa tha propagation constant (also known aa tha 
cowplax wava nuabar) and has diaanaions of ca*^, its aagnltuda is 
dapandant upon tha aatarial through which the wava is propagating, 
raprasantad by v • Tha wava aquation is squally applicable to tha 
aagnatic field vector H* Thus in a hoaoganaous isotropic aediua, the 
wava can be viewed as two ■utually perpendicular transversa oscillations 
which are plana polarised and in phase with each other (Fig. 2.1). Mote 
tha currants induced by the wagnatic field vector (H) are perpendicular 
to H and so aligned with those of tha alactrlc field vector (E).
I
i
As long as rawains a constant, ia. tha wava raaains in 
tha aaae hoMgeneous isotropic wadluB, energy loss will occur only by 
absorption. If, however, tha wava enters a second wedlua in 
which the physical properties are different, reflection and refraction 
will occur at tha interface of tha two aedia (Fig. 2.2).
2. 1.2 Dielectric Madia
ri;;
If the second aadiun ia a transparent dielectric and tha first 
■adiua ia air, Snells law will apply:
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f ig  2»2 Kêtrihutien o f oloetrie and magmtie voetoro in  
a glano polariood wtonoehrcmatie waoo.
m2»
fig  2,2 hoflooHon and rofraotion at tht intorfaeo
hotüoon too mdCa which have different phycical 
propcrticê.
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eln_âû - 1 ^
•In e  I Kb
“ 01 2.6
Where the subecript 0 denotes the first aedlua snd 1 denotes 
second, O q f® the sngle of incidence snd 0 | is the sngle of 
refrsetion. The rstio of the conplex wsvenunbers represents the index 
of refrsetion.
2.1.3 Conducting Medis
If, however, the second aediun is sn electricsl conductor, the 
refrseted rsy will only penetrste for s short distsnee. There will be sn 
induced current snd hence sbsorption in sddition to reflection. Beesuse 
the propsgstion direction of the refrseting aediun is now coaplex, the 
sngle of refrsetion 0 | is replsced by s coaplex relstionship contsining 
two sngles ( ^ 4 X i), one for the wsve front of constsnt phsse snd the 
other for the wsvefront of constsnt saplitude. As the reflected rsy is 
in the saae aediua ss the incident rsy they ere distinguished by the 
subscripts 0 snd 2. Froa equstion 2.5 the coaplex wsvenuaber for both 
aedis (sir subscript 0 snd the electricsl conductor subscript 2) asy be 
derived:
!
K l - f 2 ^ 2 " ^  4 f>2 or K 2 ■ tt2 4 i ^ 2 2.7
i»o ® 0 "^ or K q ■ “ o “ ^0^^ 2.8
where « - If •(« 2.9
snd ^ - |p s w|* 2.10
Snell's lew still applies in the forasi sense snd any be written:
•iP 6  n • K 2 • A2 *■ 
sin( ^ 4 X i) K q «0 *0
2.11
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■in O n  
sln( yff ♦ Xi)
- II - n ♦ Ik 2.12
where N - the coaplex index of refraction 
n ■ the refractive index 
k ■ the absorption coefficient
2.1.4 Limitations of Maxwell*a Equations
It must be noted that in microscope photometry the expression 
n ik is used for the complex index N. while in ellipsometry the 
convention is to use a negative sign. Either is correct as long as the 
same sign convention is used throughout.
It is appropriate here to mention the assumptions limiting 
the applications of the above equations.
i) They assume that the absorbing medium is isotropic. Since, 
however, most materials at^anisotropic, it would seen that 
for them orientation^ tarai need to be introduced. This 
leads to very complex mathematics to eliminate the tensor.
ii) At optical frequencies, 6 and the electrical charge density p 
are not uniform with apace and time, and so an extension to 
Maxwell's equations called diffusion theory must be applied.
At optical frequencies, providing the material studied is not 
ferromagnetic, the contribution due to ^  can be effectively 
ignored, as the ratio Uo * 1
ro
iii) Many recent ellipsometers use coherent laser light, thus the 
equations used will need modification to accommodate this 
fact.
2.2 laflection
2 . 2.1 Fresnel Beflection Intensity Formulae
From Snell's law the Fresnel reflection intensity formulae can
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be derived (Nowet end Muller, 1966; Roll, 1963):
- coe OftLieJ 2.13
i l  ♦ coe0Q
^«0 )■ • ( i )  ■
*p -
j/a» 1 cmOq - a_ 2 ♦
m
2 ^  • ßj coe 0Q - JL.
/  Von / ) «n ^ «n on
I coe0Q ♦ fL. 2 ♦
■
2^ 2 • ♦
L^ ®o^  ^ \a0 / f «0 J L «0 ®0 «0 J
2.U
where p end q ere functione of m , fi end Oo 
2.2.2 Morael Incidence
For BeeeureBente aede et norael incidence the eituetion ie such 
eiapler ee:
• tp - Rm
end the ebove equetione reduce to:
l|, - (n - N)^ ♦
(n ••• M)2 * k2
2.15
2.16
where N ie the refrective index of the eurrounding non-ebeorbing 
■ediua.
If aeeeureaente ere aede in eir the equetion eiaplifiee etill 
further, ee M now epproxiaetee to 1.
1 - (n - 1 ) 2 ♦ k2 
(n ♦ 1)2 4 k2
2.17
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2.2.3 1|Bf of « >ad k »y Wc<i« l»f i#ctioa Netted
Bqoetlotis 2.16 ead 2.17 fora the basis of a aethod pioaeerad by 
Koaigsbercer (1913) for deteralBlag the optical coastaats of absorblag 
aatcrials by aeasarlag their reflectivities la tao dlffereat laaersioa 
aedla (asaally air aad oil aad deslgaated K aad respectively).
*9***tloas 2.16 aad 2.17 gives rise to expressioas for a aad k, 
of tea referred to as the Koalgsberger equatloas.
'(calc) - n 2.18
^(calc) ^ ^ ^ ”aala*^^^ "" i ”eale" 19
Equatloa 2.16 caa be rearraaged to the fora (Eabrey sad Criddle, 
1976):
♦ k2 -2aN ^ 1 ♦ « 2 - 0 2.20
aad
|-(t^ ♦ k2 4m 2 li 2.21(1 - i«l)2
A coaparlsoa of equatloa 2.20 vlth that of a circle 
(«2 <4- y2 • 2gx c • 0), shows that eqoatloa 2.18 Is that of a faally 
of circles ceatrcd oa the z or a axis, the radii of which are gives by
radios air • 2
radios oil
(1 -  1)
(1 - ^ » )
2.22
2.23
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tebr«y and Crlddlc (1978) have ahown that tha distança frca 
tha origin of tha air and oil curva cantras (dasignatad a and h raspactiraly) 
can ha axprassad as:
2.24
h - II 2.25
N.B. R and ^^ ®R should ba axprassad in dacinal rathar than parcantaga 
fora.
It is nov apparant that the danoainator in aquation 2.18 is 
equal to the distance between tha centres of the air and oil curves, so 
that aquation 2.18 and 2.19 can ba sinplifiad to the fores:
*calc
^calc
i(M^ - 1)
(h - a)
_  ÍIísL l í I 
\ (h - .) I
2.26
2.27
2.2.4 Errors in Dateraining n and k by Two Hedia Reflection Method
2.2.4.1 n/k Diagram
As stated previously aquation 2.20 describes a family of 
circles, however the only part relevant to this discussion is the portion 
which falls in the quadrant where both n and k are positive. It is clear 
that for any sat of n and k values for a given value of H there will ba 
only one point where the R, curves intersect, the converse is however, 
true (Fig. 2.3). When tha R and curves do not intersect tha 
solution will ba iaaginary. Evan if intersection does occur, to give 
real values of n and k, these will not necessarily be without error.
Filler and Von Gehlen (1964) and Galopin and Henry (1972) 
have pointed out that if two curves intersect at a low angle, then n and
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 ^ likely to he in error. They have suggested that an attainable
relative accuracy of IZ in aeasurlng 1 and i*t is desirable. B^rey 
and Criddle (1978) have shown graphically that this corresponds to an 
intersection angle of 5*. They have suggested that the intersection 
•) (Fig. 2.3) can be calculated fron neasured 
reflectances by the following equation:
t ♦ > 2 ^ 1  it) cos ( g - a ) « (» ~ 1)2
(1 - t) (1 - l«g) 4M
2.28
Fig. 2.4 contours of constant intersection angle for the air 
and oil reflectance curves are shown. The shaded area is where the values 
of n and k can be detemined with soae confidence. Outside this region 
outlon should be exercised when discussing the results.
2.2.4.2 K/l*g "Cigar* Djagran
Vhile the n/k diagran is useful in a qualitative sense, the 
diagran is nore useful quantitatively, as it can be used to
o *nd k directly fron neasured reflectances. Fig. 2.5 shows 
the t/i*R diagran drawn for II - 1.515 (Enbrey and Criddle, 1978), and 
shows contours of constant absorption coefficient. The boundary 
k • 0 denarks the real fron the inaginary regions. Curves of constant 
n radiate fron 1 ■ 1 ^  ■ lOOX and cut the "cigar" at intervals, those
outside the k • 0 boundary having no real physical neanlng. The line 
n • ♦oD narks a transition after which n la negative. An exanination of 
Fig. 2.5 shows that at high reflectances the contours becone crowded, and 
if n and k are to be accurately detemined graphically, this portion 
should be enlarged (Fig. 2.6). It can thus be seen that at higher 
reflectances, a snail error in the detemlnation of R and/or i*R can 
radically alter the derived n and k values. The worst co^inatlon is 
when R is neasured too high and too low.
2.2.5 Bllipeonetric Petemination of Reflectance and the Optical
The preceding discussion is applicable to nethoda where 
reflectance is neasured directly, la ellipsonetry reflectance is one of
 ^il
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the last paraaetars to be derived using already calculated norasl n and 
^ *^^ **®* subatitutad into a<|uation 2« 16« Here the actual aeasured quantities 
are the angular displacaaents of the analyser and polariaer prisas froa 
their fiducial poaitions, denoted as A and P. A and P can be siaply 
related to A  the relative phase-shift and ^ the relative aaplitude-change, 
only if a perfect retarder is eaployed, that is one which induces a 
ph**® shift of exactly 90*» If this is not the case a correction factor 
aust be applied. Heasureaents were aade in two sones so thst s coapensator 
file could be collected:
45 - A 2.29
2.30
Muller (1967) has derived the refractive index n and the 
absorption coefficient k as follows:
n • |g 2 - e 2 sin^el-f^G^ - ♦ sin2e)2 ♦ AG^E^’ 2.31
k - nji (- |g 2 - e 2 ♦ sin2e|'«'yCG2 - e 2 + sin2e)2 + 4G2e 2 ' 2.32
where.
G - sinOtanOcos 2^
1 ’4’ 2 sin^ COS0
2.33
E - sin0tanOsin 2!^  sinA 
1 2 sin ^  cos A
2.34
The raal and iaaginary parts of the dielectric constant 
can also be calculated froa A  and ^  as follows:
. ^1 " W^ain^Ori ♦ tan^cos?24 - s i n ^  sinAlj 2.35 
L |l *** sin 24cosa|2 J
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¿2 - 2l|2,in20tan^oFaln 2 4 CO« 2# »IpaI 
[, fl **> sin 2 4 co« a PJ
2.36
As Aj ■
and t>2 • 2nk
The noraal reflectance R|| can be calculated by aubatltutlon 
of n and k In equation 2.16.
2.3 Colour
2.3.1 Introduction
The obaerved colour of an ore aineral in reflected light ia an 
obvloua diagnoatic property. Colour la, however, a very aubjective 
property and hence it ia very difficult to describe accurately. In 1931 
a quantitative aethod for deteraining colour was devised by Le Coaaisslon 
Internationale de I'Eclairage (C.I.E.). Only aince the introduction of 
suitable photoaultipllers has it becoae possible to apply this systea to 
the atudy of ore ainerals in reflected light.
2.3.2 Deteraination of CIE Colour Values
The colour values, x, y, x and T can be calculated froa a aet 
of reflectance values by first obtaining the *tristiaulus* values X, Y and 
Z which are defined as (Filler 1977):
,dX 2.39
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z  - S»tX«AX 2.44
The chroMtlclty coordinates x, y and s are calculated fro«:
Jf - a.^
X + Y ♦ 2X + Y + Z ,  X + Y + Z ,
The aua x y -f a • l
The brightness (or luainance) of a aineral is given by the 
triatiaulua value Y (which aunt be divided by 100 if reflectance percentages 
are used). The chroaaticity coordinates can now be plotted on a CIE 
chroaaticity diagraa (Fig. 2.8). Although chroaaticity coordinates can 
be used to accurately locate a colour on a CIE chroaaticlty diagraa, 
they do not allow the easy visualisation of that colour. For this reason 
other values can be derived which often prove aore useful . These are 
the Helaholts values, doainant wavelength and excitation purity PeZ,
Dj^  and PeZ can be derived graphically in Fig. 2.8:
i) D> is the point of Intersection T on the spectral locus of a 
line drawn froa the light source (in this case C) through E 
(the point defined by coordinates x, y and a).
11) PeZ la
CT.
If the
point P, then D>
and PeZ la CP as
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ftOi»
1^
fUi*». fUtinan^  rtanty iaML
Fig 2.8. a ,G ra^ ieal dtUm ination o f  dominant waooUngìh 
and oxeitation Tpuritg M .
hm Pooition o f most minsrals on ths CIE ehromatieity
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2.4 Absorption Proc<»«<»
2.4.1 Introduction
ScTcrsl kinds of absorption processes csn occur when light 
interacts with a crystal lattice naaely:
i) Direct electronic transitions which inwolve the absorption of a 
photon in order to pronote an electron froo the valence band 
into the conduction band. Such transitiona give rise to the 
fundanental absorption edge of the aaterial and help to determine 
its colour. In direct electronic transitions only the energy 
of the electron changes, the wave vector K remains unchanged.
il) Indirect electronic transitions involve both the absorption of 
a photon and a phonon in order to pronote an electron from the 
valence band into the conduction band. In this case both the 
energy and the wave vector of the electron changes. Fig. 2.9.
ill) Excitons are bound electron poaitive hole pairs. These occur
when the electron excited by the incident photon has Insufficient 
energy to escape the influence of the positive hole it leaves 
behind, and so exists in a stable state with that hole. The 
electron and hole are held together by their mutual coulombic 
attraction. The allowed exclton states lie within the forbidden 
energy gap of the host material and give rise to intense absorption 
bands close to the fundamental absorption edge (Fig. 2.10).
An exciton is capable of diffusing throughout the host material, 
and is able to transfer energy without s net change in 
charge.
I
iv) The presence of foreign ions within a host lattice can give
rise to electronic transitions, which occur via the photoionisation 
of the impurity ion, so creating free electrons and positive 
holes. This phenomenon occurs principally in medium to large 
band-gap semi-conductors, and is only seen in narrow band-gap 
materials at very low temperatures.
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2.4.2 Selection Rules
The selection rules which pertsin to electronic transitions 
can be derived from quantum mechanics. They determine the probability of 
transitions occurring between certain spectroscopic states, and the relative 
intensity of the absorption bands so produced.
2.4.2.1 Spin Multiplicity Selection Rule
In the free ion, transitions which involve a change in the 
number of unpaired electrons are forbidden. Thus the spin-multiplicity 
selection rule maintains that transitions can only occur between states 
of the same spin multiplicity l.e. if the ground state is a quartet 
transitions may only occur to other quartet states. Due to spin-orbit 
coupling some formally spin forbidden transitions can occur, albeit 
weakly. For example, in octahedrally coordinated d^ ions, where there 
are no spin allowed transitions some weak transitions do occur between 
the sextet 6^ x^g ground state and various higher quartet states.
2.4.2.2 Laporte Selection Rule
This selection rule specifies that transitions within a single 
quantum 'shell* are strictly forbidden, for example d»- ■ >d transitions.
As electronic transitions take place through the interaction of electro­
magnetic radiation with a component of the dipole moment of the absorbing 
system, transitions can thus only result when the expression <n/^f/m> 
transforms as a totally symmetric species. Where n is the ground state, 
m is the final state and is the operator. For centro-symmetric groups 
such as 0|| the p orbitals have antisymmetric u labels, the d orbitals 
symmetric g labels, and the operator transforms as Ti^; so, for example:
i) p p transitions <n/^/m> —^  u x u x u u
which is an antisymmetric species and therefore the transition 
is forbidden.
^1) P — » d transitions <n/pp/m> —^  u x u x g — ♦  g
idiich is a totally symmetric species and therefore the transition 
is allowed.
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ill) d d transitions <n/^/m> — » g x u x g — # u
which is an antisyaDetrlc spacias and tharafora tha transition 
is forbiddan.
two machanisms by which transitions can occur which 
ara formally forblddan by tha Laporta salaction rula. If tha ion occupias 
an anvlronmant in which thara ia no cantra of symmatry i, than a cartain 
amount of mixing of tha p and d orbitals can occur, and so transitions can 
take place between levels of mixed p and d character. This kind of mixing 
is not possible if tha ion is within a cantroaymmatric environment such 
•• Oh is here that the second type of mechanism may occur. Hare
tha forblddan nature of the d t2g — ► *g transition (which tranforms to 
the antisymmetric u spacias) can be eliminated, if tha symmetry of tha 
molecule is destroyed by vibration. Such vibration (Fig. 2.11) removes 
the centre of the symmetry of the complex and therefore removes the g and 
^^**®^^ication of the orbitals so that d ^^"♦d transitions can occur. 
These vibration dependent types of d— ►d transitions are referred to as 
vibronlc. In practice vibronic transitions give rise to very weak futures 
in the absorption spectrum.
Forbidden and Indirect transitions are only apparent in those 
regions of the spectrum which are not dominated by direct allowed 
transitions.
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CHAPTER THREE
APPARATUS AMP EXPERIMEIITAL MEA8UREMEWT 
Hicrotcop« Phot— f  r ~ Dctcription of Apparatm
3.1.1 Introduction
The Bodulce which constitute the bssis of the Zeiss MPH03 aicroscope 
photOMter sre shown in Pig. 3.1. In the following sections s brief 
description of their properties, functions, end sny corrections which 
need to be spplied sre given for esch pert of esch aodule. Por s such 
■ore detsiled sccount of aicrophotoaetric instruaentstlon end ■essureaent 
the render is referred to Plller (1977).
3.1.2
There sre two asin types of Isap used in aicroscope^photoaetry, 
Incsndescent filsaent leaps end high pressure gss discharge leaps. The 
■icroscope photoaeter used in this study utilises sn incsndescent fist- 
tungsten-filsaent leap which salts s continuous spectrua in 
the infrs-red end visible. Por precision photoaetry the leap aust be 
supplied with s highly stsbllised d.c. current, in which the a.c. coaponent 
hss been reduced to s ainiaua so ss to prevent fluctuations in the aessured 
readings. The precision of the aessureaents can also be effected by 
'flicker*. This arises froa uneven fluctuations at the different surface 
of the leap. Flicker can be kept to s ainiaua by always ensuring 
that the leap hss been given sufficient tiae to warn up (fifteen ainutes) 
before starting aessureaents.
The leap should also be watched for sny signs of ageing, 
■snifested by s darkened appearance and s gradual decrease in radiance, 
caused by the deposition of evaporated aetsl on the inside of the bulb. 
Modern filsaent leaps use a halogen staosphere to slow down the ageing 
process. However, these types of leap sre very sensitive to the input 
^®^^*®** 'Milch If slightly too high will cause the destruction of the 
leap. Correct positioning of the leap is essential; this is sccoaplished 
conoscopicslly so that the iasge of the filsaent is centred sod ss bright 
and unifora ss possible.
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3.1.3 Modulation
In an unaodulatad ayat aa, the dark currant froa tha photo* 
datactor (aactlon 3.1.8) and any axtranaoua light antarlng tha ayataa» 
will producá a background walua aupariapoaad on the aaaaurad walua froa 
tha apaciaan. Howavar, if tha incident light ia aodulatad with a certain 
frequency and phaaa, than only tha aodulatad light reflected froa tha 
apaciaan will be accepted by tha aaaauring ayataa. Tha dark currant 
of tha photo datactor, and tha currant due to axtranaoua light, being 
unaodulatad, are ignored by tha datactor. Modulation alao to aoaa extant 
auppraaaaa photo current noiaa. Thia ia particularly advantagaoua in 
photoaultipliara with a low to aoderata gain. Modulation ia achieved by 
aaana of a rapidly rotating chopper aynchroniaad with tha aaaauring 
aystaa ao that only aodulatad light ia detected.
3.1.4 Monochroaator
The Monochroaator utlliaed by the aicroacopa-photoaatar in 
thla atudy waa of tha continuous intarfarenca filter type with a 
band width of 12 na. Thla type of intarfaranca filter worka by transaiasion. 
It conalats of a glasa aubstrata upon which auccasalve layera of low 
reflective dielectric and higher reflective aatariala have bean deposited.
Tha greater tha nuabar of layers tha higher the transalttanca and the 
wider tha pass band. For quantitative work a narrow band aonochroaator 
is essential, so tha nuabar of layers has to be Halted.
The aaasurad results can be influenced by tha presence of 'falsa 
light* in tha aonochroaator. This is light extended over a wavelength 
range outside the characteristic pass band, which can be defined by:
False light portion - ---- x 100 Z (Filler, 1977) 3.1
KX)
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If ■ intensity of light having wavalangtha outaida tha pass band 
1(X) ■ intensity of light having wavalangtha within tha pass band 
X - central wavelength
(1977) has shown that falsa light can originate frow a 
variety of sources, naaaly:
i) RatarochroMtic stray light: This is light which gats through 
tha intarfarenca filter in an irregular Banner, and because of 
its wide spectral range appears white. It arises froa inparfect 
surfaces, aetal aounts, dust and caaent within the device 
which reflect, scatter and transa!t the light. Due to the 
aethod of aanufacture, no interference filter is coapletely 
free of holes, so care should be taken when choosing an 
interference filter to ensure there are as few holes as possible. 
Care should also be taken to aaintain a dust free environaent 
within the device.
ii) Fluorescence: This phenoaenon arises when the glass and/or the 
ceaent show distinct fluorescence, the Intensity of which is 
particularly apparent at short wavelengths. For this reason 
the Bonochroaator should be fitted with high quslity glass and 
ceaent which do not exhibit fluorescent behaviour.
ill) Haraonic Spectral bands: These are bands containing light of 
regular aultiples or sub aultiples of the wavelengths within 
the regular band.
3.1.5 Polariser
As aany reflected light phenoaena viewed under crossed polars 
are due to saall rotations and ellipticities, it is vital that such 
effects are not introduced within the alcroscope'itself. A faulty or 
iaperfectly set polsriser renders the alcroscope unusable for the 
observation of such effects. For this reason the vibration direction of 
the polariser aust lie in or perpendiculsr to the syaaetry plsne of the 
reflector (section 3.1.7). In practice the polariser is ususlly set with
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its ▼Ibrstion dlrsctlon E-W to allow tha m x Ibub intensity of light to 
reach the detector.
3.1.6 Objectives
Hicroscope objectives can be characterised by the following 
properties:
i) Magnification nusiber which lies in the range 1 - 2 5 .  
ii) Nuaerical aperture defined as:
II Sin d - (N.A.) 3.2
where:
M - refractive index of the aediua 
9 ■ angle of incidence on stage object (or half angle 
of cone)
iii) The nature of the corrections for various types of aberrations 
shown in Fig. 3.2.
3.1.7 leflectors
The purpose of the reflector is to deflect the Incident 
horisontal beaa downwards onto the speciaen on the stage. There are 
three aain types of reflector:
3.1.7.1 Gauss Mirror leflector
The front surface of the reflector (Fig. 3.3) is coated with a 
fila to increase reflection downwards, while the back surface is blooaed 
to Biniaise such reflection. After reflection by the ssBple, the reflected 
beaa travels upwards towards the reflector, where a considerable aaount 
of the returning light is lost by:
i) Being reflected back towards the leap.
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n o  9.2
fig  3,2 Bogie lens abemtttong,
a , Spherieal aberration^ along the axies image o f  •
point appeare blurred,
b, Aeyimetrioal aberration^ nomal to the axie, the image 
o f an o ff  axial point dppeare ae a eomet ehaped blur,
e,Chromatio aberration, along the axis, the image o f a 
white point in the axie appeare with different eolouration 
fo r different foeueeing poeitione o f the lene,
d.Chromatio aberration, normal to the axie, the image o f an 
o ff  axial point appeare blurred and ehowe different 
oolouration for A ffe ren t foouaeing poeitione o f the lene.
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11) Being absorbed by the froot-surface-f11a.
The efficiency of the reflector can be thus expressed by the 
total transalttance (Tg_) given by:
Intensity of light leaving Gauss alrror In the
TgB ■ direction of the laa^e_______________________
Intensity of the light arriving froa the leap
3.3
If the reflection froa the back of the Gauss alrror, the absorption 
of the glass and the Interactions of the beaa with the aedlua outside the 
Gauss airror are negligible then:
T g a - € 0 - e )  3-^
Where q  Is the reflectivity of the front face of the glass 
plate for a given angle of Incidence.
The Preanel foraulae for linearly polarised light at oblique 
Incidence (Chapter 2) are:
■ : f  I
Sln2(do - di) tan^CdQ -
* s --------------B p -------------------
Sln^CgQ ♦ gj)
Where $q ■ angle of Incidence 
and g^ ■ angle of refraction
tan^CgQ ♦ gj)
3.5
The reflectance of the s-coaponent Is always greater than the p- 
coaponent so consequently:
1) On lllualnatlon with natural light the Gauss airror exhibits 
certain polarising properties.
11) Por linearly polarised light, the tranaalttance of the reflector 
Ic greater If the vibration direction of the polariser la set 
E<-W than If It la set N*>8. This Is because la the foraer case
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it 1« the • coaponent «rhieh is effective whereas in 
the latter it ia the p.
ill) Halliaond (1953) haa ahown that vibration directions
of light waves not lying in either of the principal planes 
are rotated by the glass plate, such that when observed under 
crossed polars, the iaage reflected froa an isotropic surface 
has a dark band running vertically across it. Only within 
this band are the rotation effects negligible and thus only 
within this area should reflectance aeasureaents be wade*
3«1*7*2 Saith Beflector
The dark band effect of the Gauss airror reflector can be 
substantially reduced by using the design shown in Fig, 3.4 (Saith, 1964) 
'^ *^*^ * * airror is used to reduce the angle of incidence on the glass 
plate by half to 22.5*» This greatly reduces the rotation effect on the 
polarisation of the light, see above* Consequently, the whole 
field of view appears dark upon insertion the analyser* As the airror 
is not a perfect reflector there is a loss of soae 10 X in transaittance 
coapared to the Gauss airror reflector, but this is acceptable in view of 
the advantages described above* Assuaing that the reflection froa the 
back of the glass plate, the interaction of the beaa with the aediua 
®**^ *^ *®* the glass plate, and the absorption of the glass are negligible, 
then the transaittance Tg, !•:
*sa - Ç Ça O  "€) 3*6
where:
reflectance of front face of glass plate for actual angle 
of incidence on the glass plate*
^a “ reflectance of airror for the actual angle of incidence 
on the airror
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SMtTH REFLECTOR
FIO 3.4
Wflnp<i-e>
4. Path o f tht easial ray in a tmith rmfUetor,
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3.1.7.3 Bcrck Prisa Reflector
The Berek or trepeciua prlea (Berek, 1936) achieves en elaosc 
entirely dark field under crossed polers, reflecting s unlfora state of 
•cross the field of view. In the prlsa the light undergoes 
• ••^ three Internal reflections, at each of which s phase retardation 
of the reflected ray with respect to the Incident ray Is Introduced,
Fig. 3.5. However, this phase retardation Is not the ease for both p and 
s coaponents, resulting In a phase difference between thea. The aagnltude 
of this phase-shift Is dependent upon the refractive Index of the glass 
used to construct the prlsa. For a refractive Index of 1.74 It Is 
•PPtoxlaately 60*, thus three reflections Introduce a phase—lag of 180*. 
Consequently a linearly polarised beaa Incident on the prlsa at any given 
aslauth will be rotated through 180* so that on leaving the prlsa It will 
still be linearly polarised.
The transalttance of the prlsa reflector (Tp^) Is auch greater 
than the two reflectors described previously, as very little light Is lost 
during the Internal reflectlona.
Intensity of light leaving prlsa In the 
Tpp ■ direction of the objective_____________ 3.7
Intensity of light arriving froa the leap
If the effects due to reflection at the entrance and exit faces 
of the prlsa, and absorption by the glass are negligible the transalttancc 
8®teralned by the reflectance froa each of the prlsa faces as:
V  e 3.8
(because Total Internal Reflection (T.l.R) ^ • 1) assualng N of glass ■ 1.74
The prlsa reflector does have the disadvantage that It can only 
occupy half the aperture area of the objective, the other half being 
required to accoaaodate the returning reflected rays froa the speclaen.
The other disadvantage of the prlsa Is that the light bean falling on the 
speclaen Is oblique causing shadowing. This disadvantage Is coapensated
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for by Che reduction In glare (due to reflectlone at glaaa aurfacea)*
The prlaa prevente light ariaing fron theae aourcea froa reaching the 
iaage.
3«1*8 Photoelectric Aaaeablv
The technical deaign of the photoaultiplier tube ia ahown in 
Fig. 3*6* The photo*detector uaed in thia atudy waa of the 820 type where 
the prefix S ia an internationally agreed ayabol for photoaultiplier 
tubes and the nuaber denotes the type of photocathode aaterial and the 
spectral rasponee of the tube (Fig. 3.7). In the 820 photoaultiplier 
the photocathode ia aade up of a aixture of the alkali aetals, Ha, K, Cs 
and 8b and has a useful spectral range of 320 - 790 na.
The dark current aentioned in section 3.1.3 is a peraanent d.c. 
current caused aainly by theraionic eaission froa Che cathode and its 
neighbouring electrodes. The degree of dark current is dependent upon 
the teaperature and the theraal work function of the cathode. However, 
in this study the dark current can effectively be Ignored because the 
light is aodulated.
Apart froa the dark current the photodetector is also susceptible 
to other types of electrical noise which can originate froa any of the 
following:
i) Laap flicker (aection 3.1.2).
11) Disturbance of the light Crain by vibrations of a aechanical
origin.
ill) Fluctuations in the electric supply.
iv) Fhotoaultiplier noise.
Fhotoaultiplier noise arises froa fluctuations in the photon 
input, and the dark current, and froa ocher electrical eaiasions within 
the photoaultiplier tube. Every effort la aade to keep all types of 
noise to a ainiaua and so increase Che precision of the aeasured values.
f
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Fig S,6 Design o f photomultiplier tubes,
abside windou tube:Tho light fa lls  from the side on a 
reflecting cathode, the metier o f dynodes is  usually 
limited to nine»
b, End window tube:The light fa lls  from the front on a 
semi-"transparent cathode, the number o f dynodes b^ :.ing 
upto fourtscn»
ñ
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The final aeaeureaenta are achieved by a act of electric aodulea which 
convert the photoaetar reaponae into a digital readout. Fig, 3.8.
3«2 Microacope Photoaeter Maaaureaent Techniouea
3.2.1 Maaauraaent Procedure
The aain coaponenta of the equipaent uaed in thia atudy have 
•Iready been deacribed, section 3.1, a brief account of the equipaent can 
also be found in Clark and Griddle (1982). The following procedure is 
adopted when waking a aeries of aeasureaents:
The aicroscope-photoaeter is switched on and left for approxiaately 
thirty ainutes in order to allow the leap and electronics to stabilise.
During this tiae the standard and speciaen can be cleaned.
Careful cleaning of saaplea is essential, as the presence of 
surface iapurities and filas can radically alter the aeasured values. If 
the surfaces of the saaples are coated with oil (froa previous aeasureaents) 
or other iapurities, they can be reaoved by the uae of a detergent aolutlon 
and aoft tissue, (which should be kept in a box because ataospheric dust 
can scratch aoft saaples) followed by careful cleaning with alcohol and 
then acetone. Care is taken to avoid the contact of acetone with the 
aounting resin, which is soluble in it.
The speciaen and atandard are then placed on a Lanhaa speciaen- 
changer atage (aection 3.2.2), where, after a suitable area has been 
chosen for aeasureaent, the two are levelled. Careful levelling of 
apeciaen and atandard within the aaae focal plane is essential (c.f. 
errora Chapter 4) if accurate reaulta are to be obtained. Levelness is 
tested for by aeans of the iaage of the illuainator aperture diaphraa 
(l.A.D.) as reflected by the apeciaen (or atandard) and foraed in the 
^*ck focal plane of the objective. Thia ia observed conoscopically 
using a low aagnification objective (x 4), with the l.A.D. closed down 
(usually to 2) to give a sharp iaage. Upon rotation of the atage if the 
laage of the l.A.D. is seen to wove then the saaple is not level, this 
situation can be reaedied by adjustaent of the three fine screws, so 
that atage rotation causes no aoveaent of the iaage.
1
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Vh«n both speclBon and standard have baan auccaaafully lavallad» 
a higher powered objective can be uaed* (uaually x 16) and the aurface of 
the apeciaen brought into aharp focua* The appropriate photoaeter-field- 
atop (Ph«F*8.) ia aelected and centred on the croaa wirea* (Slight re- 
focuaaing of the apecinen aay be neceaaary after inaertion of the photoaeter- 
atop). The illuainator-field-atop (I.F.8.) ia then aelected, thia ahould 
be approxiaately twice the apparent diaaeter of the photoaeter atop. The 
reaaon for having the aeaaured area well inaide the illuainated area ia 
to prevent any diffraction effecta froa the edge of the latter paaaing 
into the photoaeter. The atop ia then centred on the croaa wirea.
Next, the appropriate aenaitivity range ia choaen for the 
photoaeter, thia ia done by aelecting the aaaple with the higheat 
reflectance, driving the interference filter to 530 na (the region of 
aaxiaua aenaitivity) and then adjuating the digital voltaeter (DVN), 
which waa xeroed at the atart of the experiaent, to read approxiaately 
1800 (arbltary unite). Thia enaures that both apcciaen and atandard 
will fall within the aaae range, the interference filter ia then driven 
back to the 400 na atart poaition.
After inaerting the correct prograaae into the H.F. 9830 
deak top coaputer, aeaaureaent can coaaence. The prograaae uaed requirea 
alternate aeaaureaenta of apecinen and atandard (fifteen of each) to be 
nade in air, and then, after refocuaaing, the aaae procedure to be repeated 
in oil. Each aet of apeclaen-atandard readlnga takea approxiaately two 
ninutea, but can be aade feater or alower, by altering the atep rate of 
the interference filter. However, two ninutea ia found to be the 
optinun, aa any feater reducen the preciaion of the readinga, and any 
alower increaaea the tine taken to coaplete the experinent without a 
aignifleant inprovenent in preciaion. After each aet of apeciaen-atandard 
aeaaureaenta the focua ia checked for drift and if neceaaary adjuntad.
The preceding diacuaaion ia true for inotropic ainerala, however, 
when aniaotropic ainerala are being neaaured, the apeciaan aunt be aeaaured 
at the poaitiona of extinction (found by inaerting the analyaer) which 
ahould approxiaate to the aaxinua and ainiaua in the DVN readinga, the
i
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■eaturlng tequcnce being:
i) Heeeureaent of epeclaen In BaxlauB position*
ii) Hessureaent of stsndsrd.
iii) Hessureaent of speclaen in ainiaua position*
The prograaae snslyses the results, discarding the two highest 
end two lowest of the fifteen sets of readings in sir end oil end then
out the average and standard deviation of the reaaining aeasureaents*
3*2*2 Lanhaa Speciaen-Chani^er Stage
The Lanhaa speciaen-changer stage. Fig* 3*9, enables both
speciaen and standard to be positioned and levelled at the beginning of 
an experiaent and interchanged by aeans of a precision base-slide*
Speciaen and standard are brought into exactly the saae plane focus by 
the following procedure:
i) The speciaen is brought into approxiaately the saae focal plane 
as the standard by rotating the work table of the speciaen 
holder up or down on a screw thread,
ii) With the slide at the end of its travel on the speciaen side, 
the area to be aessured is selected and centred by aoveaent of 
the holder* This holder has a aagnetic base plate to facilitate 
aeasureaent, the speciaen is then carefully levelled.
iii) The slide is drawn to the other end position and the standard 
is carefully levelled, and by aeans of a screw-controlled 
inclined plane is brought into exactly the saae position of 
focus as the speciaen* The aoveaent of the rising slide is 
very fine and the slight lateral displaceaent produced is of 
little consequence as the standard has a relatively large 
hoaogeneous surface area*
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Interchange of epeclaen end etenderd ie achieved by aovlng the 
elide fro* one end position to the other; when this is done swoothly
of the polished surfaces should aove« so the area being exaained 
will rewain the sawe*
3.2.3 Standards
"The procureaent of aaterial standards of suitable quality is a 
■ajor liaitation of the art" (Clarke, 1972) and considerable energies 
have been devoted to this problea (Halliaond, 1970; Galopin and Henry,
1972; Piller, 1974, 1977; Eabrey and Criddle, 1978). The aain 
difficulty in finding suitable reflectance standards steas froa the 
criteria which aust be fulfilled before a aaterial is acceptable, naaely:
i) The aaterial aust be cheaically and physically stable both
internally and externally, l.e. it aust not corrode or tarnish 
or show any signs of lattice restructuring with tiae. The 
latter is the reason why vacuus deposited surfaces are unsuitable. 
It aust also be capable of taking and retaining a good polish.
ii) The surface aust be perfectly flat over an area of at least
0.3 ca^ (Piller, 1977) as this is the area required for priaary 
calibration in a standards laboratory.
iii) The aaterial aust be perfectly isotropic.
iv) The standard mist have an absorption sufficient to prevent the 
return of light scattered froa the base, and free froa any 
internal reflections, which involves the absence of sub-surface 
cleavages and cracks.
At present there are only four standards officially recognised 
by COM IMA (Coaaission on Ore Microscopy of the International Mineraloglcal 
Association), these are:
i) Single hoaogeneous crystal of tungsten-titaniua-carbide (VTiC)
with the (0001) basal face polished; aean reflectance of 47 X in air.
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11) silicon; Bean reflectance 45Z In air,
111) Single cryatal black alllcon-carblde (SIC) with baaal face 0001 
pollahed; seen reflectance 20 Z In air.
Iv) Dark neutral glaaa: aean reflectance In air of 4 Z.
Filler (1977) haa auggeated that liquid aurfacea could be uaed 
aa reference atandarda In the ultra-violet and near Infra-red. There la 
* large gap In reflectance between the two aost coaeonly uaed atandarda 
In ore alneralogy, naaely SIC and VTIC of aoae 20 Z. There are alao, to 
date, no accepted atandarda for higher reflectances although aynthetlc 
sperryllte (PtAa) with a aean reflectivity of 54 Z hae been considered 
Crlddle (1984) the problea here Is to persuade a coaaerclal 
organisation of Its econoalc viability.
The situation Is, however, auch worse for oil reflectance 
standards. With the exception of SIC these are all derivative standards, 
calibrated by coaputatlon froa the air reflectance and the refractive 
Index of laaerslon oil assualng aero absorption.
3.3. Elllpsoaeter - Description of Apparatus
3.3.1 Introduction
The construction and operation of the elllpsoaeter used In this 
study have been described by Roberts and Headows,1974; Meadows,1975; 
Clarke, 1980 and Rastall, 1980. As technology has advanced so the 
elllpsoaetar has been aodlfled, and In the following discussion these 
changes will be concentrated on, and their effects on the results obtained«
3.3.2 Illlpaoaeter Layout
The light source (1), Fig. 3.10, originally used was a Hytek 
aercury arc laap, which produced a line apectrua of sufficient Intensity 
to enable readings to be taken at 366, 435.8, 564.1 and 577.1 na. the 
light source currently In use Is an AEG Oaraa high pressure xenon arc, 
which allows continuous readings to be aade over a spectral range froa
4
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•the near Infra-red to the near ultra-violet. Clarke (1980) obaerved 
that while changing laapa led to aoae reduction in the abaolute reaolution 
analyaer and polariaer aaiautha, thla waa aore than coapenaated 
for by the increaaed epeetre1 range.
The xenon arc laap la operated froa an 80V, 30A d.c. aupply, 
the a.c. coaponent of which haa been aaoothed to alniaiae cathodic
The laap houaing la water cooled to avoid teaperature fluctuationa 
during an experiaent; the cooling la alao enhanced by the paaaage of air 
over the laap, which provldea a aeana for the reaoval of the large 
quantitiea of ocone produced. A filter containing aucceaaive layera of 
activated charcoal reaovea aoat of the oaone before the air la returned 
to the ataoaphere.
The beaa ia colliaated (2) and Halted by a aucceaaion of atopa 
to a beaa diaaeter of approxlaately 2 mm before entering the polariaer 
priea (3) which ia of a Glan-Foucault air-gap type and aounted on a aervo 
gonioaeter. The light, now plane polariaed, travela to the firat of two 
Faraday aodulator corea (4) and (7).
The Faraday effect ia the rotation of the plane of polariaation 
of a tranaaitted light beaa by an applied longditudinal aagnetic field.
The effect of a aagnetic field on the abaorption banda of the core aaterlal 
ia to produce a aplittlng, or Zeeaan effect, auch that at any particular 
wavelength there are two effective refractive indicée. Of theae one ia 
peculiar to right-handed circularly polariaed light, and the other ia to 
left-handed, ao that the two coxponenta travel at different velocitiea 
through the core. A phaae lag ia thua induced, and on recoabination of 
the left and right handed coaponenta, a rotation in the plane of 
polariaation ia obaerved, the aagnitude of which ia dependent on the 
path length and the difference between the two refractive indicée. The 
aagnitude of the diaperalon ia affected by the proxiaity of the abaorption 
band, and thua, it ia difficult to find a auitabie aodulatlng aedlua to 
cover the entire vlaible range.
For thia reaaon the ellipaoaeter deacrlbed by Clarke (1980) 
uaed ailica corea to cover the ultra-violet and viaible blue region of
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the epectruB, end dense flint glass for the visible red region and infra*’ 
red* Liquid water cores are now used for the following reasonst
i) Solid cores had to be changed during the course of the experiaent, 
necessitating a najor reallgnaent of the apparatus,
ii) It was advisable to allow the teaperature to equilibrate for at 
least half an hour to ainiaise strain birefringence in the cores*
None of the above is readily apparent using liquid cores* The 
cores theaselves are constructed froa glass tubing 1*5 ca in disaster and 
40 ca long, the ends of which are parallel* Quarts windows are attached to 
either end* Strain birefringence is ainiaised by using an adhesive which 
does not contract upon setting* Using water cores does lead to a loss 
of sensitivity in the infre-red due to the aagnetically induced birefringence 
of water being less than that of solid core aaterials, and the decreased 
aodulation of the second core*
After passing through the first aodulator, the beaa enters the 
coapensator, an achroaatic quarter-^ave rhoab (5) (King and Downs, 1969) 
coated with a thin fila of aagnesiua fluoride, calibrated by The National 
Physical Laboratory, Teddington* The original calibration gave the 
retardation as within 0*1* of 90* over the coaplete visible range but the 
tolerance aay have increased over the ensuing years (King, 1983)*
Due to the sensitivity of the quarter‘*wave rhoab to vibration it is 
situated on the rigid incident rather than the aobile reflection era*
The elliptically polarised light passes through an iris stop snd onto the 
reflecting surface of the saaple (6); the reflected light being linearly 
polarised* After passing through a further stop the light enters a second 
aodulator core (7), which is siailar in construction to the first but 
operated at a frequency of 1500 Hs coapared to 1200 Hz in the previous 
esse* The beaa, now doubly-aodulated, enters the analyser (8) which is 
identical to the polariser, after which it proceeds to a Spex-Niniaate 
aonochroaator (9) and then to a photoaultiplier tube (10)*
Two photoaultipliers were used for aost experiaents, the aost 
sensitive being an ENl tube which was used between 300 - 600 na, a 
!••• sensitive KCA tube was used between 580 * 750 na* Although a
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the epectrua, and dense flint glass for the visible red region and infra­
red* Liquid water cores are now used for the following reasons:
i) Solid cores had to be changed during the course of the experiaent, 
necessitating a asjor reslignaent of the apparatus»
ii) It was advisable to allow the teaperature to equilibrate for at 
least half an hour to ainiaise strain birefringence in the cores*
None of the above is readily apparent using liquid cores* The 
cores theaselves are constructed froa glass tubing 1*5 ca in disaster and 
40 cm long, the ends of which are parallel* Quarts windows are attached to 
either end* Strain birefringence is ainiaised by using an adhesive which 
does not contract upon setting* Using water cores does lead to a loss 
of sensitivity in the infra-red due to the aagnetically induced birefringence 
of water being leas than that of solid core aaterials, and the decreased 
aodulation of the second core*
After passing through the first aodulator, the beaa enters the 
compensator» an achromatic quarter-wave rhomb (5) (King and Downs» 1969) 
coated with a thin film of aagnesiua fluoride» calibrated by The National 
Physical Laboratory» Teddington* The original calibration gave the 
retardation as within 0*1* of 90* over the cosq>lete visible range but the 
tolerance nay have increased over the ensuing years (King» 1983)*
Due to the sensitivity of the quarter-wave rhonb to vibration it is 
situated on the rigid incident rather than the mobile reflection am*
The elliptically polarised light passes through an iris stop and onto the 
reflecting surface of the sample (6); the reflected light being linearly 
polarised* After passing through a further atop the light enters a second 
modulator core (7)» which is aiailar in construction to the first but 
operated at a frequency of 1500 Hs compared to 1200 Hz in the previous 
case* The bean» now doubly-nodulated» enters the analyser (8) which is 
identical to the polariaer» after which it proceeds to a Spex-Mininate 
nonochronator (9) and then to a photoaultiplier tube (10)*
Two photoaultipllers were used for most experiaents» the most 
sensitive being an EMI tube which was used between 300 - 600 na» a 
less sensitive KCA tube was used between 580 - 750 nn* Although a
i!
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300 - 750 im photoaulltpller was available, thia waa conaldcrad laaa 
aanaltlve, and laaa accurate and thua unaultable for Baking accurate 
Beaeureaenta; the two photoBultiplier aethod waa preferred*
Bxtraneoua noiae waa ainiaiaed by encaaing the photoaultiplier 
in a aeries of black ailk cloths and eaploying only d*c* lighting during 
the course of an experiaent*
3*4 Bllipaoaetert Meaaureaent Techniques
3.4.1 Alignaent
The accuracy of the ellipaoaeter for a given reflecting surface 
is liaited by the reproducibility, aeasureaent of angle or incidence and 
of the null positions of the analyser and polariser priaaa. Coaplete 
realignaent of the ellipsoaeter should be undertaken at leaat every six 
aontha if exact and accurate results are required. A detailed account of 
both optical and electronic realignaent is given by Hunt (1984).
The operational procedure for asking a set of ellipsoaetric 
aeasureaents is as follows:
Thirty alnutes should elapse after switching on to enable the 
leap and electronics to warn up.
The Bodulating cores are refilled with water, and repositioned. 
Due to slight iaperfections in the construction of the cores, i.e* the 
ends are not quite parallel, they aust be adjusted so as to enable the 
light to pass down their central axis. This position was defined 
previously in the straight through position by placing a airror at the 
end of the reflection era (the photoaultiplier and aonochroaator having 
been reaoved) and the cores rotated such that the incident and reflected 
rays travelled along the saae path, i.e. throught the centre of the cores. 
The alrror waa then reaoved and the spot where the light struck the wall 
Barked. Thia aeans that when the aarked spot and light spot are coincident 
the cores are correctly positioned.
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Vhil« still in the straight-through position, sftsr rsplscing 
the BonochroBstor and photOBultipllsr, the electronic slignBent of the 
systeB can proceed, whereby the polarlser is allowed to seek its null 
under servo control at 475 nw and adjusted back to its fiducial by Beans 
of the quarter wave rhoBb.
Optical alignBent is undertaken after reBoving the photOBultiplier 
and BonochroBstor and setting the instruBent to Bsnual control. The 
reflection sib is rotated by Beans of air bearings to the required angle 
of incidence (usually 75*) which is Beaaured by a vernier sliding on a 
fixed scale. Greater accuracy is achieved by aupplewenting this with a 
dial- gauge enabling the angle of incidence to be set at 75* within 
tolerance liBita of ±  0.01* (Rastall 1980).
The ssBple is attached to the back plate by Beans of aellotape 
and a Bsgnet. Sellotape is preferred to plasticine (Raatall, 1980) as it 
holds the ssBple rigid whereas plasticine tends to 'flow', especially 
during warB weather, so that the area of orientation of the sanple is not 
constant during the experiwent. The back plate is klneBatically controlled 
by three screws enabling rotation in all planes.
Pig. 3.11 shows the configuration of the ellipsoBeter for 
aanple alignBent, whereby light is reflected froB the ssBple along the 
reflection a m  and onto an alignBent iris. The back plate screws are 
Bsnipulated so that the light passes through the centre of the alignBent 
iris, froB which it strikes a plane Birror and is reflected onto the far 
wall of the laboratory. On the wall is a prewarked spot, the position of 
which was detemined by the previous optical realignBent. Slight adJustBent 
to the back plate screws are Bade until the light spot and the preñarked 
spot are coincident, when this occurs the sawple is optically aligned.
After the alignBent iris has been renoved and the photoBultipller and 
BonochroBator replaced the ellipsoBeter is ready for use.
3.4.2 HeasursBent Procedure
Spectral scans were carried out in the range 300 - 700 nw, this 
SBsller than that quoted by Clarke (1980) and tastall (1980) and is 
due, in part, to the changing of the core Bodulator BsdiuB froB solid to
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liquid. Liquid watur coraa btcauaa of thtir lower Vardat conatanc produce 
a loaa in aanaitivity of the inatnmant at wavalangcha greater than 
620 na. Deapite thia loaa of aenaitivity acana were continued up to 700 na, 
in order to aake the derived CIE colour co-ordinatea aeaningful. The 
aeaaureaent procedure waa carried out aa followa:
The Bonochroaator ia aet to 300 na, and the gonioaetera driven 
to the expected null poaition under annual control. Servo facilitiea were 
not uaed as this leads to a loss of 'steps' and consequently erroneous 
readings. This is due to the fact that the atepping aotors are not 
designed to follow large changes in axiauth, where they are required to 
* but saall subtle changes to find an accurate null.
When the aignal on the oscilloscope shows the characteristic 
near-null signal, aervo driving can be eaployed, to achieve the first 
null positions which are recorded. The analyser and polariser axiauths 
are recorded at 10 na Intervals, after allowing the instruaent to null.
At 600 na the ellipsoaeter is switched over to annual control, 
and the extra high tension supply (EHT) turned down ao that the 
photomultiplier can be changed. The EOT is then turned up to a higher 
value so as to coapensate for the loss of sensitivity in both equipaent 
and photoaultiplier. The ellipsoaeter is then switched to servo and the 
scan continued. The ranges of the two photoaultipliers are usually 
overlapped in the 560 - 600 na region but the analyser and polariser 
readings are rarely very different.
Meaaureaents are usually aade in two quadrants for greater accuracy 
the xones chosen being 1 and 3, prlaarily because both analyser (A) and 
polariser (P) readings are positive in these quadrants and it la not 
necessary to move the quarter wave plate. The relationship between 
taken in xones 1 and 3 is given by:
Aj ■ 90 - A3 3.9
Pi • 90 ♦ P3 3.10
After completing a scan in two xones, the reflection arm ia
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rotated on ite air bearings back to the atraight through poaition, the 
prisas driven back to their preaarked fiducials and the instruaent checked 
and corrected for drift.
The analyser and polariser readings are converted to reflectance 
n and k valuea on a DEC 10 coaputer using a suite of prograaaes designed 
by Clarke (1980).
3.5 Poliahing
3.5.1 Poliahing Procedure
Correct grinding and polishing of aineralogical speciaens is 
extreaely iaportant. priaarily because the equations used in Chapter 2 
refer to apecular rather than diffuse reflectance i.e. a surface on 
which all the artefacts have been reduced below the wavelength of visible 
light. The saaples were aounted in Metaserv cold setting resin, special 
care was taken to reaove any air bubbles that appeared, and the saaples 
left overnight to harden. After reaoval of any excess plastic, the 
grinding and polishing procedure could coaaence. Successively finer 
silicon carbide-^ater alurries on glass were used to grind the saaples 
which were thoroughly cleaned after each stage. After grinding on a 1200 
silicon carbide-water aixture saaples had a flat greyish aatt appearance 
devoid of any bright acratch aarks. Polishing was facilitated by the use 
of a suite of Kent aark 2 poliahing aachines, using 6, 3, 1 and 1/4 alerón 
Hyprex diaaond pastes on a six inch Engis PSU disc, with a water based 
lubricant. Each polishing stage took approxlaately one hour, depending 
on the hardnesa of the saaple. Care was taken to avoid such effects as 
relief, *coaet tailing', and 'orange peeling' which would have detriaental 
effects on the ellipsoaetric and aicrophotoaetric results. After the 1/4 
aicron diaaond polish, the saaple was buffad using an alualna-water alurry 
on a 410 disc. The aaaple was now ready for allipaoaetric or aicrophotoaetric 
aeaaureaents, buffing on aluaina was also undertaken before the atart of 
any experiaent in order to reaove tarnish filas foraed after poliahing.
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CHAPTER FOUR 
ERRORS
4.1 Introduction
Without a full appreciation of the errora which sight reault 
during a aeriea of BicrophotoBetric seaeureBents a full underatanding of 
the reaulta cannot be achieved. Isprovesenta in equipsent deaign have 
ellBinated aose of the errora which were particularly prevalent in the 
paat. Thua in the following diacuaalon the leap and photoseter are 
aaauBed to be atable. The readinga of the latter are alao aaaused to be 
linear (thia ia uaually guaranteed by the sanufacturer but ahould alwaya 
be checked). The Interference filter ahould alao be checked to enaure 
that it ia free froB pin-holea.
Three typea of error will be dlacuaaed here, thoae inherent in 
the apparatua, thoae cauaed by the operator, and thoae which are related 
to atandard calibration or the effecta of uaing auch a atandard in 
Bicroacope photosetry. The effecta of reflectance errora on the 
derivation of the optical conatanta n and k have already been diacuaaed 
in Chapter 2 aectlon 2.2.4.
4.2 Focuaaing and Levelling Errora
4.2.1 Levelling Errora
A perfectly flat apecisen, or atandard, la a prerequiaite for 
accurate photoBetrlc BeaaureBenta, aa a tilted aurface will autosatically 
produce an error. To Biniaiae levelling errora the conoacopic levelling 
teat (aectlon 3.2.1) ia enployed uaing a low power objective. With a x3 
objective a tilt angle of 0.08* can be detected, while the ainiaua tilt 
detectable with a x40 objective ia 0.85* (fig. 4.1). Thia arguaent 
aaauaea that the eye can detect a ahift of 0.1 b b  in the iaage of the
aperture diaphraa (l.A.D.) on the back focal plane of the objective«
^•2*2 Focuaaing Errora
Correct focuaaing of the apeciaen ia obvioualy very iaportant.
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f i g  4.1, AngUê inoolì>€d in  U v lV in g  thè objêotivë.
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•specially when car« haa bean taken to aeold levelling errors. The 
change in height of a reflecting surface over which there is no 
perceptible dininotion in the sharpness of the inage ia called the depth 
of focus. Over this range there is no change in the photoneter reading, 
but outside it a snail change in height will produce a dranstic 
change in the photoneter reading. With a low powered objective there is 
a large depth of focus, but as the nagnification Increases the depth of 
focus decreases (Tig. 4.2).
4.3 Glare
4.3.1 Trinary Clare
The phenoaenon of glare sonetines referred to as the SchwartschiId- 
Villiger effect has been exanined by a nuaber of workers, (Maora, 1952; 
Galopin and Henry, 1972; Tiller, 1977) and can be separated into prinary 
and secondary conponents.
The first effect is caused by light fron the back surface of 
the objective being reflected upwards before it has fallen on the speciaen. 
Pig. 4.3. Most nodern objectives are designed so as to reduce prinary- 
glare to a nininun. To neasure the anount of prinary glare present in a 
systen, under noraal neasuring conditions, a black box is placed over 
the front of the objective. This ensures that no light other than that 
reflected by the back surface of the objective reaches the photodetector.
The reading on the DVM, C, is the correction factor which nust be 
subtracted fron all neasurenents to correct for the effect of priaary 
glare
Ggp - C R^p
4.1
Gst “ C Rgc
where,
G ■ DVM reading 
R ■ reflectance
C • correction for prinary glare 
ap ■ apecinen 
at ■ standard
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Fig 4,3 ErroTê dus to êseondary gîars :
a , Thê ineidsnt hsm  I  los— peaet G by primcœy gUœs, 
ths rsst I*  (dsfinsd — I^G*i fom s ths primcary 
eoniponsnt inoidsnt on ths spsoimsn, ì^ióh rsflso ts  
bsam R, This is  p a rtia lly  r s r s fls e ts d  at ths 
oh jsetivs dus to ssoondaiy g la rs,— thsrs is  a 
ooaponsnt I "  also inoidsnt on ths spseimsn which 
is  rsflse tsd  — Ff* and so on,
bg Influsnos o f ssoondary glars fo r various rsflsetaness 
o f op tics.
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For the aicroecope photoaetcr used in thie study* s reeding of 
sero ves registered on the DVH when the blsck box test wss used 
indicating that the systen wss free froa priasry glare.
4.3.2 Secondary Clare
Secondary glare is due to reflected light froa the apeciaen 
being partially re*-reflected down again by the objective (fig. 4.3).
This effect is variable and is dependant upon the reflectivity of the 
aaterial studied and so is not usually the saae for speciaen and standard. 
This aeans that the aeasured reflectance of the speciaen is either too 
high or too low. The latter being true when the standard has the higher 
reflectance and the foraer when the speciaen has the higher reflectsnce. 
This can be expressed by the following equation:
**
’St
1 - p»st
,1 * p^p.
4.2
photoaeter reading
reflectance (expressed as a deciaal)
speciaen
standard
secondary glare
reflectivity factor
% i
Modern objectives are *blooaed' at all air glass interfaces* to 
reduce reflectivity and hence priaary and secondary glare to a ainiaua.
It is not* however* always possible for this to be done equally well at 
all wavelengths* leading to a dispersion in the reflectivity factor p.
In practice the lenses are blooaed so that p will be at a ainiaua in the 
aiddle of the spectrua* ie. by suppressing the yellow-greens with respect 
to the rads and blues. This produces a purplish colour froa which the 
tera blooaing is derived.
l U

R044
V
f i g  4,4 Hagnifieation o f a portion o f fig  4,S ^influonoo o f  
êêoondary glaro fo r vccrious rofloetcmooe o f  optiee.
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CHAFTBl FIVE
THE CTAWPAIU) SFBCIliEli MFLECTAIICE DIFFEIEIICE PHEWOHEIIOH
(88IDP) áWD ITS COEEECTIOW
5*1 Identification of • Mew Ttp# of Error
Pig. S*1 shows the rofloctsncs dispersion curves for eveporsted 
elualniua using silicon*cerbide and tungsten-titanlua-’carbide as the 
standards froa which it is clear that soaething akin to secondary glare is 
occurring* The theory proposed by Piller (1977) asintains that priaary 
glare is a precondition for secondary glare* In this study, however, a 
phenoaenon siailar to secondary glare was observed in the absence of 
priaary* Moreover its aagnitude was greatest in the aiddle of the spectrua 
where the blooaing of the objectives would be expected to aake it a 
ainiaua*
To try to locate the source of this error various steps were taken:
1* Changing to objectives of higher and lower aagnification* This 
yielded no appreciable Increase or decrease in the error* As 
these saae objectives had been used in auch earlier experiaents 
where no errors were detectable, it seeaed laprobable that all had 
developed the aaae systeaatic error at the same tiae*
2* Changing the reflector (a full description of the various types of 
reflector can be found in section 3*1*7); the Gauss airror reflector 
usually eaployed was replaced by:
i) A new Gauss airror reflector
il) A Saith reflector
ill) A prisa reflector
Fig* 3*2 shows the results obtained using these various reflectors, 
firstly, with the polariser in its noraal position and then rotated 
through 90** The rotation of the polariser had no significant 
effect on the results obtained using the Gauss airror and 8aith
U 7
i
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3.
reflectors* As expected, however, the reflectence dispersion curves 
for the prise reflector displsy s eexieua (polsriser rotsted through 
90*) when the esgnitude of the s coaponent is greeter then thst of 
the p end s einiwui (polsriser in noresl position) when the reverse 
is true. The eesn of these two curves spproxiastes to the reflectance 
dispersion given by the Gauss airror end Saith reflectors*
The optiaua conditions for operating the aicroscope with s ainiaua of 
secondary glare ere given by Gelopin end Henry (1972) end can be 
suaaerised thus:
The sise of the stops used is dependent on the area to be aessured*
The 1*F*S* should be chosen so thst its disaster does not exceed 
half the surface ares of the grain* The Ph*F*S* should have half 
the apparent diaaeter of the 1*F*S*, so that diffracted rays froa 
the edge of the latter are not aeasured* When possible, low powered 
objectives should be used so that the incident beaa falling on the 
•pcciaen is st approxlaately noraal incidence* If high N*A* objectives 
have to be used (le* if the aineral grain to be aeasured is saall) 
then the effective aperture angle can be reduced by closing down
the X*A*D*
Any deviations froa the above should lead to an increase in the 
secondary glare factor* To see if the phenoaenon observed in this study 
was affected by the saae factors the equipaent was adjusted so as to 
increase the aaount of any secondary glare present*
1i|
i) Opening the I*A*D* to its full extent caused the observed
reflectance of WliC using a SiC standard to increase by 0*1X
St 550 na*
11) Using thè largest svallable 1*F*8* with thè largest Fh*F*8*
esused thè observed reflectance of WTiC to increase by 0*3X at
550 na using a SiC standard*
ili) As shown in above changing thè objectlves had no appreciable 
effect on thè observed reflectance*
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An •xaaiiuitiofi of the photoaeter field etop ehowed that the 
light wee not travelling exactly through the centre of it. To check that 
thia had no effect upon the readinga a photoaeter atop with a aoveable 
diaphraa waa aubatituted. Aa there waa no difference between the two 
aeta of readinga it waa concluded that the alight defect in the photoaeter
atop could ba ignored.
5.2. The StandarH Spaeiaen leflectance Difference Phenoaenon (SSIDP)
5.2.1 Introduction
In thn above dlacoeelon a ayataMtlc replacaMnc of conponenta 
within the aicroacopa aloni with changing operating conditiona waa 
undertaken to try and locate the cauae of tha apparent •aecondary glare*. 
Mona of theae changea, however, produced a algoificant variation in tha 
Maaured readinga. «hich, in addition to the lack of prinary glare and 
the fact that the phenownon haa Ita u x i n m .  where bloonlng ahould M k e  
it a .iol««. aee« to indicate that thia ia not in fact true aacondary
glare.
5.2.2
It ia poaaible that the phenonenon hereafter referred to aa the 
atandard-apeci^n-reflectance diffarenca phenonenon (SSkDP) could have 
ita origin in the nicrophotonetric aaaertly and it ia intereating to note 
thet the wxlmim in the SSkDP coincidea with the M x i « »  trananiaeion of 
the .icroacope. Thia could be indicative of a defact either in the 
Mdulating ayate., or in the photodetector itaelf. Another poaaibility 
could be the occurrence of *falae light* in the «.nochroMtor via har«.nic 
apectral banda and/or fluoreacence. Thia ia. howevar. unlikaly aa tha 
Mnochroutor waa deaigned to aininiaa auch phenoMna.
Another aource of nicrophotonatric MaauraMnt arror haa baen 
propoaed by tobrey (198A). In .icrophotonetry tha norMl raflactanca of 
e aineral ie calculated by the forwula*
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5.1
or 5.2
Atsuaing that aither 1 or 2 la the atandard then the *noraal* 
reflectance (R) la given by equations (5.1) and (5.2) where G la the 
photoaeter reading (a aeasure of the light Intensity).
Due to the geoaetry of the optical train, the aeaaured reflectance 
(R^as) ^p * Gauss alrror, because the atop la
ayaaetrlcal with respect to the back focal plane of the alcroscope 
objective (fig. 5.2).
- J, (Rp + R,) 
2
5.3
Use of the Berek prlaa, however, can cause serious errors. 
Because the central axis of the lllualnatlng beaa of light Is offset froa 
the axle of the objective, the Integrated s and p coaponents are of 
unequal Intensity. Correction can be aade by either taking the aean of 
aeasureaents aade with the polarlser In Its two principal orientations 
(and thus doubling the labour Involved In asking a series of aeasureaents) 
or by using a seal-circular lllualnator with Its straight edge close to 
the dlaaeter of the objective stop.
Capdecoaae (1938) was the first to show that for transparent 
aedla, provided that the angle of Incidence la not too larges
(tp ♦ U )  - *11 5.4
Coaputatlon shows that this la also true for absorbing aedla 
(figs. 5.3 and 5.4). There la, however, a aaall departure froa equality.
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F ig  6 .Í  and (R^*K^)/2 auru«« /or WiC and SiC .
\ Í
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F ig  6.4 and (B^*P^)/2 euroM fo r fê S ^  and SiC.
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If (Ip ♦ t«) - In - « . 5*5
2
then £x ■ I— MMi ■ (Im ♦ li) 5*6 
Vea*2 <*«2 ♦ h )
Expanding the right hand aid# thia bacoaaa:
Cl ■ Iwi (1 ♦ li
C2 *12 *11
) 5.7
Ih 2
Coaputationa by Eabray (1984) ahow that and ^  ara raraly
Ini *N2
equal in aagnituda and aay differ in aign. Uaing the reflectance atandarda 
WTiC and SiC for illuatration, at 30* incidence, JL • ^ 0.006 and - 0.002
reapectively; ao that:
Gmr. _  laa-ir (1 + 0.006 - 0.002),
CwTiC *MWriC
5.8
and the reflectance of WliC aeaaured againat SiC will be too low (and vice 
▼eraa). Fortunately, thia error ia uaually aaall and can Boreower be 
coBputed with aufficient accuracy fro« initial waluea of n and k.
Aa the origin of the 8SIDP haa yet to be poaitively eatabliahed, 
even though it ia likely to be attributable at leaat in part to the 
phenoaena deacribed above and aa the valuea for 8i and I2 have yet to be 
incorporated* into the «icrophoto«etric aoftware a aeriea of correction 
factora baaed on «any aeta of experiaental reaulta were calculated.
5.2.3
The correction procedure uaed ia aiailar to that deacribed in 
aection 4.3.2. Due to the fact that the phenoaenon doea not ahow a 
unifora diaperaion a different correction factor haa to be applied at 
each wavelength. Aa there are no recogniaed reflectance atandarda for
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reflectances greeter then 47X (VTiC), ■icroecopee ere ueuelly cellbreted 
for high reflectencee by eztrepoletlon froa cunree such es those In fig« 
4«3« In thli esse It wee felt that higher reflectance calibration 
atandarde were desirable» this was achieved by using a eacuua deposited 
fila of pure alualnlua on glass (prepared and calibrated at the National 
Physical Laboratory» Teddlngton)« An alualnlua fila could not be used as 
a working standard for noraal reflectance aeasureaents because of Its 
fragility but It Is suitable for the preparation of correction factors« 
The aethod for calculating the correction factors Is as follows:
1) The aean of aany sets of data Is taken and the aaxlaua
(*+asp> •itkiwam ( l ^ p )  data points calculated by respectively 
adding and subtracting two standard deviations (2SD)« Values 
falling outside the range *taap *-^p disregarded» and a 
new aean value can be calculated«
kgi[isp ♦ 2«8D “ ^4asp* ^-asp 5«9
This Is displayed In fig« 5«5«
11) Proa these values the calibrated spectral value of the speclaen 
(keep known) are subtracted«
- Rcap *+asp - Rcap 5 « 10
111) These values are then divided by the difference between the 
calibrated speclaen and the calibrated standard« le»
^esp “ *cst*
Iv) Thus the correction foraula Is»
C* - R*ajuI-!cs|L 
*csp “ *cst
*laan ~
^sp ” ^st
5«11
Correction factors C* for a series of calibrated atandarda and 
speclwens» In this case other calibrated standarda» can be found for both 
air and oil envlronaenta In table 5«l« These tables can be used to 
detemlne the extent of the deviation between real and aeasured reflectances
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•t any «avcltnfth. This it don« by •ubtracting th« rsflcctanc« of thc 
standard froa tha tnia raflactlvity of tha apaclaan and aultiplying tha 
raault of tha appropriata corraction factor €*•
C* (leap “ *cat) A* 5.12
Vhan thia raault (A*) la addad or aubtractad to tha raal apaclaan 
value it should ba within axpariaantal error give tha aaaaurad raault:
*cap * “ *aap 5.13
Under noraal circuaatancaa, however, tha true reflectivity of 
tha ainaral is rarely known. Under these conditions tha aeaaurad value 
R „ p  aay ba aubatitutad for k^gp into aquations 5.10 and 5.11 to 
give an approxiaation to tha raal value. It should always ba raaaabarad 
that thia aethod is only an approxiaation, and that strictly speaking 
Rggp and not R^gp *>« above aquations. Thia
aathod of aatiaation, however, does aaaa to work quite wall, as long as 
It is treated as an approxiaation and provided tha difference in reflectivity 
between apeciaen and standard does not exceed 40X.
The 88RDP is found to vary in an essentially linear aanner 
with increasing reflectivity difference between standard and apeciaen upto 
approxiaately 701. After which its gradient becoaea soaewhat erratic.
This could be a real phenoaenon, but is aore likely to be an artefact, 
caused by the disparity between the DVM readings. Thia is due to the 
fact that the aaae DVM range has to be used for a set of standard* 
speciaen reflectance aeaaureaenta. Thus when the reflectance difference 
between standard and apeciaen is large, the lower reflecting aateriala 
DVM response will be negligible when coopered with that of the higher 
reflecting aaterial ie there will be a loss in the nuaber of significant 
figures for cooputation. Thia for obvious reasons leads to erroneous 
results.
II
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6.1 Introduction
Tho roooltt obtained for each ninaral conatituta the firat part 
of the reaulta aection, and are diaplayed in the following Bannert
i) Featorea auch aa the locality fron which the aineral waa
obtained, ita colour and aurface characteriatica when poliahed 
and the type of aection uaed in aniaotropic Binerala are 
deacribed in brief. Any data, auch aa alight anisotropy in 
*isotropic* aectiona, which would affect the neasured and 
derived optical characteristics are also noted. Also included 
in this aubaection are detaila which pertain to the aise, extent 
and nature of any nineral incluaiona.
ii) The electron probe aicroanalysis of the nineral, (a brief
account of the procedure uaed can be found in aection 6.2).
iii) Conparison of the ellipsoBetric and nicrophotonetric reflectance 
data. In the latter case the dispersion curves are shown for 
both air and oil iaBersion nedia, using the Boat appropriate 
standard.
iv) CoBpariaon of the ellipsoBetric and Bicrophot one trie n and k 
dispersion curves.
v) The dispersion curves for the real «i and iBSginary «2 co^onenta 
of the dielectric constant. These are calculated froo the 
ellipaoBetric data only. This is because of the errors inherent 
in calculating n and k froB BicrophotoBetric BeaaureBenta (aection
2.2.4) which would be BSgnified if used to calculate and #2*
^1) y^lHilar auBBsry of the data for each Binerai.
The next aection of results deals with the study of aoBe iridiuB* 
platinuB alloys supplied by Johnaon-Matthey, and coBpares the reflectivity
I X
data obtalnad ualng a variaty of aathoda, l.a:
i) EllipaoMtry at Tha City of London Polytachnic (CLP)*
11) Mlcroacopa photoaatry at Tha Natural Hlatory Nuaaua (NHN).
Ill) ElllpaoMtry at Tha National Physical Laboratory (NPL).
Iv) Ultra-vlolat and alalbla raflactosatry at NPL.
It la partlnant hara to santlon that dua to tha natura of tha 
watar aodulatlon coraa uaad In tha alllpaosatar at CLP tha praclalon 
of tha saaauraBanta batwaan 600 ~ 700 ns la not aa graat aa thoaa aada 
batwaan 300 - 600 na.
6.2 Elactron Proba Microanalyala
To aacartaln tha chaalcal cospoaltlon and traca alasant 
concantratlona all tha slnerals usad In this study wars analysad 
at tha Natural Hlatory Nuaaua using a Caabrldga Inatruaanta 
Mlcroacan IX with an accalaratlon voltaga of 20 kV, 1 aa Indabtad to 
Dr C.J. Stanlay for hla halp In carrying out this analysis. Savaral 
areas of aach alnaral wara analysad to assass both tha hoaoganalty of 
the spaclaan and tha distribution of any trace alaaants. Por aoat alaaants 
pure aatal atandards vara used. Houavar, a trolllta standard was used 
for iron and sulphur and galena for lead. Oaygan waa dataralnad by
dlffarenca.
The baaa of electrons striking tha spaclaan Is approalaataly 
one to two alcrons In dlaaatar and panatratas up to three alcrons below 
the spaclaan surface, leaving a burn aark aaasurlng three to five alcrons
In dlaaatar.
All tha analysaa of tha alnarals In this study are corrected 
for X-ray absorption, fluorascanca and atóale nuabar dlffarancaa. Tha 
foraula of tha alnaral calculated froa tha data, together with tha aaln 
X—ray linaa used In tha dataralnatlon are also shown.
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6.3 Chalcoslne
6.3.1 Introduction
Th« saaplc of chalcoslnc (E720; BM 1966R, 385) c o m b fron an unknown 
locality. A viaual axaalnatlon ahowed it to ba dark ailvaryblua in 
colour with a aatallic luatra. Aa chalcoalna and djurlaita ara aonoclinic 
(Evana 1981) tha ainaral aaction poliahad at tha Natural Hiatory Muaaua 
waa axpactad to ba aniaotroplc. Rotation of tha apaciaan on tha aicroacopa 
ataga, howavar, ravaalad no parcaptible anlaotropy, i.a. an unchanging 
reading on tha DVM. Thia aaant that tha poliahad ninaral aaction could 
be treated aa iaotroplc.
Tha poliahed chalcoaina aurfaca (Fig. 6.1) ia cut by aavaral 
anall localiaad incluaiona aona of which are branched. Tha aurfaca alao 
dlaplaya aoaw poroaity in tha fora of a ria of tiny poraa extending part 
way around the edge of tha apaciaan. Fine aixad aainlata of chalcopyrita 
and bornita with laaaar aaounta of coaallina aeandar around tha apaciaan 
adgaa and fracturan. Daaplta tha general praaanca of fracturan, poraa 
and vainlata, aoaa arena of tha apaciaan are free froa thea. Thaaa are 
the arena auitabla for aicrophotoaatric and allipaoaetrlc atudiaa.
Tha chalcoaina apaciaen waa ground and poliahad in tha uaual 
aannar (aaction 3.5), and buffed with aagnaalua oxide before tha atart of 
each net of aaaauraaenta (for chalcoaine, aagnaaiua oxide proved a auparior 
buffing aadiua to gaaaa-alunina). Tha chalcoaina apaciaen ahowad axtanaiva 
tarnlahing after being left for aavaral waaka. Thia waa aanifaatad by 
tha foraation of deep brown riaa around tha adgaa, with intaraixad light 
brown and blue-gray patchy colouration on the aain part of tha apaciaan.
Thia illuatratea that tha tarniah fila ia of aufficiant thicknaaa to fora 
light intarfaranca affacta. Tha tarniah fila ia anally raaovad by buffing 
with aagnaaiua—oxide and ahowa tha nacaaaity of pra-aaaauraaant buffing.
6.3.2 Electron Froba Analyaia
Eavaral arena of tha chalcoaina apaciaan ware axaainad uaing 
tha electron probe aicroanalyaar. Tha analyaia ahowad that tha centra of 
tha apaciaan waa fairly hoaoganaoua and conaiatad aolaly of copper and
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sulphur* Trscss of srssnic (0*2 wt*X) wsrs dstsctsbls around cha ria* 
Ths rssults of ths analysis ara shown in tabla 6*1 togathar with Cha 
X~ray linas for aach alaaant usad In tha dataralnacion*
6*3*3* laflactanca* n* k. ai and
Tha air and oil raflactanca diaparaion curvaa for chalcosina 
using allipaoaatric and nicrophotOBatric tachnlquas ara diaplayad in fig* 
6*2 , fig* 6*3 shows tha n and k curvaa and fig* 6*4 tha diaparsion of 
tha allipaoaetrically darivad cj and t2 values* All these data togathar 
with tha CIS colour coordinates for illualnants A, C and D55 ara shown in 
table 6*2*
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^ig 6»t â# Comparison o f mierophotommtrio (.....^ and slH p so m trio  f ..... V
roflsotanos disporsion oursss fo r ohoiloosins in  a ir  
b, Hierephotamstrie rsfUetonos dispsrsion euros fo r  ohaloosins 
in o i l .
\ I  !
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fig  6.3 Compariton o f mierophotcmotrie f .....•) and ollip êem trio
f— ) II and k valuot fo r ohaîoooinê.
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TÉíble 6 .1  E le c tr o n  Pròbe A n e ly e ie  o f  C h e lco e in e
Q iEMERT
ATONIC
R A TIO 'S
SUSMËilï
L U E
Cu T8.T0 1.96 Cu Xa
8 20.20 1 .0 0 8 Xa
fo U l  19 8 .9 0  1
CALCÜLAJED PORMüIA:
P o m u le ^eeed on
n u C E  EI2K EIIT 8:T recei o f  e re e n ic  eround
tp e e iæ n  edge*
Ir:
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6.4 Galena
6.4.1 Introduction
A vlaual axanination of the galena apeclnen, (BlOOl), ahowa it to 
be ailver-grey in colour, poaaeaaing a aetallic luatre, with a clearly 
defined perfect cubic cleavage (fig. 6.5). In reflected light the poliahed 
aiineral aurface appeara perfectly iaotropic, reflecting ita cubic ayaaetry. 
Soae difficultiea were encountered during poliahing, aa the cleavage tracea 
of the apeciaen acted aa reaervoira for extraneoua poliahing grit and 
other foreign aaterial. The aituation waa further exacerbated by the 
tendency of aaall parta of the apeciaen to flake off during ultra*aonic 
cleaning. Care waa taken to aelect arena of the apeciaen aa free of 
cleavage tracea aa poaaible for aicrophotoaetric and ellipaoaetric 
analyaia.
Before aeaaureaenta were aade the aaaple waa gently buffed with 
aagneaiua oxide, which in thia caae proved aore auitable than gaaaa- 
aluaina. Apart froa the cleavage tracea the apeciaen ahowa no other 
aurface featurea and ia devoid of any aineral incluaiona. The aurface 
ahowa no viaual featurea attributable to tarniahing but probably in coaaon 
with aoat ainerala foraa a thin, air-fomed fila iaaediately after poliahing.
6.4.2 Electron Probe Analyaia
Quantitative analyaia of the galena apecinen uaing galena, 
troilite, and pure biaauth atandarda revealed that the aineral waa fairly 
hoaogeneoua and conaiated alaoat entiraly of lead and aulphur, with tracea 
of biaauth. The full analyaia of the galena ia diaplayad in table 6.3 
together with the X*-ray linea uaed and the foraula of the aineral calculated 
froa the data.
6.4.3 laflectanca. n. k. ti and §o
'Ä-
In fig. 6.6 the ellipaoaetric and aicrophotoaatric reflectance 
diaperaion curvea are diaplayed in the latter caaa for both air and oil 
environaenta. Fig. 6.7 ahowa the derived valuaa of n and k and fig. 6.8 
ia a plot of the allipaoaetrically calculated €| and #2 The
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6.5 Fyrif
6.5.1 Introduction
A ▼isual «xaBlnatlon of the pyrite epeclaen (E1002) revenle it 
to be yelloir-gold In colour with e «etellic lustre. In reflected light 
the polished «inersl surface appears perfectly isotropic reflecting the 
■ineral's cubic symtry. Apart fro« a few snail localised fractures» the 
surface shows no other surface or sub-surface features» or any nineral 
inclusions fig. 6.9. When nicrophotonetric and ellipsonetric neasure«ents 
were aade» care was taken to avoid the surface fractures.
The pyrite specinen was ground and polished in the Banner 
described in section 3.5 and before «easurenents were nade the speci»en 
was buffed with ga«Ba-alu«ina. In addition to the air-for«ed fil« for«ed 
l««edlately after polishing» further surface tarnishing does occur on 
pyrite» dulling the lustre of the «Ineral and enphaslsing the need for 
pre-«easure«ent buffing of the specinen.
6.5.2 Electron Probe Analysis
Quantitative «icroanalyses of several areas of the pyrite 
•pcelMn « r e  undertaken. Only alight uarlatlone In the «Jor ele«nt 
coneentratlone « r e  detected bet«en the mtioue ecte oi data Indicating 
ho«genelty In the epecl«n. The «Jor conetltuente of the .Iner.l « r e  
Iron and aulphur. »1th cobalt and arsenic detectable In trace quantltlea. 
Table 6.5 eho»e the ele«ntal eMlyele of the pyrite apecl«n, together 
with the X-ray lines oed In the deter.l«tlon and the for«la of the 
■insral calculated fro« tha data.
6.5.3 laflactanca. n. k. si and
The .lerophoto«trlc air and oil reflactanca coreae ara displayed 
la fig. 6.10, together with the elllpao«trie data. Fig. 6.11 aho« the 
dleparalon of tha darl«d n and k «luaa for both teehnlq«a, and fig.
6.12 shows the elllpeo«trlc #1 sad ey conraa. 411 tha shows data are 
aua«rlsed In table 6.6, with tha ClI colour coordlMtaa «lag 
illuninants C» A and Dgj.
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Fig 6 »20 Comparison o f mierophotemetrie ( *y and ailipêonctrie  f-
rofiaetaneo diaporoion eurvêt for pyrito in  o ír , 
Hiorophozomtrie ToftaeXanoo aiaporoion euroo fo r  pyrito  
in o i l .
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f ig  6*12 Ccnpariëon o f mierophotemtrie (•.....V and ollipoom trioII and k vahtêê for pyrito.
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6.6 8kutf rudif
6 . 6.1 Introduction
A visual axanination of tha Skuttarudita aaapla (E1003) ravaala 
it to ba a ailvary-uhita «inaral with a «atallic lustra. Iha cubic 
aywatry of tha ainaral is confir*ad by raflactad light obaanrationa 
which show no parcaptabla aniao tropy. A larga fractura through tha 
cantra of tha spaciaan axtands fro« ona and to tha othar, fig. 6.13.
Thara are also «any othar a«allar localiaad fracturaa cutting tha apaciaan
aurfaca.
Approxiaataly two thirds of tha poliahad ainaral aurfaca la 
unauitabla for asking aicrophotoaatric and alllpaoaatrlc aaaauraaanta, 
not only bacauaa it is highly fracturad but also bacauaa tha akuttarudita
la intiaataly intargrown with aafflorita.
Apart fro« aafflorita iaolatad inclusiona of calcita and 
chalcopyrita ara also praaant. Araaa of tha alnaral do howavar axiat 
whara tha aurfaca is fraa fro« Irragularitlaa, Intargrowtha and inclualona 
and it was upon thaaa araaa that aeaauraaanta wars aada.
The akuttarudita speciaan was ground and poliahad (section 3.5) 
and gently buffed with gaaaa-alualna before aaaauraaanta ware aada. 
Skuttarudita does show a aaall aaount of aurfaca tarnishing, aanlfaatad 
by a dulling of tha «inarata lustra. This tarnishing is, howavar, aaall in 
coapariaon to that of the chalcopyrita inclusion, which after aavaral 
weeks bacoaaa a dull oranga-rad in colour.
a !
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6,6.2 Electron Probe Analysis
Th« .Uetron pr<*« micr c M l y i U  of th# tkatc.rudit. .Mpl. 
•hevcd it to b. « eoboltlon »«rloty. Qoontltotl*# onalyoot «oro eorrlMl 
out on tho porn okottorodlto and tha aafflorita lntargto»»th.
Tha analyaaa of th. akottamdlta and aafflorlto at. ahom In 
labia 6.7 togathar rtth th.lt calculate! for^laa. and th. Mjor al«-nt 
lines used in tha dataralnatlon.
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6,6.3 l«fl«ctanf. n. k. «i
In fig. 6.14 tha «lcrophoto«atrlcally »aaaarad raflactanca 
valu., .r. dlapUyad tor both air aud oll .n»lrou«nt.. Alao .ho»n ara
th. .Ulp.<».trlc air raflactanca «lu... Hl- "
and k val»., for both t.chnl,».., and flg. 6.16 dl.play. th. dlaparalon. 
of th. .lllp.o.otrtt «1 and «2 valu... Ail tho pracadlng r.ault. ara 
dlaplayad In tabla 6.« ulth th. CIB colour coordlnata. for lllo.ln.nt. C.
A and I>65*
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Fig 6 .U  a» ComparUon o f mierophotcmotrie C.....V and ollijm crntne
a ir.
•) rofloctanoê diaperoton for fkutUrudiU tn
b, ffierophotomotrCo i^fUetanoe áirperrion euroo for  
êkuttoruditê in o il .
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Fig 6 .íe  ElUp$eattriet,anä^ti>aUie» fo r  »kuttarudiU,
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6.7 Sphaltrlf
6.7.1 Introduction
A visual exanlnation of the sphalerite speciaen (E1004) reveals 
it to be dark browniah-yellou and seal-transparent vith an adaaantine lustre. 
Reflected light observations on the polished aineral surface show it to 
be isotropic (sphalerite has cubic syaaetry). with deep yellow internal 
reflections visible in soae areas. Apart from a few localised snail 
surface fractures the alneral surface is devoid of any surface Irregularities 
or alneral inclusions, fig. 6.17. When ellipsonetric and alcrophotonetrie 
neasureaents were aade care was taken to avoid areas where internal 
reflections and fractures were present.
The sphalerite speclnen was ground and polished (section 3.5). 
Before Beasurements were nade the sanple was buffed using gaaaa-alunlna. 
Sphalerite, apart froa the fomatlon of a thin, alr-foraed filn which 
appears laaediately after polishing, shows little visible tendency to 
tarnish. It is still advisable, however, to buff the saaple before 
neasurenent to renove any surface contaninants.
• i\
6.7.2 Electron Probe Analysis
The sphslerite specinen was exaained by electron probe 
alcroanalysls. The anslysls of the alneral indicates that it is coaposed 
nostly of sine and sulphur. Saaller concentrations of iron and traces of 
copper are also detected. Table 6.9 shows the anslysis of the sphalerite 
speciaen, together with the X-ray lines used in the deteralnatlon and the 
formula of the aineral is also calculated froa the data.
6.7.3 Reflectance, n. k« Ci and
The ellipsoaetric air reflectance curve is shown in fig. 6.18 
together with the aicrophotoaetrically aeasured reflectsnce values for 
both air and oil envlronaents. Pig. 6.19 shows the derived n and k values 
for both techniques. The ellipsoaetrically derived A| and §2 curves are 
shown in fig. 6.20. A suaasry of the above data is to be found in table
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6.8 T«tr«htdrif
6 . 8.1 Introduction
Tho nnaplo of totrnhodrit« (BM; 1917, E1005) it fro. an unknown 
locality. An initial viaual oxaaination of the Binerai reveala it to be 
•ilvery-grey-blue in appearance with a Betallic luatre. In reflected 
light the poliahed surface of the Binerai diaplaya no detectable aniao tropy, 
reflecting ita cubic sysBetry. The aurface of the tetrahedrite ia cut by 
a nuBber of fracturea Boat of which arc aBall and localiaed, fig. 6.21. 
However, one ia large and runa the entire length of the apeciBcn. A 
degree of poroaity la alto exhibited;thla ia diaplayed in the fora of 
rows of tiny pores arranged in lines approxlBStely parallel to each other. 
SoBe larger isolated pores are also visible within the tetrahedrite 
Batrlx, as are several isolated inclusions of chslcopyrite, bornite and 
covelline. Areas of speciBcn do, however, exist where there are no 
perceivable surface irregularities or inclusions and it was upon these 
sreas that the BicrophotoBCtric and elllpsoBetrlc BeasurcBents were Bade.
The tetrahedrite speciBcn was ground and polished in the Banner 
described in section 3.5 and gently buffed before Baking ellipsoBctric 
and BicrophotoBCtric BeasurcBents. Like Boat copper sulphosalts, the 
tetrahedrite speciBcn showed visible tsrnishing after a few weeks. This 
was exhibited by a general dulling of the Binerai*s lustre and by the 
forBation of Isolated dark blue spots flsnked by brown rlBS, which 
indicsted that in these areas the filB hsd reached a sufficient thickness 
to cause light Interference effects. The fornstlon of such a tarnish 
filB cBphasises the need for adequste buffing of the speciBcn before 
Baking BeasureBcnts. The Binerai inclusions also exhibited tsroish filBS.
6. 8.2 Electron Probe Analysis
An Initial .nanlnation of tha idnaral ramala that It llaa at 
tha tatrahwltlta and of tha tatrahadrlta-tannantlta aolld aootlon aatlaa. 
qoantltatlm analyaa m r a  cartlad out on aamral ragiona of tha apaclmn. 
Tha analyaaa of tha mrloua araaa of tha nlnaral ramalad that It «aa 
talatlvaly homganaooa. .1th only alight datactabla fluetoatlona In tha 
Bsjor elsBent concentrations.
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The anelyeie of the tetrehedrlte epeclaen is ehowi In Table
6.11 acconpanled by the eleaent llnea need In the deteralnatlon, and the 
calculated forwila baaed on the preniae of aeventeen anlona per formila unit.
6.8.3 Reflectance, n« k. di and
Fig. 6.22 diaplaya the ellipaonetric and nicrophotonetric 
reflectance curvea. in the latter caae for both air and oil environnante.
The derived n and k valuea for both techniquea are ahoim in fig. 6.23.
Pig. 6.24 diaplaya the ellipaoaetric i\ and ^ 2 valuea. the data above 
are diaplayed with the CIE colour coordinatea in table 6.12.
. r.s-’'
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6.9 Casâltirlte
6.9.1 Introduction
The eenple of ceeeiterlte (E1006) In thie Inveetigntion orfinetee 
iron Sleekov In Boheala. Vleuel exeainetlon of the ninerel reveals It to 
be aenl”tranaparent» dark reddiah—broun In colour with an adanantlne 
lustre, and showing distinct twinning, fig. 6.25. Por reflected light 
studies an Isotropic section of the alneral was cut at NHM (Casslterlte 
Is tetragonal), lotatlon of the speclwen on the wlcroscope stage revealed 
no significant change In the readings on the DVM. Thus the speclaen 
surface could be effectively regarded as Isotropic and treated as such.
During the course of wlcrophotowetrlc and elllpaowetrlc 
■easurenents, care was taken to select areas free frow surface imperfections. 
Internal reflections and twin planes.
Xhe mineral was ground and polished (section 3.5), and before 
measurements were made gently buffed with gamma-alumina. The specimen 
surface appears to be pure cassiterlte, and la devoid of any mineral 
Inclusions. The surface seems to be relatively inert, showing no 
appreciable tarnishing behaviour even after prolonged exposure to the
atmosphere.
6.9.2 Electron Probe Analyses
Several areas of the casslterlte specimen were scanned using 
the electron probe microanalyser. The specimen appeared to be homogeneous 
and was composed mainly of tin and oxygen, with trace amounts of copper 
and titanium. Ho iron was detected.
The results of the analysis are displayed in table 6.13 together 
with details of the element lines used In the determination and the 
formula of the mineral calculated from the data.
5.
6.9.3 Eaflactance. n. k. It andtg
The air and oil reflectance curves for casalterlte using
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•IlipsoMtric and alcrophotoMtrlc tachiiiquas ara diaplayad ln fig. 6.26. 
Tha darlvad n and k valuaa ara ahown in fig* 6*27, and tha allipao«atric 
tl and 42 curvaa ln flg. 6.28. Tha ahova data togathar with CIE colour 
coordlnataa for illuainanta C, A and 0^5 nra diaplayad in tabla 6.14.
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6.10 Cuprite
6.10.1 Introduction
The seaple of cuprite coaee fro« near Windhoek, Naalbla,
(BM 1974, 411; E1007). An initial examination of the «Ineral reveala 
that Ita outer edges are coated with fine gralna of «alachlte fig. 6.29.
The cuprite Itaelf la allvery-blue In appearance, and has a «etalllc 
lustre, and Is se«l-transparent appearing red In transalaslon. When the 
polished alneral surface was exaalned in reflected light a slight anisotropy 
was detectable. Meaaureaents were therefore aade at the two positions 
where a naxlaua and a alnlaua were registered on the DVM at 560 na.
The detected anisotropy is very snail and la barely visible under crossed 
polars. Reflected light observations also revealed deep red internal 
reflections in soae areas of the specimen. These areas along with others 
where surface inperfections were present were carefully avoided when 
naklng alcrophotoaetrlc and elllpsoaetric aeasureaenta.
The cuprite was ground and pollahed (section 3.5), and buffed 
gently with ganna-alunina. Apart fro« the malachite ria, the aaaple appears 
free fron any nineral inclusions. The surface Is, however, cut by several
fine fractures.
The surface does not show any appreciable tarniahing, and 
neasurenents nade laaediately after and alx weeks after pollahing do not 
show any appreciable differences. It thus seens likely that a thin atable 
aurface-flln appeara Instantaneously after polishing and that further 
tarnishing only becomes apparent if the aanple has been left undisturbed 
for a very long tine, or If It has been left in a warn aolst envlronaent 
(which la conduaive to rapid tarnishing).
6.10.2 Electron Probe Analyses
The electron probe analysis revealed that the nineral was pure 
cuprite and was free fro« any trace of iapurltles. Table 6.15 displaya 
the cuprite analysis together with the X-ray eleaent linea used In the 
deternlnatlon. The foraula of the alneral Is calculated from the data.
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6.10 .3 Rgflectance. n, k. fci and
The alcrophotoaetric air and oil reflectance curves are dlaplayed 
In fig. 6.30 together with the elllpsoaetrlc air values. Fig. 6.31 shows 
the derived values of n and k for both techniques, and fig. 6.32 displays 
the elllpsoaetrlc and ¿2 values. The above data together with the CIE 
colour coordinates for llluwlnants C, A and 0^5 are shown in table 6.16.
; ■ i * 1
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6.11 Irldlu» and Platinu« Irldlu« Alloy
i 1
6 .1 1 .1 Introduction
The reason for investigating the optical properties of Irldiua 
and platlnusi-lrldlua alloys was to assess their suitability as teaporary 
high reflectance standards. Originally we had hoped to obtain either 
soae osal-irldlua or soae platinua-arsenide (sperrylite) but due to the 
toxicity of osBluw and the coMerclal non-vlablllty of platinua-arsenlde 
this was not possible. Unfortunately, the softness of Irldlua and » 
the platinuw-irldluai alloys precludes their usefulness as standards.
However, with careful handling It was felt that they could be 
used, teaporarlly, until the developaent of harder high reflectance
standards.
As all the reflectivity standards currently In use in the 
Western world were either directly calibrated at the National Physical 
Laboratory (HPL), or else calibrated fro« an HPL standard, it was 
decided to approach NPL with a view to their calibrating one of our 
sanples. This al« was accoapllshed with both ultra-violet, visible, 
reflectance and ellipso«etrlc aeasureaents being aade on the platlnu«- 
Irldlun alloy, with an Irldlu« content of 25 wt per cent.
6.11.2 Surface Preparation
The surface preparation of the Irldlu«, and platlnu«-irldlu« 
alloys was slightly different fro« that described In section 3.5. This 
was due to the high cost of the irldiu« and platlnu«, and thus, grinding 
and «echanical polishing of the alloys was carried out by Johnson-Matthey Ltd.
6.11.3 Results
Pour speclaens were prepared and polished by Johnson-Matthey, 
these were:
1) 8pecl«en 1. Pure Irldlu«
11
11) Speclaen 2. Platlnu«-lrldlu« with an Iridlu« content of 25 wtX.
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ili) Speclaen 3. Platlnua-lridlua wlth an Irldiua contant of 20 wtZ.
iv) Spaclaen 4. Platinua-irldluB vlth an iridlua contant of 10 wtZ»
Pig. 6.33 ahowa a coaparlaon of tha raflactanca diaparaion 
curvas for apacisans 1.2 and 4. Aa tha raflactanca curva for apaciaan 3 
coincidas wlth that of spaclaan 2 ovar a larga wavalangth ranga for 
raasons of clarlty It was axcludad froa thls atudy«
A coaparlaon of tha raflactanca data for apaciaan 2 using a 
variaty of aaasuraaant tachnlquaa can ha found in flg* 6.34, naaaly;
1) Mlcroscopa photoaetry ovar a wavalangth ranga of 400 * 700 na 
Inclualva (NHM),
t . 11) Elllpsoaatry ovar a range of wavalangtha froa 300 700 na
inclusive (CLP), with $• 75*,
. mí?-
ill) Ellipsoaatry at a alngle wavalangth of 546 nm, 65* (NPL),
Iv) Visible and ultra-violet raflectoaatry ovar a wavalangth range 
400 - 700 na (NPL) $• 10*.
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Fig e .Z4 RéfUetanaê dCêpérêian eurvet for pîatinum-iridCum 
(Ir eonUn% -  2Sat%) nooMurod by:
i ) ,  Mierophotonmtry at if.Ä.M. (40(h700 rm)
i i ) ,  Ellipêom try at C .L .? . (3$(h700 rm)
i i i ) ,  Ellipêomgtry at (S46 m )
iv ) , V ioibls-altrarvioU t rofUotoaêtry M .F.L. {400-700 m J
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C H A F m  SEVEN 
DISCUSSION
7.1 Introduction
Th® previous chapter contains the results for the group of 
■Inersls used In this study. In this chapter these results are analysed 
and the differences between the elllpsoMtrlc and ulcrophotoBetrlc 
data discussed. Couparlson of the aessured data Is also aade with the 
published results of other workers. The reflectance, n, k, andt2 
dispersion curves are analysed and where possible peaks are assigned to 
electronic, excltonlc, defect and forelgn-lon phenoaena, using crystal- 
field, aolecular-orbital, band and group theories.
7.2 Comparison of Mlcrophotoaetrlc and Elllpsoaetrlc Measureaent Technique^ 
7,2.1 Slse of Measured Area and Angle of Incidence
Before proceeding to a discussion of the results It Is necessary 
to eaphasise the aajor differences between the two aessureaent techniques. 
The design and construction of the elllpsoaeter aeans that fairly large 
areas of surface must be aeasured, this is because of the slse of the 
light spot on the speclaen surface. The slse of this spot Is governed
by two factors:
I) The angle of Incidence, which Is usually set to 75*. Seducing 
the angle of Incidence does reduce the slse of the light spot, 
however, angles less than 65* are unattainable unless aajor 
adjustaents and reallgnaents are aade to the Instruaent.
Moreover the equipment was deslgnad and allgnad to operata 
most accurataly and afflclently at 75*.
II) The slse of the light spot con be reduced by reducing the 
aperture of the iris. Closing down the Iris too for, howevar, 
haa a detrimental affect on the accuracy of the readings as It 
makes primary alignment of the speclaen virtually lapoaslble 
and aevaraly Halts the amount of light raachlng the 
photomultiplier.
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Thu« for practical purpoaaa a aiiiaral with a «inlaua hoaofaneou« 
aurface area of I c«2 is desirable. The «Icroacope-photoweter, however 
can Measure saaller areas down to a 10 m b  dlaBSter spot. One of the 
differencea between the two techniques 1« the angle of the light incident 
upon the speciBsn aurface. Most elllpsoBetrlc Beasurewents (as Bentloned 
previously) are Bade at oblique Incidence ( d- 75*), whereas Blcrophotowetrlc 
data are gathered at near-nonsal Incidence.
7,2.2 Derivation of Keflectance and Other Optical ParaBeterj^
Another dlatlnction between the two techniques arises froB the 
differences In the Bsasured quantities. The BlcrophotoBstric data 1« 
obtained by coBparlng the light Intensity reaching the photoBultiplier 
froB the speclBen, with that arriving froB a precalibrated atandard, the 
ratio of which when Multiplied by the standard'a reflectance gives the 
reflectivity of the speclBen. The basis for the elllpsoBetrlc BeasureBents, 
however, 1« the relative displaceBents of the analyser and polarlaer 
prlsBS froB pre-aet fiducial«. Thus the Measured quantity is an angular 
displaceBent rather than light Intensity. froB this the relative phase 
shifts and aBplltude changes and aubaequently ej, C2. n, k and reflectivity 
can be calculated without using a standard.
The fact that two different quantities are being Measured, 
highlight. .noth«r l.port.nt dlfi.renc. th. w o  wchnlqu*». In
■lcro.cope-photo«try, r.flect.nce 1. the M.eured p.r..et.r. rtier... In 
elllp.oMtry It 1. the lent quentlty to be derleed. Thue »ihlle 
■icrophotowtrlc n and k ».lue. are derived fro. wa.ared reflectance., 
the elllpaowtrlc reflectance value la calculated fro. prevloualy derived 
n and k values (section 2.2.5).
7.2.3 Sensitivity Unge Across the SpectruB
When looking at both the elllpao«trle and .Icrophotonetrlc 
data It 1. luportant to reMnber that th. accuracy of th. reading, la not 
conatant acroa. th. apectru.. Above 600 n. the efficiency of th. Mt.r 
Mduletlog core, on th. elllpaowter la draMtlcally reduced (aectlon 
J.A.2). leading. M d .  on the elllpaowter betmen 600 - 700 n.
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should thcrsfors be regarded as suspect* Thus the Mxlaua seusitlTlty 
end consequently the SK>st reliable end reproducible date can be found in 
the wavelength range 350 - 550 nn*
With the aicroacope photoaeter the case is soaewhat different* 
as both the sensitivity range of the instruaent and the neceaaity of 
aaking all aeasureaents at the saae Digital Voltaeter (DVM) aetting 
have to be taken into account* The latter ensures the intensity 
aeasureaents are coaparable* The optiaun DVM setting is obtained by 
driving the systen to its aost sensitive spectral region (560 na)* then 
adjusting the aaplifier gain until the DVH reads between 1700 and 
1800 (arbitrary units), for the higher reflecting asterial (apeciaen or 
standard). As reflectance values are derived froa a coaparison of the 
reflected light intensities, the aost sccurate aeasureaents will be 
achieved when coaparing two four*-significant-figure nuabers* Vhen it is 
only possible for two, two-signifleant-figure nuabers to be coapared the 
accuracy of the aeasureaents will be decreased correspondingly* Thus 
the accuracy of the reflectance values depends on the sensitivity range 
of the photodetector (S20)* In thia case the aaxiaua sensitivity is to 
be found in the aiddle of the spectrua* This fact can be deaonstrated 
by exaainlng the reflectivity of aluainiua using a tungsten titaniua 
carbide standard (table 7*1)* Here a change of 1 in the DVM reading at 
400 not can cause the reflectivity to vary by aore than IZ* At 560 na, 
however, a change of 2 in the DVM response caused only a 0*1Z variation 
in reflectivity* It should also be noted that aicrophotoaetric aeasureaents 
carried out at 420 na were suspect because of a pin hole in the interference 
filter*
i I
7*3 Chalcosine
7*3*1 Introduction
Electron probe aicroanalysia of the aineral, apeciaen nuaber EM; 
1964R, 385, aection nuaber E720, described as chalcosine reveals the bulk 
of the speciaen to be coaposed entirely of copper and aulphur, with traces 
of arsenic detectable around the ria* The analyais gives the foraula 
Cu 1,9658 and aa thia lies within the narrow chalcosine solid solution 
field, it seeas likely that the aineral ia chalcoaine*
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Tabic 7 .1 . Microphotoaetric BMSurcMta on % Acpocitcd alm ilBiia film  using n VTiC standard. This shows the offsets o f a 
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7.3.2 Co«pTl»on of Microphoto— trie aod Elllptottrlc D «f
In Fig. 6.2 the reflectance profilea for chalcoalne Maanred 
■Icrophotoaetrically In air and oil and elllpaoaetrlcally In air are 
given. Coaparlaon of the elllpaoMtrlc and Blcrophotoaetrlc reaulta 
reveala that except for the readlnga at 400 and 420 na the two aeta of 
data are In reaarkably good agreeaent. The diaperItlea between the data 
at 400 na and 420 na are expected aa the alcroacope photoaeter la known 
to give erroneoua reaulta at theae wavelengtha. It la Intereatlng to 
note that at theae two wavelengtha the dlaperalon of the oil laaeralon 
data beara a cloaer reaeablance to the elllpaoaetrlc reflectance profile 
than the alcrophotoaetrlc air data.
Ae chalcoalne haa a reflectance only allghtly lower than that 
of the atandard, (tungaten-tltanlua-carblde) the effecta of the SSROP 
(aectlon 5.2) will be negligible In coaparlaon to experlwental error, and 
ao need not be conaldered.
The dlaparltlea between the elllpaoaetrlc and alcrophotoaetrlc 
n and k valuea can be explained by their different aethoda of calculation. 
The elllpaoaetrlc valuea are derived froa the angular dlaplaceaenta of 
the analyaer and polarlaer prlaaa, the aeaaureaent of which deflnea the 
accuracy of the derived paraaetera and ahowa very little variation acroas 
aoat of the vlalble range. The llaltatlona of deriving n and k valuea 
froa alcrophotoaetrlcally aeaaured air and oil reflectancea are deacrlbed 
In aectlon 2.2.4. Figure 2.6 ahowa that under aoae experlaental condltlona, 
alight Inaccuraclea In deteralnlng the reflectance of atandard and/or 
apeclaen In air and/or oil can draaatlcally alter the derived n and 
k valuea, eapeclally when k la cloae to aero. Aa the experlaental accuracy 
of the technique la Halted to * 0.5Z auch changea are often aufflclent 
to account for unexpected dlpa In the n and k dlaperalona auch aa thoae 
aeen In Figure 6.3.
The alcrophotoaatrlc n valuea are higher throughout the apectrua 
than the elllpaoaetrlc onea. The reverae la true for k where the 
alcrophotoaatrlc valuaa are corraapondlngly lower In value than the 
alllpaoaatrlc onea. Thla effect can alao be explained by the aethod of
teicuUOtion iiAKicH
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use« a pair of aiaultanaoua aquatlona if the valua of n ia too high the 
value of k will correapondlngly be too low*
7.3.3 CoMpariaon of Data with Literature keaulta
The coaplexlty of the atructure of ehalcoaine and the nuaber 
of nearby copper aulphide phaaea in thia region of the Cu>8 phaae 
diagran aean there are very few conaiatent data in the literature 
relating to the optical properties of the alneral. The data 
displayed in table 7.2 coae froa the IMA.COH data file and the work of 
Bowie, Siapson and Auld (1978).
There are saall differences between the results presented here 
and those for chalcoaine listed in the data file. Thia could be due in 
part to coapoaitional differences as the data file apeciaen apparently 
contains traces of silver, alualniua, silicon, titanlua, aagnesiua and
calciuB, but could also be related to the apparent differences in•• • •
anisotropy between the apeciaena.
7.3.4 Electronic and Optical Properties
Very little ia known about the band structures of chalcoaine, 
this again ia probably due to the alneral*a crystallographic coaplexity. 
It ia known, however, that natural chalcosinea consistently display p- 
type seai'conductor behaviour, the aechanisa for which appears to be yia 
copper vacancies acting as acceptor defects. Chalcosine is thought to 
have an indirect absorption edge because an electronic tranaiation froa 
the valence band into the conduction band necessitates a change in the 
value of the wavevector IT. The aagnitude of the band gap ia eatlasted 
as between 1.1 and 1.4 eV by Mulder (1973) and ia dependent on the 
plane of polarisation of the incident light.
Biaenaann (1952) and Abdullaev et al.s (1968) have noticed 
strong optical absorptions in the visible apectrua of chalcoaine, which 
they attribute to interband electronic tranaitiona. They have found 
that these transitions begin at 689 na (1.8 eV) and increase rapidly with 
increasing photon energy opto at least 413 na (3 eV) and are essentially 
independent of the polarisation state of the incident light. Bxaaination
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of th« reflectance profile of the chelcoelne epeciaen In this study 
reveals essentially the a a M  pattern, with reflectance rising rapidly 
froB 700 to 400 na after which it declines with equal rapidity into the 
ultra-violet. A siailar feature is observed in the dispersions of k 
(fig. 6.3) and (fig. 6.4), while n (fig. 6.3) and (fig. 6.4) 
riae very alowly froa 700 - 540 na after which they decline rapidly.
7.4 Galena
7.4.1 Introduction
gloctron probe aicroanalysis of the galena apeciaen, section 
nuaber E1004, used in this study shows it has the foraula Fbi,04S which 
agrees well with that for pure galena of PbS. The analysis also reveals 
traces of copper and bisauth which appear to be hoaogeneously distributed 
throughout the speciaen.
7,4,2 Coaparison of Microphotoaetric and Ellipsoaetric Pats
tl
Exaaination of fig. 6.6 shows that the ellipsoaetric and 
aicrophotoaetric reflectance data are in very good agreeaent throughout 
aost of the spectrua. As the reflectivity of galena is very close to 
that of the atandard tungsten-tltanlum-carbide (especially in the aiddle 
of the apectrua) the effects of the SSEDP (section 5.2) will be 
negligible and so need not be taken into account. At the blue end of the 
apectruB the ellipsoaetric and aicrophotoaetric aeasureaents show a 
difference of approxiaately 0.15X, the latter having the higher aagnitude.
At the red end, although the aicrophotoaetric data are still higher, the 
difference has increased to 0.3Z.
Even though these differences lie within the range of experiaental 
error, for both techniques ^.5E, it should be reaeabered that the 
ellipsoaetric aeasureaents between 600 and 700 na are unreliable (aection 
7.2.3). This effect is not so aarked for galena aa for soae other aioerals 
as the analyser and polariser are not required to undergo large asiauthal
changes.
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The ■icrophotoaetrlcelly derived n values (fig* 6.7) are 
approxlaately 0.4 lower than the ellipaoBetric ones whereas the k values 
(fig. 6.7) are 0.3 higher. These disparities serve to illustrate what 
can happen when tiny errors are present in R and ^*R. Such errors say 
arise froa the presence of tiny surface scratches (galena la a very soft 
■ineral) the light scattering effects of which have been shown by Filler 
and Von Gehlen (1964) to exert a aore irregular influence on aeaaureaenta 
aade in oil than on those aade in air. The luapy appearance of the 
aicrophotoaetrlc dispersion curves is probably due to the different 
scratch-induced light-scatter effects in air and oil and the ill 
conditioning of the equations used in the derivation of the n and k 
values section 7.3.2.
7.4.3 Coaparison of Data with Literature Results
During the course of the last two and a half decades galena and 
the isostructural lead chalcogenides clausthallte (PbSe) and altaite 
PbTe, have been extensively studied. This is priaarlly because of their 
technological iaportance as detectors and eaitters of infra-red and 
visible radiation. The vast aajorlty of these studies were undertaken in 
the late 1950s and early 1960s before the lead chalcogenides were 
superseded by sore aodern aaterials. The soMwhat unusual properties and 
the ready aynthesis of galena, clausthalite and altaite» hoirever, have aeant 
that they still retain the acadewic interest of aany workers. In fig.
7.1 and table 7.3 soae of these results, on synthetic and natural galenas, 
are displayed, and coapared with the results obtained in this study.
.1 : V
Cardonna and Greenaway (1964) studied the surface reflectivity 
of cleaved single crystals of galena over a wide spectral range (1-25 
eV). The resulta they obtained are scHMwhat at odds with those of this 
study, especially at the red end of the spectrua. Several hypothesea 
can be advanced as to why this is sot Firstly their speciaen was synthetic 
and presuaably pure, whereas that used in this study is natural and 
contains trace iapurities. Secondly they aeaaured a cleaved not a polished 
surface which could have had serious aosaic defects. Thirdly, and aost 
iaportantly, their aeasureaents were aade over twenty years ago when 
instruaental aeasureaent techniques lacked auch of the sophistication 
present today, especially over large wavelength ranges.
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H g . 7.1 CoaparUm o f  »lliptom ttrie and mieroi*otomtrie rtfUetaneo 
data fo r  galana with litaratura raaulta,
lo Ellipaomatrie raaulta thia atudy. 
to Mierophotomtrie raaulU thia atudy. 
to Baaulta ofVandrall^SoM at a l . (2978).
4o iëaulta o f  Cordonna and Graanatay (1984) 
to ¡ëaulta o f  Vtofòogaart and Buadia (1971)*
8. tkaulU o f  Bowia, Simpaon and Auld (1979)o
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Tibl* 7 .3 . Coapwrison o f reilectaae* data froa this study for galtna vith litsraturs ralu ss.
1. EUipsooetrie aeasurcacnts on galena, th is study*2* Hicrophotoaetric aeasursasnts on galsna» th is study*3* Results o f VsndrsU*-8as at al* (1978) for galena.ti. Results o f Cardobna ft Oreenavay (198 )^ for a eleaTed surface o f synthetic galena.5. Results o f tiytehbogaart ft Buriie (1971) for galena*6* Results o f Bovie, Simpson ft ftuld (1978) fo r galena.
i
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The résulté of Vendrell-Sss et si• (1978) sre slso lover In 
■sgnltude then those of this study but, ss they point out, their results 
sre slso lover then vost of those published. They sttribute this feet 
to s scrstched speciaen surfsce snd/or coapositionsl differences* Apert 
froB these results the dsts presented here sre in very good sgreeaent 
vith those of other suthors end lie veil vithin the reflectance ranges•nSIMé
of bovie, Siapson^(1978)*
7.4*4 Electronic and Optical Properties
Gslena has s very narrov band gap 0.37 eV and can exhibit both 
n and p-type seai'conductor behaviour* As P'type galenas have s higher 
resistivity than n~types (Shuey, 1975) and as the electron and positive 
hole aobilities are approxiaately equal it aust be assuaed that the 
n*type galenas have a higher carrier concentration than the p-types and 
consequently s higher reflectivity. Thus the gslena speciaen in 
this study, by virtue of its slight cation excess, vould tentatively be 
expected to lie soaevhere betveen the aiddle and the higher end of the 
Bovie - Siapson (1978) reflectance range, vhich in fact it does.
Probleas, priaarily due to the large spin-orbit-coupling of 
lead, have aade the detemlnation of the band structure of galena very 
difficult, and early calculations bore little reseablsnce to the experiaental 
date. This problea seeas to have been resolved by Overhof and Ross 1er 
(1970) vho have produced a structure vhich is consistent vith the published 
results. There seeas to be a general consensus that the features observed 
in the visible spectrua arise froa transitions betveen states of largely 
3p non-bonding character and the conduction-band, such transitions are 
designated E2 and E^  in fig* 1*8*
< #4 < i.'
*>* ■'TO'-'
The aost coaaon substituents in galena are antiaony, biaauth 
and silver, the foraer tvo acting as donors snd the latter as an acceptor. 
Other ions have been suggested, but careful analysis has shovn thea to be 
the result of aineral inclusions and not actually in solid solution 
vith the galena itself. Herrick (1960) hss iaplied that the concentration 
of silver ions vill tend to equal the sua of the concentrations of bisauth 
and antiaony ions, and that vhen the carrier concentration is deterained 
by these iapurities it vill be equal to the difference betveen the
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concentration of donors and acceptors* It should be pointed out that 
Herrick's study deals with high iapurity ion concentrations and 
so is probably not applicable to the tiny aaounta of bisauth found in our 
apeciaen*
The onset of the absorption edge in galena is in the far infra* 
red at 0*37 eV (3351 na) and conaequantly lies well beyond the aeasureaent 
range of either of the techniques used in this study* Higher energy 
transitions are» however» detectable» and arise froa electronic 
transitions between the predoainantly 3p non*bonding band and the conduction 
band* They are aarked by a large aaziaua at 350 na and a saaller one at 
670 na*
I
The reflectivity of galena increases rapidly froa 600 to 350 i 
where it reaches a aaxiaua* A siailar increase is also observed in the 
dispersion of k (fig* 6*7) and ¿ 2  0*8)» although in the latter it
does not occur with the saae rapidity* The dispersions of n (fig* 6*7) 
and (fig* 6*8) show a corresponding decrease*
7*5 Pyrite
7*5*1 Introduction
The pyrite speciaen section nuaber B1002 examined in this study 
contains traces of arsenic and cobalt and has the foraula Fex,0502 
which agrees reasonably well with that recognised for pyrite Fe$2*
7*5*2 Comparison of Microphotoaetric and Ellipsoaetric Data
A graphical representation of the ellipsoaetric and aicrophotoaetric 
reflectance data can be found in fig* 6*10 together with the oil iaaersion 
results of the latter* Coaparison of the two reflectance profilea reveals 
soae disparity between thea both in aagnitude and disperaion* The 
reflectivity of the pyrite speciaen Increases rapidly froa 400 - 520 na*
Over thia range the aicrophotoaetric data are consiatently lower than thoae 
aeasured ellipaoaetrically* At 520 na the ellipsoaetric and aicrophotoaetric 
reflectance curvea croas» ao that tha aicrophotoaatric aaaaureaents are 
now higher than the ellipsoaetric ones and continue to be so up to 700 na*
ft1
i
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Over thlB region the reflectivity of the alnerel continues to rise, but 
■ore slowly and two Baxias are clearly visible in its dispersion. As the 
reasons for the observed disparities are not consiatent throughout the 
spectruB, the following discussion will deal with each of thea separately 
and so will be divided into three ranges:
1) 400 * 500 na; In this region the aicrophotoaetric reflectance
data range froa being 1.26Z lower at 440 na to 0.3Z lower than 
the ellipsoaetric values st 500 na. The convergence of 
ellipsoaetric and aicrophotoaetric reflectance data parallels 
the slowing down of the rate of increase of reflectance with 
respect to wavelength ¿.R, and gives a clue to the origin of
d.x
the difference between the data. Mo one has yet created a 
perfect aonochroaator and thus all aonochroaators Including 
those used in this study operate within the pass bandwidth.
This is not iaportant when the rate of change of reflectivity 
with respect to wsvelength is saall as the reflectivity at aay 
420 na, is approxiaately the saae as that at 423 na. Vhen, 
however, the reflectance is changing rapidly, aeaningful 
data coaparisons are difficult, especially bearing in Bind that 
the aeasureaents in this case were aade on two different 
instruaents using different aonochroaators with different band- 
widths. Thus it is hardly surprising that the disparities 
such as those in fig. 6.10 sre observed.
il) 520 - 580 na; Over this wavelength range the aicrophotoaetric
data are on average 0.7Z higher than those derived elllpsoaetrlcally. 
As the rise in reflectivity is auch less rapid in this range 
than in the previous one, the 'aonochroaator effect* can be 
regarded as negligible. The factor doainating in thia spectral 
region is the 88ROP described in section 5.2. This 
effect is Bost pronounced between 520 - 580 na, and for pyrite 
aeasured using a tungstan-titaniua-carbide ataadard is of the 
order of * 0.3Z. This effect together with the axperiaantal 
error for both techniques of * 0.5Z accounts for the observed 
differences.
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lit) 600 - 700 1»; In this spectral region the reflectance la atlll 
rising albeit slowly, and the alcrophotoaetrlc data la 
ayateaatlcally l.OX higher than that Maanred elllpaooMtrlcally* 
This difference la prlaarlly caused by the loss of elllpaoaeter 
sensitivity In this spectral region (aectlon 7.2«3).
Other factors such as the differences In slse of the aeasured 
area say also be playing a part In the observed disparities, however, the 
point of the preceding discussion was to Identify the aajor causes.
Taking Into account the above factors the curve displayed In fig. 7.2 has 
been plotted to try and rectify the observed errors.
Between 400 and 540 na the elllpsoaetrlc and alcrophotoaetrlc n 
and k data are In fair agreeaent fig. 6.1 1 , however, progressing Into 
the red this coaparlson deteriorates and Is at Its worst between 600 and 
700 na. As this Is the spectral region where the elllpsoaetrlc readings 
are unreliable, the derived n and k values would also be expected to be 
Inaccurste. In addition due to the high reflectivity of the alneral the 
optical constants are being deteralned In a region where the n and k 
contours lie very close together (section 2.2.4.) and consequently any 
slight error In the alcrophotoaetrlc detemlnatlon of R and ^*R will lead 
to erroneous values of n and k.
All the alcrophotoaetrlcally deteralned n valuea apart 
froa those at 400 and 700 na lie below the elllpsoaetrlc ones. The 
converse, however. Is true for k where all the alcrophotoaetrlc values 
with the exception of those at 400, 420, 440 and 460 no lie above those 
deteralned elllpsoaetrlcally. Soae Irregularities are dlacernlble In 
the alcropho^^trlc n and k data and are due to the 1 1 1 conditioning of the 
equations used In the alcrophotoaetrlc deteralnatlon of n and k(sectlon 
7.3.2.)
7.5.3 Coaparlaon of Data with Literature Raaulta
Ever alnce the pyrlte structure was first elucidated by Bragg 
(1913) the alneral has aroused the Interest of aany workers. This fact 
together with the natural abundance of large crystals of pyrlte accounts 
for the large aaount of data In the literature. In table 7.4 the reaults
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Tabl* Coapurison of rofltctaaet dat« from this study for p xritt with litcrmturs usluss.
2. KicropbotoMtric aessurtiDsnts on p yritt, this study*3* Results o f Bithsr st sl* (1968) for igrrits. li* Results of Sehegsl ft Vsebter (1976) for pyrite*3* Results o f Vendrell^Sss et sl* (1978) for pyrite*6. Results of Bovie» Simpson ft Aulft (1978) for uiekelisn pyrite. 7* Results of Bowie« Siapson ft Auld (1978) for pyrite*8. Results of BowiSt Siipson ft Auld (1978) for pyrite (Elbs)
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of this study ars coaparad with those of other workers and
while soae of the data are in reasonable agreeaent others display striking
differences.
The aagnltude and dispersion of the reflectance profile for the 
pyrite apeciaens discussed by Vendrell*8as et al• (1978) and the IMA COM 
data file are in fair agreeaent with the data in this study. Discrepancias, 
however, occur when our data are coapared with those of Blther at al.
(1968) and Schlegal and Wächter (1976). The aessureaents of the latter 
are found to be systeaatlcally lower than our data while those of the 
foraer are systeaatically higher.
As Schlegal and Wächter (1976) give no indication of either 
the coaposition of their pyrite speclaen, or the type of instruaent used 
to deteraine its reflectivity, it is very difficult to account for the 
differences between their data and that presented here. The greater 
aagnitude of the data obtained by Bither et al. (1968) aay be due to the 
fact that they used an 'as grown* surface of synthetic 'pure* pyrite 
which could have a higher reflectivity than polished natural pyrite, and 
unless it was buffed before aeasureaent will certainly have a tarnish 
fila.
7.5.4 Electronic snd Optical Properties
■ V.-Í
. J 4t§
Pyrite has a narrow band gap of 0.9 eV 4 0.1 eV (Bither et al. 
1968) and can exhibit either n or p type seai*^onduction. Shuey (1975) 
claias both n*and p*type within the saae aineralogical speciaen, although 
he suggests that this aay be due to aineral inclusions or surface 
deforaatlon. The features observed in the visible spectrua arise froa 
two types of electronic transitions, naaely those between the non-bonding 
t2g levels and the anti-bonding e^* band, and those between the bonding 
valence band and the anti-bonding band (fig. 7.3). For reasona of 
increased energy separation the latter occurs at higher energies than the 
foraer.
Careful observation of the reflectance apectrua of the pyrite 
speciaen used in this study reveals that the wain peaka are aplit. Thia 
phenoaenon is not peculiar to our speciaen and has been noticed by other
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workers (Schlegel and Wachtar, 1976; Bichar at al* 1968)« Tha raaaon 
for this splitting lias in tha fact tha iron cation doas not lia within 
a parfact octahadral anvironaant, but ona which is trigonally distortad, 
thus reducing tha site aywaatry to Such distortion lifts the daganaracy 
of tha t2g snd tha Sg levels» increasing tha nuabar of possible transitions*
In tha rooa taaparatura reflectance apactrua only the affects of a^* 
non-daganaracy are observed» those of t2g are not apparent» as being 
non-bonding they are not split to the saaa extant* At liquid nitrogen 
and hellua taaparaturas» however» where tharaal-vibration affects arc 
reduced ona would expect to see t2g splitting affects in addition to 
those of a^**
Cobalt» nickel and arsenic are coaaon substituents for the iron 
and sulphur in pyrita» and it has bean awply dawonstrated that the first 
two act as donors» while the last acts as an acceptor» (Favorov at al*
1972)* High concentrations of cobalt and nickel will tend to decrease 
the reflectivity of the wineral* As they contribute electrons to the anti­
bonding Sg* band thus waking it wore localised» and thereby decreasing 
the wobility of the electrons within it» hence decreasing the conductivity 
and consequently the reflectivity* The presence of high arsenic concentrations 
will have the reverse effect* The greater polarisability of the arsenic 
ion (with respect to sulphur) will cause the covalent wixing of the 
anion and cation wave functions to be enhanced* This will lead to a 
greater degree of delocalisation in the e^* band and hence a higher 
reflectivity*
The pyrite apeciaen in thia study contains trace quantities of 
arsenic and cobalt» the awounts of which are too saall to have any 
significant effects on the reflectivity» especially when experiwental 
error is taken into account* It should be noted that while in wany 
■inerals cations such as iron are thought to exist in an interwediate 
oxidation state» the iron in pyrite seeaa to be entirely diawagnetic low- 
apin Pe2‘*‘ (d^)* Thia supposition is supported by the available Moaabauer 
(Vaughan and Craig» 1978) and aagnetic wowant ■easurewents (Bither at al*
1968)*
Three BaxiM are observed in the visible reflectance spectrua 
of pyrite lying at 680» 580 and 300 nw* The first two of these ere the
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rttult of oloctronlc tranoltlons froa tho t2g loirolt to tho split Og* 
band, «vhlla tha last la caused by tranaltiona batwaen the ▼alance and Og* 
bands* Unfortunately as wavelengths shorter than 300 na were unattainable 
by either aeaaureaent technique, the splitting of the high energy aaxiaua 
at 300 na was not observed but is confidently expected to occur in the 
near ultra*^iolet* For aiailar reaaona the onset of the absorption edge 
in the near infra-red at 0*9 eV (1378 na) was not obaerved* The presence 
of such an edge, however, is aanifeated by the slow and then rapid decrease 
in reflectivity froa 700 - 400 na* Below 400 na the reflectivity begins 
to rite again indicating that the incident photons have sufficient energy 
to Initiate higher energy electronic transitions* Siallar features can 
also be obaerved in the n, k (fig* 6*1 1), t\ and «2 (^^8* 6*12) spectra, 
although the decrease in ¿ 2  particularly in k is not as aarked as 
that of n and The relatively high values of k and €2 pytite with 
respect to other first row transition aetal sulphides accounts for the 
aineral's opacity and high conductivity*
7*6 Skutterudite
7*6*1 Introduction
Electron probe aicroanalysls of the 'skutterudite* speclaen 
section nuaber E1003 reveals that while a saall area is coaposed of 
hoaogeneous skutterudite (this is the region which was aeasured and is 
discussed below), the rest is aade up of a fine intergrowth of skutterudite 
and safflorite* Unfortunately the aaall grain sise of the safflorite precluded 
aicrophotoaetric or ellipsoaetric aeasureaents*
The foraula calculated for the akutterudite phase is 
(Coo,09Nio.O2^*O*O9)^2*87%)*O4 which is in reasonable agreeaent 
with that of ((!o. Mi, Fe)As3^  generally accepted for Skutterrudite, 
where x denotes the arsenic deficiency* The foraula derived for the 
aafflorite is (<^»4iMio,o2^*0*5S)^l*6t %>*0t which again agraes 
fairly wall with that generally recognised for the aineral of 
(Co, Mi, Fe)As2* When coapariaons are aade between the cationic 
distributions in akutterudita and in aafflorite it ia interesting 
to note that the cobalt aeeaa to be concentrated in tha akutterudite
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lattice while In aafflorlte Iron la the aajor cationic apeclea. The 
concentration of nickel, however, changea very little fro« one aliieral 
to the other* Safflorlte alao aee«a to have a greater ability to getter 
aulphur fro« the «atrlx, but In doing ao beco«ea proportionally «ore 
deficient In araenlc*
7*6*2 Co«parlaon of Mlcrophoto«etrlc and Blllpao«etrlc Data
In fig* 6*14 the elllpao«etrlc and «lcrophoto«etrlc reflectance 
curvea are dlaplayed together with a graphical repreaentatlon of the 
latter'a oil l««eralon data* The two aeta of reaulta agree fairly well, 
eapeclally when the SSRDP (aectlon 5*2) la taken Into account*
Aa akutterudlte haa a higher reflectance than the atandard, tungaten 
tltanluB carbide, the effect of the 8SSDP will tend to «ake the 
■eaaured valuea allghtly too high*
Exaolnatlon of the «lcrophoto«etrlc air and oil data between 
600 and 700 na reveala the atart of a rapid decline In reflectivity*
The aa«e feature, however, la not nearly ao clearly defined In the 
elllpao«etrlc dlaperalon* Thla la becauae of the elllpao«eter'a 
alugglah reaponae to large axl«uthal changea In thla apectral region 
(aectlon 7*2*3)* Aa haa been «entloned prevloualy (aectlon 7*2*3) the 
«lcrophoto«etrlc readlnga at 400 and 420 na are alao aubject to a«all 
errora, a fact which accounta for the obaerved dlacrepanclea between the 
elllpaoaetrlc and the «Icrophotowetrlc «eaaureaenta at theae wavelengtha*
The crowding of the n and k contoura at high reflectlvltlea 
(aectlon 2*2*4) accounta for the Irregularltlea In the «Icrophotoaetrlcally 
derived n and k value'a (fig* 6*15)* Taking thla factor and the effect 
of the 88KDP Into account the agreeaent between the «Icrophotoaetrlc 
and- elllpaoaetrlc n and k valuea la rather good* The «Icrophotoaetrlc 
n valuea are higher than the elllpaoaetrlc onea over aoat of the apectrua, 
and the elllpaoaetrlc k valuaa higher than the alcrophotoaetrlc 
onea for all but a few wavelengtha*
’ ?)
7*6*3 <?oaparlaon of Data with Literature laaulta
Nlnerala lying within the akutterudlte aolld aolutlon field
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have received very little attention and conaequently the aaount of 
publlahed data relating to their optical propertlea la Halted. Aa the 
relative concentratIona of cobalt» nickel and Iron» and the extent of the 
deficiency In araenlc» are likely to have a profound effect on the 
reflectivity» coaparlaona between different aeta of data are difficult 
without a full coapoaltlonal analyaia.
Coaparlaon of the data In thia atudy with thoae of Slapaon in 
the IMA COM data file» table 7.5» reveala that the data preaented here» 
for both air and oil envlronaenta» are higher in aagnltude. Although 
these differences are no doubt Influenced by such factors as the SSRDP 
and the use of different standards and polishing procedures» the aost 
laportant factor Is likely to be due to coaposltlonal differences. Even 
though the data file gives only s sealquantltatlve analyses of the speclaens 
examined by Siapson» froa the arsenic to cobalt ratios It Is clear chat 
the speciaen In this study lies auch closer to the pure end aeaber C0AS3 
than either of Siapson's apeclaens. This coaposltlonal factor could account 
for the higher reflectivity.
7.6.4 Electronic and Optical Properties
The fact that skutterudite has a saall band gap Is shown by 
Its high reflectivity. Studies to deteralne the aagnltude of this energy 
gap have» however» coae to different concluslona. Hulllger (1959) reported 
a value of 0 .2 eV» but actually believed the true value to be greater 
chan 0.5 eV» the value of Isostructural CoSb3» while Please and Heydlng 
(1962) gave a value of 0.12 eV. Unfortunately aore aodern techniques 
have yet to be applied to skutterudite and the results of Please and 
Heydlng (1962)» are the aost recent in the literature. I
The arsenic deficiency of aany natural skutterudltes would be 
expected to have a donor effect via arsenic vacancies. This hypothesis 
has yet to be conflraed by experlaent. Please and Heydlng (1962) have 
shown that nickel acts as a donor in C0AS3 » while iron in high concentrations 
acts as an acceptor. In addition tadcliffe (1968) haa shown that soas 
of the nickel and iron in natural skutterudites substitutea for arsenic 
rather than cobalt.
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Table 7*5* Coapeidaon of reflectance date froa tbia atu^y for skutterudite with literature raluea.
2. Microphotooetric neaaureiBenta on akutterudite» thia atudf*3. IKA.COM reaulta for akutterudite fron Bon Azser Morocco As:Co^:l» Co:Hi«3:l P.R.Sin^aon1». IKA,CX>M reaulta for akutterudite fron Offenbancat Aa:Co»U:l adnor Fe trace l i .5* Resulta of Uytenbogaardt ft Burke (1971) for akutterudite.6. Resulta o f Bowie» Siqwon ft Auld (1978) for skutterudite.
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The hypothesis sdvsnced by Nickel (1970) Chet the nickel in 
skutterudite Is qusdrivslent to preserve the d^ low spin coniigurstlon 
seeas soaewhst Inprobsble. Especlslly given thst the few coapounds reported 
to contsln the highly oxidising Ni(IV) ion, siso contain rather exotic 
highly electronegative species, vis», the heteropolyaolybdste anion 
(NÍM09O32) the heteropolynlobste coaplex CNiNb|203g] the periodates 
Ns(K)NiI05«nll20 and K2NiF¿ (Cotton and Vllkinson, 1972)* It thus seeas 
highly unlikely thst the square planar groupings of arsenic anions, in 
skutterudite, will be sufficiently electronegative to stabilise the Ni(IV) 
species, solely to enable it to retain a d^ configuration. As it seeas that 
nickel cannot exist in a qusdrivslent state in skutterudite, the aost 
likely oxidation state for it to adopt is Ni(ll)(d^). This will lead to 
an increase in the nuaber of electrons in the 3d eg levels, which because 
of the Jshn*-Teller effect will be non*>degenerate. Thus aaxiaa in the 
spectra of nickel rich skutterudites, which are attributable to transitions 
froa, or to, the eg levels, should display soae splitting. Such splitting 
is not observed in our skutterudite speciaen, because the concentration 
of nickel is low with respect to thst of cobalt and iron. As neither a 
full energy level disgrsa nor a band structure have been calculated for 
skutterudite the effects of ion substitution cannot be fully appreciated, 
although it is possible thst a reflectivity decrease siailar to thst 
observed in substituted pyrites will occur. It is also likely thst the 
arsenic deficiency is due to a process of charge neutralisation between 
anions and cations when Ni^ *^  and Pe^‘*’ substitute for Co^ ***.
The reflectance profile of skutterudite displays a pronounced 
broad peak, and a sasller satellite peak, with naxiBS at 430 and 630 na 
respectively. These peaks are due to electronic transitions between the 
cobalt (lll)(d^) singlet ground state and the singlet states and
^T2g. The reason why the higher energy transition (to ^l2g) ia wore 
Intense is uncertain but could be due to the splitting of the level,
caused by a reduction in cationic site synaetry due to crystallographic 
distortions.
Froa 700 to 400 na the values of reflectance, k (fig. 6.15) and 
^ 2 6.16) rise to a aaxiaua, after which they slowly decline into
the ultra-violet. The values of n (fig. 6.15) and (fig. 6.16), however.
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fall throughout tha apactrua froa Infra-rad to ultra-violat.
7.7 Sphalarita
7.7.1 Introduction
An axaaination of tha alactron proba alcroanalyaia of tha 
aphalarita apaciaan aaction nu^ar BIOOA ahowa that it containa tracaa 
of coppar and haa tha foraula (Zn|,o(]faQ.05)8 which agraaa «Mil 
with that racogniaad for aphalarita. Tha praaanca of iron in tha ainaral 
had alraady baan intiaatad by ita colour, a dark yallowiah-broim. Tha 
foraula alao ravaala that tha ainaral haa a alight azceaa of cationa 
with raapact to aniona.
7.7.2 Coapariaon of Microphotoaatric and Bllipaoaatric Data
In Tig 6.18 tha aicrophotoaatric and allipaoaatric raflactanca 
data ara comparad, and found to ba in raaaonably good agraaaant. Aa tha 
raflactanca of aphalarita ia vary cloaa to that of tha atandard, ailicon 
carbida, tha affacta of the 8SRDP (aaction 5.2) can ba regarded aa 
negligible. Tha difference between the two aata of ■eaauraaanta rangaa 
fron O.OlZ in the blue to 0.4Z in the rad. While thaae diffarancaa lie 
within tha range of azpariaental error, it aeena likely that tha diaparitiaa 
at tha rad and are cauaad by the decraaaad aanaitivity of tha allipaoaatar 
at wavalangtha axcaading 600 na (aaction 7.2.3).
A coapariaon of the calculated allipaoaatric n and k valuaa 
(Fig. 6.19) with thoaa derivad froa tha aicrophotoaatric raadinga aho««a 
than to ba in fairly good agraaaant. Tha aicrophotoaatric raaulta are 
up to 0 .2 1 higher than thoaa derived allipaoaatrically, and in particular 
tha valuaa of k appear to ba too high, thia ia probably cauaad by tha 
difficulty in achieving accurate k valuaa whan k ia vary aaall (Section
2.2.4).
i . f - iÍ I*,'
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7.7.3 Ce«DTi»op of P«ta with L i f  r<tur> Ittulf
FroB Tabl« 7.6 and Flga. 7.4 and 7.5 it la claar that tha 
allipaoMtrlc and alcrophotoBatrlc raflactanca data ara In fair agraaaant 
with tha raaulta of othar workara, aapaclally whan tha diffarancaa in 
coapoaition ara takan into account. Tha aphalarita apaciaan daacribad 
by Valaaco, Paaquara and Autafaga (1981) ia vary cloaa, coapoaitionally, 
to that uaad in thia atudy, and givan that it waa poliahad and 
aicrophotoaatrically aaaaurad undar aiailar conditiona coapariaona can 
ba aada.
Proa 420 - 500 na Valaaco, Paaquara and Autafaga'a apaciaan 
(haraaftar rafarrad to aa apaciaan 3» aaa Fig. 7.4) ia conaiatantly lowar 
in raflactivity than tha apaciaan uaad in thia atudy. Ovar tha ranaining 
portion of tha apactrua» howavar» it liaa batwaan tha alllpaoaatric and 
aicrophotoaetric raaulta. Aa has alraady baan pointad out tha allipaoaatric 
data batwaan 600 and 700 ara auapact. Thia concluaion la furthar 
aubatantiatad by tha fact that tha apaciaan 3 data aiaic tha aicrophotoaatric 
raaulta in both aagnituda and diaparaion ovar thia wavalangth ranga.
Coaparlaon of tha aphalarita in thia atudy with that daacribad 
by Carvalla, U v y  and Finat (1975) ia difficult bacauaa thay do not giva 
a full coapoaitional analyaia of thair apaciaan. It can, howavar, ba 
daducad that tha concantrationa of iapurity iona will ba aaall aa tha 
apaciaan ia daacribad aa claar and tranaparant. Conaaquantly tha 
raflactivity of thia apaciaan will ba lowar than that of tha farrian 
aphalaritaa.
Tha raflactanca data darivad by Carvalla, Lavy and Pinat (1975) 
ualng tha priaa aathod aaaa raaaonably cloaa in valua to tha allipaoaatric 
and aicrophotoaatric raaulta (Fig. 7.5). Thia ia aoaawhat aurpriaing, aa 
thair apaciaan ia colourlaaa and tranaparant and ao would ba 
axpactad to hava a lowar raflactivity than tha apaciaan uaad ia thia 
atudy (Saction 1.7.3). Howavar, Carvalla at al. found that tha raflactancaa 
darivad froa tha priaa aathod wara ayataaatically highar than thoaa for 
poliahad aactiona, and tharafora concluded that tha poliahiag procadura 
waa raaponaibla for a dacraaaa in raflactanca. Thia ia probably a raault 
of tha prolifaration of aurfaca dafacta induced by tha abraaion of tha
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Tkbl* T .é . Coqpuritoo of rofltcianec dota from this study for sphalarits vith litsrature Taluts.
X Reflectance in a ir néfleetaaee in o ilnm. 1 2 3 k 5aAh 6 2 k 5a 5b 6300 23*21320 23*163k0 22*75360 21*65380 20.50kOO 19**61 19*50 19*15 19*00 19*00 5.59 6.21 6*10 6.k0 6.10k20 16.93 18.96 18.80 18.67 18*60 I8*k0 6*2k 5.98 5*80 6.10 5*80kkO 18. kO l8 .k l 18.10 5*92k60 18*00 17.98 17*90 17*86 17*70 17*50 5*68 5*52 5*30 5*60 5*20k80 IT.65 17*60 17*50 17*50 17*k0 17*20 5.k7 5*35 5*20 5*k0 5*10500 17*39 17*28 17*20 17*30 17*20 17*00 5*30 5*22 5*10 5*20 k*90520 17*lk 17*00 17*00 17*10 5*205k0 16. 9k 16.79 16.90 16.91 16.80 16.50 5*08 5*02 k.90 5*00 k.70560 16.78 16.59 16.70 k*97570 16.68 16.50 16.30 k.90 k.80 k.90 k.60
580 I6.6k 16. k5 16.50 k.69SOO 16.55 16. 3k I6.k0 16.50 16.30 16.20 k.6l k.8l k.70 k.80 k.502^0 16. k7 16.23 16.30 lb.76SkO 16.38 16.16 16.30 16.29 16.20 16.00 ii*73 V .7 3 k .6o k.70 k.50
S60 16.32 16.06 16.20 k.68S80 16.32 15.97 16.10 16.19 16.10 15*90 k.6k k.70 k.60 k.60 k.50
700 16.32 15*90 »*601. EUipsooetric aeasurenents on sphalerite, this study*2. Nicrophotoioetric sieasurenents on sphalerite, this study*3* Resxilts of Velasco, Pesquera t  Auteface (1981) for natural sphalerite1»* Results of Cervelle, Levy A Pinet (1975) on a c^ear sphalerite fron Spain, aeasured using the prisa method ie* R A " 'r calculated from neasured n values, assuming k»0.Results o f Cervelle, Levy A Pinet (1975) on 2 cleaved surfaces a A h 
{from the saae saiig>le as k)*6. Results of Cervelle, Levy A Pinet on a polished shalerite specimen (from ^ e  same saaq>le as k).
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surface. If the reflectance results of this study are coapared with the 
polished section data of Cenrellc a£ al.the expected difference due to 
coaposition is observed.
An investigation of the literature reveala that the refractive 
index of sphalerite has been aeasured or calculated by aany workers 
des Cloiseaux, 1867; Horn, 1898; Brun, 1930; Bond, 1965; Cervelle,
Levy and Pinet, 1975; Butterill and Nickel, 1967, using a variety of 
techniques (aicroscope reflectoaetry, Brewster angle, prisa aethod etc.). 
Soae workers have aeasured n over a wide spectral range while others have 
concentrated on one or two fixed wavelengths. In soae cases pure 
transparent synthetic sphalerites were used so as to avoid the necessity 
of involving the absorption coefficient k in the cslculations. This was 
also the reason for asking aeasuraents in the visible red where k is a 
ainiaum. Most of the published data especially in the green and red 
regions of the spectrua lie between the ellipsoaetric and aicrophotoaetric 
values. Table 7.7. As the aajority of these results are for transparent 
sphalerites one can suraise that foreign ion iapurities have a greater 
effect on the absorption coefficient and the position of the sbsorption 
edge than on the refractive index.
7.7.4 Electronic and Optical Properties
The iaportsnce to the seai-conductor industry of chalcogenide 
aaterials with the general foraula NX (where N - Zn, Cd, Hg and X ■ S, 8e 
and Te) of which sphalerite is s aeaber has been established in recent 
years, and has stiaulated extensive research into their optical and 
electronic properties. Pure sphalerite is a transparent saterial with a 
band gap of approxiaately 3.6 eV, a fact that has led soae authors to 
describe it as a dielectric rather than a seaiconductor. The great 
iaportance of sphalerite, however, lies in its ability to accoaaodate a 
wide range of foreign ions within its structure. Soae of these substituents 
are found in naturally occuring aphalerites, the aore exotic are, however, 
the product of the reaaarch laboratory.
In the case of the sphalerite used in this study there sre two 
iapurity ions present, iron and copper with weight percenta of 2.61 and
0.11 respectivaly. Thera la soae controversy in the literature about the
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fib le  7«7* CoqiMuriton of n values trcn this stu j^r for sphalerite with literature values.
n values1 2 k 5a 5b 6 7 8 •9 10 11¡300 2.72!320 2.76
3I1O 2.77
360 2.72
380 2 . 6I1
Uoo 2.58 2.52 2.56 2.li5 12.56 2.55I-
k20 2.5*» 2.50 2.52 2.1»3 2.56 2.52U30 2.53
kko 2.50 2.*i7U60 2.*i7 2.1»1» 2.*»6 2.1»0 2.*i9 2.U6I18O 2.*»5 2.1»1 2.*t*i 2.1»0 2 .I16 2.*»*»U86 2.1»3 2.*»7500 2.39 2.1»3 2.39 2.*»*» 2.*»2509 2.*»1
520 2. Ill 2.365to 2.1»0 2.35 2.*»0 2.38 2 .I1O 2.37
560 2.39 2.3*1
570 2.38 2.37 2.38
580 2.28 2.33590 2.37 2.37
600 2.37 2.33 2.37 2.36 2.37 2.35 2.36S20 2.36 2.33
6I1O 2.36 2.32 2.35 2.36 2.36S60 2.35 2.31 2.35 2.35 2.36S80 2.35 2.31
700 2.35 2.301. EUipsooetric values for sphalerite, this stu^2. Microphotometrie values for sphalerite, this stu j^r*
k. Results of Cervelle, Levy i  Pinet (1975) on a clear sphalerite froa Spain, n aeasured usins prisa method.5« ^ su lts  of Cervelle, Levy k Pinet for n calculated from R and *^R for tvo cleaved surfaces of sphalerite m and b (from’the same sample as H).6. tesults of Cervelle,; Levy h Pinet for n calculated from R andfor a polished sphalerite surface (from the same sample as li).7* Results of Horn (I898) for sphalerite.8. Results of Brun (1930) for sphalerite.9* Results of DesH^iteaux (I867) for sphalerite.10. Results of B otterill h Vickel (1967) for sphalerite.11. Results of Bond (1965) for sphalerite.
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oxidation Btata which should ha ascribtd to iron in sphalaritas. Fa24-(d6) 
is rslstivsly unstsbls in tstrshsdrsl sitss «harass ths highsr oxidation 
stats Fs^(d^) is stsbilissd by tstrshsdrsl coordination. Nanning (1967) 
clsiasd that both Fs^ *** and F o ^  wars prsssnt in sphslsrits, ths forasr 
in tstrshsdrsl sitss and ths Isttsr in intsrstitisl octshsdrsl sitss.
Lstsr Hossbsusr data (Vaughan and Craig, 1978) doss not subatantiats this 
finding, and a knowlsdgs of iron chsaistry would indicats that if anything 
ths rsvsrss should bs trus. Raubsr and Snidsr (1962) dais to havs 
idsntifisd Fs 3‘*‘ by slsctron paraaagnstic rsaonancs apsctroscopy (EPR) and 
postulatsd that it is forasd whsn Fs^ '*’ 'traps' a positiws hols. Siailarly 
Holton St al. (1964) claia Fs'*‘(d^) is forasd by ths intsraction of Fs^ *** 
with an slsctron. Furthsr studiss using EPR ars thsrsfors warrantsd but 
ars bsyond ths scops of ths work in this study. A plausibls sxplanation is 
that ths iron in sphalsritsa, liks that in tstrahsdritsa (ass ssction
6.8.4) sxiata in an intsrasdiats oxidation stats, forasd by ths following 
disproportionation typs aschaniaa:
2Fs2+(d6) (Fs(d5) + Ps(d7))^+
Ths aaall aaount of coppsr prsasnt in aphalsrits spsciasn 
in this study will act as a dopant proaoting conduction via positive 
holes.
An appreciation of the electronic structure, and ths effects of 
iapurity ions upon it, is an aid to a fuller understanding of ths observed 
optical phenoaena. Ths onset of ths absorption edge (is, the start of 
electronic transitions froa ths valence band into ths conduction band) in 
sphalerite is aarksd by a rapid increase in reflectivity, 82 (fig* 6.20) 
and k (fig. 6.19) which reaches a aaxiaua at 310 na. Ths sharpness of 
ths edge is diainishsd by ths effects of thsraal broadening and iapurity 
photoionisation phsnoasna.
At ths red end of ths apsetrua both k and 62 towards aero 
indicating that ths ainsral is transparent to red light, n (Fig. 6.19) 
and ¿ 1 (Fig. 5.20) dsersaas likewise froa blue to red, although ths drop 
is not as draaatic as that of k and €>2* Ths energy at which electronic 
transitions occur is dependent on the coapoaition of the aineral, 
unfortunately neither of the techniques used in this study extend far
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enough into the infra-red for the iron *>• observed,
The presence of iron and copper impurities• however, are ■snifested in 
•ore subtle ways e.g. by the increased reflectivity with respect to pure 
sphalerite, and by a slight shift to lower energies of the absorption 
peak, which is indicative of a saaller band gap and a higher conductivity.
7.8 Tetrahedrite
7.8.1 Introduction
A study of the electron probe analysis of the mineral reveals it to
have the formula Ag0,28)(2®1.9i^O0.14)(A*1.19Sb2.p5)8i2.fb •
This agrees reasonably well with the generally recognised formula for 
naturally occuring tennantites and tetrahedrites of A 1QB2C4D13 where 
A - Cu, Ag; B - Cu, Fe, Zn, Hg, Cd, Fb; C - As, Sb, Bi, Te, Fb; D - S, Se 
(Johan and Kvacek, 1971; Charlat and Levy, 1974; Sandecki and Amcoff,
1981; Basu at al. 1981; Johnson and Jeanlos, 1983).
7.8.2 Comparison of Micronhotometric and Bllipaometric Data
A comparison of the ellipsometric and microphotometric 
reflectance data (Fig. 6.22) reveala that while the two curves have 
essentially the same dispersion, the ellipsometric data is some 0.5Z to 
1.5X higher in magnitude. This discrepancy between the measured values 
is probably caused by a number of factors.
In the microphotometric analysis the tetrahedrite specimen has 
a lower reflectivity than the tungsten-tltanium-carblde standard. Thus 
the 8SRDP described in section 5.2 will come into play causing a 
lowering of the observed values by about O.IZ. Clearly this does not 
account for anything approaching the observed differences, which means 
that other factors must be Involved. The widest discrepancy 
between the measured values is between 600 and 700 nm, and is partly 
caused by the insensitivity of the ellipsometer in this spectral region 
(section 7.2.3). This problem is further compounded by the fact that 
the reflectance is changing rapidly with respect to wavelength and so 
the effect of the bandwidth of the monochromator is likely to be significant. 
It should also be remembered that the ellipaometer meaaurea a much larger
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arca than the alcroacopa phótOMCtar and aa tha available araa 
of hoBoganaoua aatarial waa aaall by alllpaoaatrlc atandarda thla auat 
ba conaidarad a contributory factor*
Ovar Boat of the apactrua tha alcrophotoaatrlcally derivad n 
valuaa (fig* 6*23) ara alightly lovar than thoae obtained allipaoaetrically, 
the raveraa ia, however» truc for k where thoae valuaa calculated froa 
the aicrophotoaetrlc raaulta ara higher than the allipaoaatric valuaa.
The aicrophotoaatrically derivad n and k valuaa diaplay aoaa irragularitiaa 
reflecting the aanaitivity of tha derived optical conatanta to tiny 
fluctuationa in R and 1*R (Section 2*2*4*)*
7.8.3 Coapariaon of Data with Literature Raaulta
Mincrala in the tetrahedrite>tennantite aolid aolution aerlea 
have a aarked ability to accoaaodate 'foreign* iona in their lattices.
Thia Bakes the interpretation and coaparlaon of reflectance data 
difficult as subtle changes in the chealcal coaposition can significantly 
alter both the aagnitude and dispersion of the reflectance spectrua. In 
Fig. 7.6 and Table 7.8 the results for the tetrahedrite used in this 
study are coapared with those of aiailar natural and synthetic tetrahedrites 
studied by other workers.
The reflectance curves shown in Fig* 7*6 can be divided into 
two categories. The first is coaposed of curves 3, 4 and 5 %»hile the 
second coBprises curves 1» 2 and 7. The difference between these two 
sets of curves is that although they have essentially the aaae shape the 
first set is displaced by aoae twenty nanoaetres towards the red end of the 
spectrua with respect to the second set* It is also interesting that 
thia Barked division between the data differentiates the synthetic 
tetrahedritea froa those occurring naturally* Obviously as none of 
the tetrahedritea have exactly the saae coapoaition» coapariaona aust 
be broadly baaed and generalised* For exaaple» the greater reflectivity 
and displaceaent of curves 3» 4 and S can be partially explained by 
their high antiaony concentrations.
Hall» Cervelle and U v y  (1974) have suggested that the presence 
of sine and iron in synthetic tetrahedritea causes a diaplaceaent of
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TiÉbl» 7 .8 . Coapuritoo o f rtfloetw e* data from tb it atvdr 
tùr tatnhadrìta with litaratur* waives.
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the spectral m x Ibs towards the Infra-red with respect to pure 
tetrahedrlte* The results of this study and those of Arays, Bowles sod 
Slopson (1978) on natural tetrshedrites seea to contradict this finding 
and It seeos oore likely that this apparent 'red^hlft* la the result of 
a nuober of Interacting factors, for exaople, high sine and high 
antloony concentrations. The presence of sine does, however, as suggested 
by Hall, Cervelle and Levy (1974), cause the spectral oaxioa to becooe 
nore pronounced* In addition. Hall, Cervelle and Levy, (1974) and Charlat 
and Levy (1976) have shown that the incorporation of silver In the 
tetrahedrlte lattice leads to a decrease In reflectivity and a general 
flattening of the curve* This phenooenon aay account for the fact that 
curves 1 and 2 are slightly lower than expected, given their antlaony to 
arsenic ratio*
7*8*4 Electronic and Optical Properties
The cooplexlty both in conposltlon and structure of alnersls In 
the tetrahedrlte-tennantlte solid solution series has led to little being 
understood about their bonding and electronic structure* In the general 
sense tetrahedrlte can be regarded as a senlconductor with a narrow band 
gap, the else of which can fluctuate depending on the elenental coaposltlon 
and the nunber of occupied d orbitals therein* At wavelengths longer 
than 600 na the energy of the Inconlng light Is Insufficient to excite 
electrons froa the valence band Into the conduction band, and so the 
reflectivity Is low and the absorption coefficient k correspondingly 
tends towards sero*
Vhen sine and Iron substitute for copper In tetrahedrlte 
they enter slightly distorted tetrahedral sites and becoae essentially 
sp3 hybridised* Pe^'^td^) is fairly unstable In tetrahedral sites 
whereas the higher oxidation state P e ^ d ^ )  la stabilised by four*fold 
coordination, so It is probable that in tetrahedrltes an Interaedlate 
iron coaposltlon Is attained* Hall, Cervelle and Levy (1974) have 
suggested that the following dlsproportionation'type aechanlsa way 
occur for iron in tetrahedrites and tennantites*
2Pe2^(d^)' KPe(d5) ♦ Pe(d7))^^
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A siailar Mchanlta is also poatulatad for coppar*
Tatrahadrltaa art oftan aconoaically iaportant bacaoaa of 
axtanalaa ailvar aubatitucion for coppar In trigonal planar altaa* Aa 
coppar and ailvar bava alailar ground atata configurâtIona 3d^^4a^ and 
4d^05al raapactivaly, tha only conatraint on auch a aubatitution ia tha 
aisa of tha Ag'*' ion. Incorporation of ailvar in tha tatrahadrita 
atructura landa to a drop and a flattaning of tha raflactlvity profila, 
a dacraaaa in hardnaaa and an incraaaa in tha aisa of tha unit call. In 
addition thara ia a aarkad antipathy batwaan ailvar and araanic wharaby 
tha lattar conatricta tha lattica inhibiting tha antranca of tha foraar.
Tha raflactanca apactrua of tha tatrahadrita apaciaan axhibita 
tifo aaxiaa at 380 na and 540 na, in addition it alao ahoifa a rapid dacraaaa 
in raflactivity at wavalangtha graatar than 600 na. Tha onaat of tha 
abaorption adga at 600 na and continuing into the blua ia aarkad by an 
incraaaa in ¿2* ^^8* 6.24 and a corraaponding dacraaaa in S|, Fig. 6.24. 
Tha and ^2 *pcctra like thoaa of n, k and raflactanca have a double 
huapad appearance indicating that at laaat two excitation procaaaaa auat 
be taking place. Tha value of k like A 2 incraaaaa with dacraaaing 
wavelength and at tha rad and of tha apactrua tenda towarda sarò ia, tha 
ainaral is saai-tranaparant to rad light. Although all tatrahadritaa 
and tannantitea exhibit this phanoaenon tha tendency ia particularly 
aarked in thoaa which arc rich in sine. It ia intaraating to note that 
these are the tatrahedritaa where tha ion substituting for copper has a 
coaplatc stable d^^ configuration and tharafora suggasta that in other 
tatrahadritas low energy transitions proaotad by partially occupied 
d-orbitals are taking place. Tha sharpening of tha reflectance Baxiaa 
which are alao characteristic of sincian tatrahadritas aay alao a 
conaaquanca of this affect ia. tha apactrua ia not saaared by transitions 
froa d-lavala.
7.9 Casaitarita
i .i« 7.9.1 Introduction
Electron probe aicroanalyais of tha caasitarita apaciaan.
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section nuaber B1006, used in this study showed it to contain trace 
quantities of copper and titaniua and to have the foraula 8no,9902 
which is not significantly different froa that for pure tin (IV) oxide 
Sn02*
7«9.2 Coaparison of Microphotoaetric and Ellipsoaatric Data
Cassiterite is a aineral of tetragonal syaaetry, so for the 
purposes of this study an isotropic section was prepared. As the response 
of the DVM did not fluctuate upon rotation of the speciaen on the speciaen 
stage, the aineral section was treated as isotropic and aeasured in 
one orientation only. A graphical representation of the ellipsoaetric 
and aicrophotoaetric reflectance data can be found in Fig. 6.26 together 
with the oil iaaersion results of the latter. Over aost of the spectrua 
the ellipsoaetric and aicrophotoaetric results are in extreaely good 
agreeaent and lie well within the experiaental error ranges for both 
techniques (^.5Z). (The SSRDP (section 5.2) accounts for the 
slight lowering of the asgnitude of the aicrophotoaetric data between 
500 and 600 na). Slight discrepancies are also found at 400 and 420 na, 
but as noted previously (section 7.2.3) the aicrophotoaetric results are 
suspect at these wavelengths.
The cllipsoaetric and aicrophotoaetric n and k values are in 
very good agreeaent. Fig. 6.27. This is because of the closeness both 
in aagnitude and dispersion of the reflectance data. The aicrophotoaetric 
and cllipsoaetric n values are practically identical, the differences 
occurring for the aost part in the second place of deciaals, the 
ellipsoactric data, however, have slightly higher values over aost of 
the spectrua. The agreeaent between the k values is not quite so good 
with the aicrophotoaetric values being higher throughout the spectrua.
This is because the aineral is practically transparent and so values are 
being derived in the proxiaity of the k • 0 contour (section 2.2.4.2), a 
fact that also accounts for the undulating nature of the aicrophotoaetric 
dispersion.
7.9.3 Coaparison of Data with Uterature Eesults
In the past aost optical studies on cassiterite have used the
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prita aethod to dotoraine Its rofroctivo index, froa which ntsuaing k 
its rsflsctsncc has boon cslculstsd. Very few workers hswe aessured 
reflectance directly although Cal as and Cottrant (1982) have 
exaained the absorption spectra« In Table 7.9 the results froa this 
study are coapared with those froa the INA CON data file.
- 0
The range of values given in the data file are consistently 
higher than our results, but as no inforaation relating to the type of 
aineral section or its orientation are given coaparisona are difficult«
This problea is further coapounded by the fact that the data file gives 
only a seaiquantitative analysis of the aineral and gives no indication as 
to its trace eleaent concentrations« It is, however, possible to speculate 
upon the reasons for these differences« Host caasiteritea for exaaple 
contain traces of iron aa an iapurity while that used in this study does 
not« Thus it aay be that increasing iron concentration leads to an 
increase in reflectivity as occurs in sphalerites«
7«9«4 Electronic and Optical Fropertiea
Caasiterite is a aineral with a large band gap which is quoted 
at 3«54 eV for light vibrating parallel to the C axis and 3«93 eV for 
light vibrating perpendicular Cal as and Cottrant (1982)« The difference 
in band gap with vibration direction is exhibited by the strong pleochroiaa 
of the aineral in ultra-violet light« This indicates that for certain 
crystallographic orientations less energy is required to initiate 
electronic transitions froa the valence band to the conduction band than 
for others«
Naturally occurring casaiteritea are uniquely n-type 
seaiconductora« Atteapta to produce p-type caaaiteritea by variously 
doping with sine (Hatthew and Kohnke, 1968) and galliua and indiua 
(Morgan and Vright, 1966) have failed, although Vright (1968) claiaa 
that doping with chroaiua does produce a high resistivity p-type 
apeciaen« The n—type aeaiconductor behaviour (observed in casaiterite) 
aeeas to occur via doubly ionised oxygen vacancies, however, the full 
nature of the defect structure has yet to be satisfactorily elucidated«
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Tabic 7«9* Coapariaon of rcflcetanec data trcm tbic ctudy for eacsitcritc vith literature ealuee.
1 . Ellipeonetric valuec for cassiterite , this study.2. NicropbotoiDetric ralues for eassiterite, this study*3. INA,COM results for cassiterite fron Mrirasando aine, Uganda» using 8iC standard.
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Iron It the aott coaaon and aott studied substituent In 
cssslterlte end Is thought to be responsible for the peak soawtlaes 
observed at 450 na (Csl as and Cottrsnt, 1982). Iron Is known to act 
as an acceptor, but Its effects are aore than coapensated for by the 
presence of oxygen vacancies and donor Iona auch as nloblua and tantalua* 
In our apeclaen, no Iron was detected, however, the saall quantities of 
copper would be expected to act as acceptors, while the presence of 
tltanlua Iona aay lead to a very slight Increase In reflectivity.
The brownish red colours of natural caaslterltes have been 
attributed by aany authors to Iron lapurltles. As the caaalterlte 
speclaen In this study la brown In colour but contains no detectable 
Iron, It aeeaa likely that the colouration la due to charge transfer 
processes between the electronic levels of the copper and tltanlua and 
the casslterlte lattice. Such processes appear to provide Just as Intense 
a colouration as those ascribed to Iron.
The only feature worthy of note In the reflectance spectrua of 
the caaalterlte speclaen la the peak at 320 na, which la Indicative of 
electronic transitions between the valence band and the conduction band 
(absorption edge). Apart froa this aaxlaua the reflectance apectrua la 
reaarkably flat varying by as little as 0.2Z froa 400 - 700 na. There la 
no Indication of the expected excltonlc transitions auperlapoaed on the 
absorption edge, but It la possible that these are too weak to be observed 
at rooa teaperature.
As would be expected the dispersions of n, k, (Fig. 6.27), 
and ¿2 (^^8* 6.28) have a alallar shape to the reflectance profile 
being essentially flat between 700 - 400 na after which they slowly rise 
to a aaxlaua between 300 and 320 na.
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7.10 Cuprlf
7.10.1 Iptroductlop
Electron probo ■icroonalyslo of the cuprite epeclaen nuaber BM 
1974, 411, section B1007, revealed it to be coaposed entirely of copper end 
oxygen, having the fomuls Cuj.gjP, this agrees reasonably well with that 
generally recognised for cuprite Cu2P* An exaaination of the fomula 
reveals that the aineral is copper deficient, as are all cuprite speciaena 
(Shuey, 1975). This fact accounts for the p-type seaiconductor behaviour 
observed in cuprite, which occurs via copper vacancies which act as 
acceptors.
7.10.2 Coapariaon of Microphotoaatric and Ellipaoaetric Data
In Fig. S.30 the aicrophotoaetric air and oil aaxiaua and 
ainiaua reflectance curves are given together with the ellipaoaetric air 
aensureaenta. Coapariaona of these data are difficult because of 
the anisotropy of the aineral (Section 7.10.4.). The fact that 
the dispersion of the ellipaoaetric data is siailar to the ainiaua 
aicrophotoaetric reflectance curve la probably pure chance, and caused 
by the fact that in order to avoid areas of internal reflections, the 
speciaen was always orientated in the saae direction so as to accoaaodate 
the ellipaoaetric beaa. Despite this fact several points are worthy of 
note, firstly an exaaination of the ellipaoaetric reflectance curve 
between 600 and 700 na reveals the aachine'a unreliability in this spectral 
range (section 7.2.3). Secondly because of the SSRDP, Section 5.2, 
the aicrophotoaetric data will be slightly below their true values especially
in the aiddle of the apectrua.
The anisotropy of the cuprite apeciaen also aakes coapariaons 
between the ellipaoaetric and aicrophotoaetric n and k values difficult. 
There are, however, aoae general points which are worthy of discussion. 
Exaaination of Fig. 6.31 reveals that the ellipaoaetric n values are higher 
than the aicrophotoaetric ones, and that the diaperalon of the ellipaoaetric 
n data bears a closer aiailarity to the aicrophotoaetric ainiaua curve, 
than it does to the aaxiaua. In the case of the k values the distinctions 
between the aicrophotoaetric asxiaua and ainiaua curves are less clearly
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defined, •• over aoet of the epectroa the eo celled alnlena caree le 
ectaelly higher la ■agnitade then the aexiaaa caree« The ellipeowtric 
k eeloes ere lower then the alcrophotoaetric ones throaghoot the epectron« 
The letter ere, howeeer, probably ertlflcielly high beceoee they ere 
being aeasared in e region where k tends towards sero (Section 2«24)«
7«10«3 Cosa ertson of Pete with Llteretare lesalts
Beer since Gross end Kerryee (1952) in Leningrad end Hayeshi 
(1952) in Japan obsereed excitonic beheeioar in the eisible spectrua of 
coprite, the ainerel has attracted the attention of aeny workers. Soae of 
these resolte ere displayed in Table 7« 10« Dnfortanately all of these 
data relate to isotropic caprite. Bastall (1980) has obsereed differences 
in reflectleity and in the positions of the excitonic peaks with changing 
crystallographic orientation but attributes these to the difficulties in 
polishing different cuprite crystal faces to the saae standard. Throughout 
his discussion, Bastall aaintains the isotropisa of his speciaen although 
his data would not seen to substantiate this claia.
Taking the anisotropy of the cuprite speciaen used in this 
study, and coapositional differences into account, the data agree 
reasonably well with the results of other workers. It is interesting to 
note the differences in the reflectance dispersion between the cuprite 
•peciaen used in this study and that aeasured by Bastall (1980), Table 
7.10, especially when it is reaeabered that both were aeasured on the 
•aae ellipsoaeter although the latter speciaen was cheaically etched 
before aeasureaent.
Fig. 7.7 displays the results of Brahas and Mikitine (1965) 
carried out on a single crystal of coprite at 77 K between 200 and 
500 na. It is interesting to coapare these results with those of this 
study. Theraal lattice vibrations and lattice iaperfectiona will tend 
to broaden the spectral aaxiaa and it is the reduction of the foraer in 
particular via low teaperature aeasureaants which accounts for the sharp 
narrow peaks in Brabas and Rikitine*s dispersion, âs a result of theraal 
broadening It is only the aajor peaks, B, F, H and J which are observed 
in our apectrua, the saaller peaks 6 and I are not detected they lie 
within the envelope of the broadened peaks H and J. They do, however.
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M M « T.IO. Coapuisoo o f  rtfloetoaeo dots from this study 
fo r  cuprito vith litcrotu rs toIuss.
2. Ma-iriimi ■ icropbotOBetric Tolues for cuprite« this study*3. Niniaum aicrophotoaetric ralues for cuprite» this study.
k.  m»COM results for cuprite froa UsteardyConnrmll usin« e 8iC standard»‘ fiiapson.5. INA»OON results for ci^nrite trcm Nindouli.Coiieo usine a 8iC standard» Caye & Pasdelm^.6. m ip soaetric results of Roberts k Bastali (1978) for cuprite froa Oneanja,Iaaibia (BM.197^*^ll) •7. m ipsoaetric results of Roberts ft Bastali (1978) for synthetic cuprite.8. Results gieen by Bovie» Siapson ft Auld (1978) fbr natural cvprites.
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■aaifcst their presence by slightly shifting the position of the asniaa 
ie, ehst is seen is the «sighted seersge of peeks end 6 end H, end I end 
J respectively*
7.i0.4 Electronic end Optical Properties
Cnprite is a ssnicoedoctor with s band gap which has variously 
been reported as between 2.17 and 2.31 e? ie, allowed electronic transitions 
fron the valence band into tl» conduction band begin at about 570 vm and 
continue into the ultra-violet. Superinpoaed on the absorption edge are 
peaks prinarily derived fron encltonlc processes designated A-J by Brahns 
and Bikitine (1965). It has been established (Irahna and Mikitine,
1965) that peaks, H and J are particularly defect sensitive. The results 
of this study take this arginent one stage further by appearing to suggest 
that peaks H and J are also orientation dependent. It thus seens likely 
that peaks B and J (and G and 1) are derived fron the sa» encltonlc 
process and that this la initiated at lower energies when the specinen 
is in its *naxinua* orientation.
It is appropriate here to consider the origin of the observed 
anisotropy in our cuprite specinen. This anisotropy la weak, being 
scarcely detectable under crossed poUra and only becones readily apparent 
when observing the fluctuating response of the W M  upon rotation of the 
apecinen stage. Its effect on the optical data, however, is quite 
dranatic. This is because of the orientation dependence of the excitonic 
processes responsible for the peaks H/J which subsequently leads to two 
very different dispersions. Whether this slight anisotropy is a surface 
or bulk effect is uncertain at the nonent and because of its weakness 
would be very difficult to ascertain. Bearing in nind the results of 
Bastall this phenoMnon does not seen to be unique to our specinen. In 
addition recent E-ray studies on chalcotrichite (fine hair-like crystals 
of cuprite) have shown slight departures fro« cubic sywnstry.
Bxanlnation of Fig. 6.30 reveals that the reflectivity of 
cuprite rises rapidly after the onset of the absorption edge and continues 
to do so into the ultra-violet. The area of low reflectivity In the red 
and near infra-rad Is characterised by low values of «2 
and higher values of «i (Fig. 6.32) and n.
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7.10.S Surface Fila Foreatlon
The affacta of aurface filaa on cuprita hava baan axaainad by 
Raatall, Clarke and Roberta (I960), who auggaatad that the praaanca of 
an abaorbing fila of CuO on the aurface of cuprite ifould account for 
their anoaaloualy high k ealuea* Interpretation of filaad ayateaa by 
elllpsoaetry ahould alaaya be undertaken with care aa Saith (1983) haa 
ahown that a alightly acratched aurface with a thin tranaparent fila can 
aiaic the propertiea of an unacratched aurface with an abaorbing fila.
Hence the need to reduce aurface artefacta to a alae below the wavelength 
of viaible light. To aee if a fila waa growing on our cuprite apeciaen» 
aeaaureaenta were aade:
i) laaediately after buffing with an Al203rwater alurry 
il) two daya after buffing 
ill) aeven daya after buffing 
Iv) twenty-eight daya after buffing
v) fifty aiz daya after buffing
The reaulta, which ahowed no perceptible change in the optical 
p^thaetara led ua to the concluaion that either there ia no aurface fila 
preaent or that a aurface fila foraa Inatantaneoualy after buffing. Thua, 
provided that the aineral ia kept in a dry, cool envlronaent, thla fila 
will not ahow an Increaae in thickneaa with tiae. Of theae two hypotheaea 
the latter aeeaa the aoat plauaible aa it haa been poatulated that aoat 
aateriala, with the poaaible exception of gold, fora a thin phyai-aorbed 
aurface fila iaaedlately after poliahing.
7.11 Iridiua and Platinua Iridiua
7.11.1 Introduction
I. Fig. 6.3J th. .lllp.<».trlc r.n.et.oc. protil., tor irUlii.. 
.»I th. t w  pl.tl»«.-lrldlu. .noy. «Ith iridio, cont.ot. of t.« .nd 
t...ty flo. p.rc.ot .r. dl.pX«r«l. «>•
dl.p.r.101. wh*n pUtloo. 1. «Uoyod olth Iridio, c .  tho. b. cl..rly 
d.MD.tr.t«l. 1« bio. light th. hlgh.r th. Iridio, eont.ot of th. .Hoy. 
th. hlgh.r 1. It. r.fl.et.nc., th. r.».r.. ho«».r. 1. tro. 1« r.d light
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whcr« the alloy with the lowest iridiua content has the highest reflectivity* 
These observations can be explained by recourse to the iridiua reflectance 
profile which unlike that of platinua does not continue to rise rapidly 
in red light* Thus although iridiua has the highest reflectivity at the 
blue end of the spectrua, the platinua alloy with the lowest iridiua 
content (lOT) has the highest reflectance at the red end of the spectrua*
7*11*2 Coaparison of teflectance Data Using Various Techniques
In Fig* 6*34 the reflectance profiles for a platinua iridiua 
alloy with an iridiua content of twenty five percent aeasured using 
various optical techniques are displayed* Exaaination of Fig* 6*34 shows 
that there is a great deal of disparity between the aeasureaents* Although 
the SSKDP accounts for soae of the observed differences between the 
aicrophotoaetric data and the other results, it can not be held entirely 
responsible for then all*
The clue to the observed disparities lies in the closeness of 
the ellipsonetric neasuments carried out at CLP and at HPL suggesting 
that the angle of incidence effects the neasured results* Such a conclusion 
would nean that either a surface fila is present or that the surface is 
daaaged* As both platinua and iridiua are noble netals it is unlikely 
that an alloy of then would fora a surface fila of sufficient thickness 
to affect the neasured results so draaatically* It is, however, known 
that surface danage can ninic the optical characteristics of an absorbing
fila (Saith, 1983)*
As the noble netal speclaens were not prepared in the sane 
■•niwr a* the «ineraloglcal *p*el**n*. »her* eery f*» aiaeabl* aucrepaacle* 
were ob**r«*<l. aurfac# 4a«g* ***** to b* th* *o*t Ukely *,pX*«*tlo».
Th* coat of th* Iridio* and th* pl*tlno*-lrldlo* alloy* praelodad any 
farther pollahlng and *o ragrattably It *a* felt that they oar* onaoltabl* 
a* *«*n t**por*ry *lcrophoto**trle atandard* atandard* a* thalr ’tro**
reflectivity was unknown*
7.12 Tarnish Filaa on Mineral Surfaces
The l*port*nc* of pr*-****or***nt bofflng cannot b* oyaratatad
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•s has been saply dsaonstrstsd by the work of Griddle ct si.(1983) on 
henryite, «»here contrary to expections the surface reflectivity after 
one Bonth's exposure to the ataoaphere was greater than that iaaediately 
after buffing* In addition the aineral surface after this period of 
tlae displayed little visible evidence of tarnish fila foraation* For 
this reason all the aineral surfaces exaained in this study were buffed 
iaaediately prior to aeasureaent*
This la not to say that the aineral apeciaens were coapletely 
fila free* but as few aeaaureaenta are carried out in vacuus* the air 
foraed filas on alailar alneral apeciaens will be eaaentially the sane 
world wide* It is therefore possible to coapare the 'real* surface 
results of ainerals* provided the pre-sMSSureaent buffing requireaents are 
strictly adhered to*
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CONCLDSIOIIS
Coaparlson of the cllipeoaetrlc end ■icrophotoaetrlc resvlts 
reecale that on the whole the data are in fairly good agreewent and that 
where dlacrepanciea do occur they can oaually be ratlonaliaed. Diacrepanclea 
In the reflectance data are aoat likely to occur In regiona i^re the 
rate of change of reflectance with reapect to wavelength la high.
Thla la becauae In thla apectral region any alight errora In determining 
either the alcrophotometrlc or elllpaometrlc reflectancea will be magnified 
by the rapid changea required In the apectral reaponae of the equipment.
An example of thla phenomenon la found In tetrahedrlte where the reflectance 
decreaaea rapidly between 600 - 700 nm. Aa the elllpaometer la unable to 
react awlftly to large axlmuthal changea in thla apectral region the 
elllpaometric data appeare artificially high. Similarly, alight dlfferencea 
In the monochromator paaa banda uaed on the ellipaometer and mlcroacope** 
photometer leada to the obaerved dlacrepanciea In the data for pyrlte 
between 400 ~ 500 nm.
The effecta of the Standard~Specinan*-Ref lectance-Dlf ference** 
Phenomenon (8S1DP) on the mlcrophotometrlcally derived reflectance valuea 
only becomea Important when the reflectivity of the apeclmen la algnlfleantly 
greater than that of the atandard or vlce-veraa. Theae effecta are 
predictable and can be corrected for by uaing the valuea Hated In table 
5.1. It la lean eaay to correct the microphotometrie data for the effecta 
of the plnholea In the Interference filter at 420 nm and the loaa of 
aenaitlvlty at 400 nm. However, aa long aa auch factora are born In 
mind when the data arc analyaed the credibility of the experiment remalna 
intact.
The agreement between the derived n and k valuea for the two 
technlquea la alightly lean good, with Irregularltlea being obaerved In 
the mlcrophotometrlc data eapeclally for the hlgh^reflectance mlnerala.
To aome extent thla problem can be reduced by uaing the 15 acan averaging 
technique of mlcrophotomatrlc meaaurement. Preaumably thla reduction la 
becauae the mean valuea of R and ^*1 are atatlatlcally more likely to 
bear a reaemblance to the true reflectance valuea than are alngle acan 
air and oil meaaurementa. For moat minerala the mlcrophotometrlc k valuea
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are higher than the cllipaoaetric onea eapeclally when h teada towarda aero. 
Coaeeraely the alcrophotoatttrlc n ealuea are oaoally lower than the 
elllpaowetric onea. ly ▼irtoe of the equationa naed to calculate the 
■icrophotowetrlc a aad k ealaea if k la too high a will aeceaaarily he 
too low ia addition at higher reflectaacea aaall changea, in the Maanred 
▼alaea, can draaatically effect the derived optical conatanta. The preaeace 
of aorface fllaa aad aurface topography can alao influence the optical 
paraaetera hot will hawe a greater effect on thoae aeaaared ellipaoætrically 
than on those aeaaared aicrophotoætrically, by virtue of the different 
angles of incidence used in the two techniques.
One of the principal differences between ellipaoaetry and 
aicroacope photoaetry is the aanner in which reflectance aad the optical 
constants a aad k are derived. In aicroscope photoaetry the aeasured 
quantity is the light intensity reaching a photodetector and reflectance 
is calculated froa the ratio of light intensities, froa a apeciaen and a 
precalibrated standard. The n and k values are then derived via a pair 
of slaultaneous equations froa the air and oil reflectance values. In WhyasMA^ 
reflectance is calculated froa the n and k values and ia the last quantity 
to be derived and so contains the product of any errors Involved in any 
previous coaputations. The aeasured quantities in ellipsoaetry are the 
angular displaceaents of the anal3rser and polariser prisas froa their pre* 
set fiducials so negating the need for a standard.
Standards are a aajor problea in aicroscope photoaetry as very 
few aaterials fulfil the necessary requireaents for a good standard. The 
situation is particularly acute at high reflectances (>SSZ) where no 
adequate standards exist. In this study a calibrated evaporated aluainiua 
fila was used, to try to establish the cause of the SSIDF which was 
particularly apparent at high reflectances. Evaporated aluainiua because 
of its fragility and tendency to oxidise, however, ia unsuitable for 
noraal aicrophotoaetric aeasureaents. The aost likely candidate for a 
high reflectance standard is sperrylite (FtAs) but at present no 
aanufacturer can be persuaded to fabricate this aaterial.
Troa the above it aay seea that ellipaoaeters of the type uaed 
in this study have auch to offer the aineralogist especially as they do 
not require standards and so provide an independent aaans of evaluating
2 U
the optical constants n and k. There are, however, aoae drawhacka, 
for exaaple, a howogeneoos aorface area of not leas than 1 ca^ la required 
to accoBBodate the ellipsoBeter besB and in addition this area Bust be 
isotropic and as free froB surface filBS and surface irregularities as 
possible* Such stringent conditions clearly linit the nuaber of ainerals 
available for study and hence systeBStic studies of groups of ainerals 
are difficult and the exaaination of saall aineral inclusions iapossible* 
These problens are not insuraountable, a^nonaal incidence ellipsoaeter 
would go soBe way to solving the problens of speciBen aise and anisotropy* 
At the present tiae, however, it is unlikely that standard ellipsoaeters, 
will ever replace Bicroacope photoaeters in the study of Binerals* They 
Bay, however, provide aoae aineral values with which aicrophotoaetric 
aeasureaents Bay be coapared*
r t--
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